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Foreword

The workshop “Dark Forces at Accelerators” was held in Frascati on
October 16-19, 2012, with the idea of discussing the most recent results in the
search for hidden forces mediated by new gauge bosons with masses in the
range 1-1000 MeV.

It followed a first succesful meeting held in September 2009 at SLAC.
Since then, several experimental activities have started and have produced
a large amount of new results. This has been a wordlwide effort, involving
laboratories in China, Japan, Germany, Italy and the USA, all of which have
contributed to the workshop.

Many new experiments are also under way, and are expected to produce
results in the years to come. The status of their construction and data taking
plans, as well as their discovery potentials were thoroughly discussed.

The existence of new interactions can be a part of the solution of the dark
matter problem; it can also help solving the puzzle of the observed discrepancy
between the measured and calculated values of the muon g-2. These issues
were also part of the workshop’s program.

In the four days of the workshop, about 60 physicists, both theorists and
experimentalists, have participated to a lively and fruitful discussion on all of
the above topics. This book intends to testify the vitality of this community
and set a milestone for future discussion in the field.

Frascati, April 2013 The Editors
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APEX: THE A PRIME EXPERIMENT AT JEFFERSON LAB

James Beacham
New York University (NYU), New York, NY

Abstract

APEX is an experiment at Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
(JLab) in Virginia, USA, that searches for a new gauge boson (A′) with sub-
GeV mass and coupling to ordinary matter of g′ ∼ (10−6 − 10−2)e. Electrons
impinge upon a fixed target of high-Z material. An A′ is produced via a
process analogous to photon bremsstrahlung, decaying to an e+e− pair. A test
run was held in July of 2010, covering mA′ = 175 to 250 MeV and couplings
g′/e > 10−3. A full run is approved and will cover mA′ ∼ 65 to 525 MeV and
g′/e > 2.3× 10−4.

1 Introduction

A U(1)′ extension of the gauge group of the Standard Model of particle interac-

tions is a common feature of many theories. To have thus far evaded detection,
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the new gauge mediator, A′, must either have a large, O(TeV), mass or be

very weakly coupled to ordinary matter. This second scenario can be tested

at fixed target facilities such as the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Fa-

cility (JLab). APEX, The A Prime EXperiment, searches for an A′ at JLab

and is described in brief here. For a full description of the experiment see

Ref. 1) and for a detailed description of the results of the test run see Ref. 2).

The information in the current document also appears in a condensed form in

Ref. 3).

2 Motivations

The Standard Model (SM) of particle interactions is described by the gauge

group SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y , where the forces are mediated by vector bosons.

An extension of this model can have thus far evaded identification if the cor-

responding gauge boson is very weakly coupled to ordinary matter, with a

coupling strength g′ suppressed relative to the electromagnetic charge e by

ε ≡ g′/e ∼ 10−6 − 10−2 4) (or, equivalently, α′/α = ε2). A new gauge boson,

A′, corresponding to a U(1)′ extension of the SM can acquire an effective in-

teraction with electromagnetism via kinetic mixing, where quantum loops of

arbitrarily heavy particles provide a means by which the hidden U(1)′ sector

couples to the visible sector; see, e.g., Refs. 5, 6, 7).

In addition to the general interest in discovering an extension of the SM,

a hidden gauge sector with a gauge boson with mass in the MeV to GeV range

could address dark matter anomalies. The PAMELA experiment sees a positron

excess but no antiproton excess, which could be explained by a sub-GeV mass

hidden gauge boson coupling to dark matter and preferentially decaying into

leptons. A similar scenario could explain the e+e− excesses seen by Fermi,

ATIC, and HESS, and the effects observed by DAMA/LIBRA, INTEGRAL,

CoGeNT, and others. A complete description of these possibilities is in Ref. 8).

Moreover, the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon could be ex-

plained by the existence of a sub-GeV mass A′ with a weak effective interaction

with the SM. The presence of this A′ provides extra higher-order diagrams that

contribute to the calculation of (g − 2)µ and can bring it into agreement with

experimental measurements 8).
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3 Existing Constraints

Aside from these suggestive motivations, the coupling strength and mass of

the A′ are not predicted. Thus, searches for this new gauge boson must be

conducted over wide ranges of both. As a result, prior to 2009, the areas

of parameter space probed by APEX were remarkably weakly constrained.

Following the observation 8) that much of this range could be probed at existing

experimental facilities, a renewed interest in such experiments has led to the

current constraints and planned experimental sensitivities shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Existing and planned constraints in the

ε−mA′ plane, as of late 2012. From 10).

The existing con-

straints in this range are

from beam dump ex-

periments and measure-

ments of the g − 2 of

the electron, as well as

a search for φ → ηA′,

A′ → e+e− with the

KLOE detector 9) and

a search at BaBar for

Υ(3S) → γµ+µ− that

can be reinterpreted 8)

as a limit on the cou-

pling and mass of the A′.

For a more comprehen-

sive description of these

constraints, see Ref. 10)

and references therein.

As seen in Figure 1,

APEX covers a large por-

tion of this area of parameter space, from mA′ ∼ 65 to 525 MeV and with

coupling reach to g′/e > 2.3 × 10−4. A test run for APEX was performed in

July of 2010 and demonstrated the feasibility of the full experiment.
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4 APEX at Jefferson Lab’s Hall A

APEX is designed to take full advantage of JLab’s Continuous Electron Beam

Accelerator Facility and the two High Resolution Spectrometers (HRSs) in Hall

A. For the test run, an electron beam of energy 2.260 GeV and an intensity of

up to 150 µA was used, incident upon a tantalum foil of thickness 22 mg/cm2.

The central momentum of each HRS was ' 1.131 GeV with a momentum

acceptance of ± 4.5%.

An A′ is produced via a process analogous to photon bremsstrahlung and

decays to an e+e− pair; thus, the A′ signal will appear as a small, narrow bump

in the invariant mass spectrum of e+e− pairs from background QED processes.

The diagrams for signal and irreducible backgrounds are shown in Figure 2.

Z
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e! A"

(a)
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e!
e+

e!
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e!

Z

e!
e+

(c)

Figure 2: A′ signal process (a) and irreducible QED
backgrounds (b) and (c).

The opening an-

gle Θ0 of the e+e−

pair is set by mA′

and the incident elec-

tron beam energy as

Θ0 ∼ mA′/Eb ≈ 5◦,

with no such expec-

tation for the QED

backgrounds. This

motivates a symmet-

ric HRS configuration with both spectrometer arms positioned far forward. To

optimize sensitivity to A′ decays, dipole septum magnets are placed between

the target and the HRS aperture.

The Hall A HRSs consist of several different components to allow for the

measurement of the position and momentum of charged particles to a high

degree of accuracy. Vertical drift chambers, two orthogonal planes containing

anode wires immersed in an argon-CO2 mixture, allow for an accurate determi-

nation of the full 3D track of an incoming particle. The rate of electron singles

for APEX ranges up to 5.8 MHz, and the APEX test run achieved a VDC

rate of 5 MHz, higher than had ever been used in Hall A. Two separate sets

of scintillators provide timing information, to identify coincident e+e− pairs.

Online particle ID is provided by a gas Cherenkov detector and a lead glass

calorimeter allows for further offline rejection of pion backgrounds.

Accurate determination of the momentum of a produced particle requires
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knowledge of the position of the particle at the target in addition to position

as it enters the HRS. Since Hall A is used by several different experiments, a

reliable method by which to calibrate optics is necessary. For the APEX test

run, a method known as sieve-slit was used. A metal sieve with a characteristic

pattern of holes drilled into it is placed just beyond the target enclosure, and

elastic scattering events are collected during a calibration run. Since the posi-

tion at the target is known very well, the pattern of incident particles that enter

the VDC provide an optics matrix which is used for momentum calibration.

Excellent mass resolution is required to enable the identification of an A′

resonance. The HRSs are designed to achieve high momentum resolution at

the level of δp/p ∼ 10−4, providing a negligible affect upon the mass resolu-

tion. Angular resolution and multiple scattering in the target are the dominant

contributions to the mass resolution, as shown in Table 1.

mrad Optics Tracking MS in target
σ(horiz) 0.11 ∼0.4 0.37
σ(vert) 0.22 ∼1.8 0.37

Table 1: Contributions to APEX mass resolu-
tion.

For the test run, APEX

achieved a mass resolution of

σ ∼ 0.85 − 1.11 MeV, vary-

ing over the full mA′ range.

Reducible backgrounds

were rejected using a com-

bination of different triggers.

These backgrounds include electron singles from inelastic or electron-nucleon

scattering, pions from virtual photon decays, proton singles, accidental e+e−

coincidences, and e+e− pairs from real photon conversions. The ratio of

positron to charged pion production in the right HRS was greater than 1/100;

this pion contribution was reduced online by a factor of 30 and the necessary

rejection was achieved offline using both gas Cherenkov and calorimeter infor-

mation.

The final event sample trigger for the test run required a double coinci-

dence gas Cherenkov signal within a 12.5 ns window in each arm. The resulting

data sample consisted of 770,500 true e+e− coincident events with 0.9% (7.4%)

meson (accidental e+e− coincidence) contamination.

5 Bump Hunt / Resonance Search

The final data sample was analyzed as an invariant mass spectrum of e+e−

pairs. A bump hunt for a small, narrow resonance was performed. A probability
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model of the form

P (me+e− |mA′ , σ, S,B, ai) =
S ·N(me+e− |mA′ , σ) +B · Polynomial(me+e− , ai)

S +B
(1)

was used, where S is the number of signal events, N is a Gaussian distribution

with width σ corresponding to the mass resolution, B is the number of back-

ground events, and the ai are coefficients of a polynomial that encode the shape

uncertainty on the background. This model formed the basis of a likelihood

function and a test statistic, the profile likelihood ratio, that was then used to

calculate p-values for the null hypothesis and upper limits on S.

A scanning-window approach was adopted, where a window around each

mA′ hypothesis is formed before performing a likelihood test. Based on exten-

sive simulations, a 7th order polynomial and a 30.5 MeV window was chosen to

maximize sensitivity and simultaneously minimize pull. The resonance search

was performed on the invariant mass spectrum with 0.05 MeV binning and the

procedure was repeated in steps of 0.25 MeV for each candidate A′ mass.

6 Test Run Results

No significant excess was found over the invariant mass range of mA′ = 175

to 250 MeV; see Figure 3. The most significant excess was at 224.5 MeV with

a p-value of 0.06%. Out of ∼1000 pseudoexperiments based on the test run

data, 40% yielded a p-value at least as extreme as 0.06% somewhere in the

mass range.

The upper limit on number of signal events, S, compatible with a back-

ground fluctuation at the 90% CL was translated into an upper limit on the A′

coupling, α′/α, by exploiting the kinematic similarities between A′ and γ∗ pro-

duction. The cross sections for the two processes are simply related 8) within

a 1 MeV window around the A′ mass, and thus the signal-to-background ratio

is independent of detector acceptance in this mass window. Based on Monte

Carlo simulations, the ratio f of the radiative-only cross section to the full

QED background cross section varies linearly from 0.21 to 0.25 across the

APEX mass range and, thus, all backgrounds can be normalized to the ra-

diative background. The final expression relating Smax and (α′/α)max is
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(
α′

α

)
max

=

(
Smax/mA′

f ·∆B/∆m

)
×
(

2Neffα

3π

)
, (2)

and the upper limit on coupling is shown in Figure 4.

7 Full Run Plans

The APEX full run is approved and will be ready to run when JLab switches

on in 2014 after an upgrade of the beam energy from 6 to 12 GeV. The full run

will take data for ∼34 days at four different energy and spectrometer settings,

and will cover a larger mass range, mA′ = 65 to 525 MeV, using a 50 cm long

multifoil target. The full run statistics will be ∼200 times larger than the test

run, allowing sensitivity to α′/α 1-2 orders of magnitude below current limits.

A new optics calibration method is currently being tested and data acquisition

rates are being improved, to allow for up to 5 kHz. A complete description of

the full run is in Ref. 1).
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Light Dark Gauge Boson Searhes in Eletroweak

Proesses

T. Beranek

Institut für Kernphysik and PRISMA Cluster of Exellene

Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz, D-55099 Mainz

Abstrat

Extending the Standard Model of partile physis by an U(1) group gener-

ates an additional gauge boson γ′ whih is known as hidden or dark photon.

The hidden photon is able to interat with the eletromagneti urrent of the

Standard Model. We study the exploration reah of various �xed target experi-

ments searhing for the hidden photon. Therefore we investigate the reation of

a lepton pair indued by quasi-elasti sattering of an eletron beam o� a heavy

nuleus (A,Z), i.e. e(A,Z) → e(A,Z)e+e− with a hidden photon γ′ as signal

and a virtual photon as bakground in the intermediate state. We ompare

our alulations with the data taken in the test run of the MAMI experiment.

Preditions of the expeted exlusion limits of the 2012 beam time at MAMI

are presented. Furthermore, our analysis of rare kaon deays as possibility to

onstrain the γ′ parameter spae is presented.
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1 Introdution

Reent observations of anomalies in astrophysial data 1) have motivated to

onsider extensions of the Standard Model of partile physis (SM) by inluding

an additional U(1) gauge group whih ould explain suh anomalies 2). Though

the idea to extend the SM by an additional U(1) reently beame popular, it

did not rise up with these observations. In many well motivated SM extensions,

e.g. from string theory, additional U(1) groups appear naturally 3).

Extending the SM by suh an U(1)D group generates an additional gauge boson

γ′ whih is able to interat with the eletromagneti urrent of the Standard

Model. Although this interation is forbidden at tree level it is possible via

kineti mixing giving rise to an e�etive interation Lagrangian

Lint = i εe ψ̄SM γµ ψSM A′

µ,

where A′ denotes the γ′ �eld. Furthermore, ε is the kineti mixing fator

parameterizing the oupling strength relative to the eletri harge e, and de-

sribes the interation of the additional gauge boson with the eletromagneti

urrent. The γ′ may gain a mass mγ′ whih an be estimated to be in the range

of 10MeV to a few GeV, and the kineti mixing fator ε2 = α′/α is predited

from various models to be in the range 10−12 < ε < 10−2 4). The oupling of

the γ′ to SM partiles and the predited mass range allows for the γ′ searh

by aelerator experiments at modest energies with high intensities. The pro-

posal to searh for the hidden gauge boson by �xed-target experiments 5, 6)

motivated several experimental programs, e.g. by the A1 Collaboration at the

MAMI aelerator in Mainz 7) as well as at the CEBAF faility at Je�erson

Lab 8, 9). The A1 7) and APEX 8) experiments already have published �rst

data. In these eletron-hadron sattering experiments an eletron beam is sat-

tered o� a nulear �xed target, and a lepton-antilepton pair is reated, whih

is deteted. Using the measured invariant mass distribution, a bump searh

is performed. In the ase, that no bump is seen, an exlusion limit for the γ′

oupling ε2 as funtion of its mass mγ′ an be alulated, for whih a preise

knowledge of the bakground is ruial. Suh preise study is the main subjet

of the �rst part of the present work 10). In the seond part the possibility to

onstrain the γ′ parameters from rare kaon deays is disussed 11).
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Figure 1: Tree level Feynman diagrams ontributing to the ep → epl+l− ampli-

tude. Upper panel: exhange of the timelike boson V and a spaelike γ (TL).

Lower panel: the spaelike boson V and a spaelike γ (SL). In addition to these

diret (D) diagrams the exhange term (X), whih onsists of the same set of

diagrams with sattered eletron and eletron of the e+e− pair exhanged, also

ontributes.

2 Fixed target experiments

2.1 Calulation of the signal and bakground ross setions

The underlying diagrams for all �xed target experiments mentioned so far are

shown in Fig. 1. We alulate this proess exatly in leading order of QED

and furthermore apply leading order radiative orretions of the orresponding

elasti sattering proess to obtain an estimate of these orretions, whih

redue the ross setion by an amount in the range of 10 − 20%.

The invariant amplitudes required for alulating the ross setion an be read

o� from these Feynman diagrams. As in the two diagrams on the upper panel

of Fig. 1 the intermediate boson V is timelike, we refer to this amplitude as

TL. Correspondingly, we refer to the diagrams on the lower panel, where the
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V is spaelike, as SL and their sum is denoted by SL + TL.

The isolated γ′ prodution proess is given by the oherent sum of the two TL

diagrams on the upper panel of Fig. 1 while the bakground, resulting from the

exhange of a virtual photon, is given by the sum over all diagrams, where the

intermediate vetor partile V in the TL diagrams is γ′ and γ∗, respetively.

We assign a �nite deay width Γγ′ to the γ′.

In the ase that the l+l− pair and the beam lepton are of the same speies,

as for the existing experiments, the same diagrams of Fig. 1 with the sattered

(beam) eletron and reated eletron of the pair exhanged also have to be

taken into aount. Therefore, we refer to the diagrams depited in Fig. 1 as

�diret� ontribution and to those with exhanged �nal state eletrons as �ex-

hange� ontribution, labeled by D and X, respetively.

The nuleus spin as well as ontributions from the breakup hannel and nu-

lear exitations an be negleted to good approximation. E�ets due to the

nuleus spin are suppressed by the large nuleus mass, whih an be heked

analytially. The inelasti ontribution an be negleted sine the momenta

transferred to the nuleus are small.

The omparison with experimental data an be performed by integrating

the obtained di�erential ross setion over the experimental aeptanes. To

obtain the aeptane integrated ross setion ∆σ, whih an be related to

experimental ount rates by multipliation with the luminosity, a non-trivial

8-fold integration is neessary.

The signal ross setion ∆σγ′ an be related to the diret TL ross setion

∆σTLγ as given in Eq. (19) by Bjorken et. al. 5)

∆σγ′

∆σTLγ

=
3π

2N

ε2

α

mγ′

δm
. (1)

Using this quantity one an alulate a limit on ε as

ε2 =

(

∆σγ′+γ

∆σγ

− 1

)

∆σγ

∆σTLγ

2N α

3π

δm

mγ′

, (2)

where the ratio ∆σγ′+γ/∆σγ is the (aimed) signal sensitivity, whih has to be

determined from the experiment. The ratio of the bakground ross setion to

the diret TL ross setion ∆σγ/∆σTLγ has to be determined from theory.
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Figure 2: Left panel: Comparison of theory alulations and experimental data

for a me+e− bin width of 0.125MeV. Blak points: Data taken in a partiular

run of the MAMI 2010 experiment 7). Solid urve: Theory alulation of the

bakground ross setion. Dotted urve: Theory alulation of the bakground

ross setion without radiative orretions. Dashed-dotted urve: Theory alu-

lation of the diret SL + TL ross setion. Dashed urve: Theory alulation

of the diret TL ross setion. Right panel: Solid (dashed) urve: Ratio of

the bakground ross setion ∆σγ, D+X (∆σγ, D) to the diret TL ross setion

∆σTLγ , respetively.

2.2 Comparison with data and preditions for MAMI

A �rst test run to proof the feasibility of a dediated γ′ �xed target searh

experiment has been performed at MAMI by the A1 Collaboration in 2010 7).

A sample of the data taken in this experiment ompared to our alulations

an be seen in Fig.2.

For the omparison of the alulation and the data integrated luminosity of L =

41.4 fb−1 for the seleted sample of events is used. A bakground ontribution

of around 5% was already subtrated in this sample, the systemati unertainty

in the luminosity from the knowledge of the thikness of the target foil is below

5%.

As seen on the left panel of Fig. 2, our alulation (solid urve) of the ra-

diative bakground and the experimental data (points) are in good agreement.

The in�uene of the radiative orretions is displayed by the solid and dotted

urve on Fig. 2 whih are alulated with and without radiative orretions,

respetively.

One noties from the right panel of Fig. 2 (solid urve) that the ratio

∆σγ, D+X/∆σTLγ smoothly varies between 15 and 25 for most of the invariant
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2012 experiment.

mass range. Negleting the neessary ontribution of the exhange term to the

ross setion, the ratio is lower by a fator of about 3 for the investigated range

(dashed urve on the right panel of Fig. 2). The A1 Collaboration started

a γ′ searh run at MAMI in 2012, probing the kinematis entered around

me+e− = 57 − 218MeV, in whih no signal of a γ′ was found. In Fig. 3 a

ombined plot of our result for the ratio ∆σγ/∆σTLγ is shown for eah setting

as funtion of the invariant mass me+e− . One obtains for the ratio a value of

around 10 − 15.

On the right panel of Fig. 3, the exlusion limits on ε2 5, 7, 8, 12) are dis-

played: the shaded regions show existing limits, whereas the dashed urves

show our preditions for the MAMI set of kinematis indiated by the dashed

urve for an assumed integrated luminosity of around 10 fb−1. Obviously, the

MAMI 2012 will over a large part of the (g − 2) welome band.

3 Rare Kaon deays

In the following we will study the proess K+ → µ+νµγ′ as a possible signal

from the dark setor (see Feynman diagram in Fig. 4) within the mentioned

framework of kineti mixing (model I) as well as in a model where the γ′ ouples

only to the muon assuming an expliit breaking of gauge invariane 13) (model

II). In a pioneering experiment 14) of the deay K+ → µ+ + neutrals, only the
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Figure 4: Feynman diagram for the proess K+ → µ+νµγ′.

harged muon is deteted, exluding further harged partiles or photons in the

�nal state. Therefore it is onvenient to express the deay rates as funtions

of the kineti energy of the muon Tµ. In this experiment an upper bound for

the branhing fration Γ(K+ → µ+ + neutrals)/Γ(K+ → µ+ν) of 2 · 10−6 was

found.

The SM bakground for invisible γ′ deays results from the K+ → µ+νµνlν̄l

deays. Due to the applied experimental uts a further bakground arising

from radiative orretions to the 2-body deay K → µνµ an be negleted.

In order to obtain a dimensionless quantity, it is helpful to onsider the ratio of

these deay rates relative to the ratio of the 2-body deay K+ → µ+νµ. In order

to obtain the experimental limits from these data the di�erential deay rate
dΓ

dEµ

(K+ → µ+νµγ′) has to be folded with the detetor e�ieny D(Eµ) 14),

i.e.

R̃(mγ′) :=

∫

dΓ

dEµ

(K+ → µ+νµγ′)D(Eµ)dEµ

Γ(K+ → µ+νµ)
. (3)

Sine the kineti mixing fator ε is a global fator of the amplitudes obtained

from Fig. 4, one an rewrite R̃ (mγ′) = ε2 R (mγ′) and thus �nds an upper

bound for the allowed values of ε2 as:

ε2 <
2 · 10−6

R(mγ′)
. (4)

In Fig. 5 (upper and middle panels) the di�erential deay rate for the signal

proess relative to the deay K+ → µ+νµ is shown alulated within model I

and II for the full phase spae (left panels) and with applied orretions due

to the given detetor aeptane (right panels), aording to the experimental

set-up 14). One noties that within the kineti mixing model (upper panels of

Fig. 5) the inner bremsstrahlung ontribution (IB) ompletely dominates the
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Figure 5: Upper and middle panels: Ratio of dΓ

dTµ

(K+ → µ+νµγ′) and Γ(K+ →

µ+νµ) for various γ′ masses for perfet detetor e�ieny (left panels) and for

�nite detetor e�ieny 14) (right panels) at ε2 = 1. Upper panels: kineti

mixing model (model I); middle panels: model II, where the γ′ only ouples to

the µ+. Lower left panel: Standard Model bakground for di�erent neutrino

families using the detetor e�ieny funtion. Lower right panel: ratio of total

deay rates Γ(K+ → µ+νµγ′) at ε2 = 1 relative to Γ(K+ → µ+νµνν̄) in model

II.
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Figure 6: Exlusion limits on the γ′ parameter spae (see text for further

details). Dashed-dotted urve: bound alulated in the kineti mixing model

(model I) for an auray of the ratio Γ(K+ → µ+νµγ′)/Γ(K+ → µ+νµ) of

10−9. Dashed urve: result for the 1973 data 14) within model II, where the γ′

only ouples to the µ+. Dotted urve: bound alulated in model II for an as-

sumed improvement of the experimental auray by two orders of magnitude,

i.e. 2 · 10−8.

result for the onsidered γ′ mass parameters: omparison between IB urves

and urves inluding the form fator dependene 15, 16). Sine in model II

the gauge invariane is not required, the deay rate is enhaned by a fator

of 1/m2
γ′ ompared to model I. The expeted SM bakground from the deay

K+ → µ+νµνν̄ with the applied experimental uts 14) is shown on the lower

left panel.

As one an see from the lower right panel of Fig. 5, the total γ′ deay rate

(model II) Γ(K+ → µνµγ′) alulated with ε2 = 1 is about a fator of 109

larger than the deay rate to SM partiles Γ(K+ → µ+νµνlν̄l). This orre-

sponds to an γ′ signal, whih will dominate over the expeted SM signal for

mixing fators down to ε2 ≃ 10−9. The alulated limits on the γ′ parameter

spae are shown in Fig. 6. In this �gure the olored regions again orrespond

to already exluded on�gurations of mass and oupling strength 17). In this

plot we have inluded the old as well as the new exlusion limits from (g − 2)

of the eletron ompared to the �ne struture onstant α. One has to dis-
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tinguish limits from searhes with visible and invisible deay produts. The

exlusion limits in Fig. 6 are all obtained within the kineti mixing framework

were the γ′ deay is assumed to be into SM leptons, exept those from rare

kaon deays in model I. In this work the bounds obtained from the kineti

mixing model (model I) orrespond to searhes with visible deay produts. In

experiments therefore the proess K+ → µ+νµe+e−, would be investigated e.g.

by a searh for peaks appearing over the known SM bakground. For invariant

masses of the e+e− mee < 2mµ the branhing ratios Γ(K+ → µ+νµγ′) and

Γ(K+ → µ+νµe+e−)(mee = mγ′) after full phase spae integration are equal.

In model II the kaon deay to γ′ is assumed to be invisible. Therefore the

existing limits from diret searhes in Fig. 6 do not exatly apply here. For

reasons of simpliity we use the same �gure to illustrate the numerial results

of this alulation.

A possible bound for the kineti mixing model is represented by the dash-

dotted urve for an assumed experimental auray of the ratio Γ(K+ →

µ+νµγ′)/Γ(K+ → µ+νµ) of 10−9. Furthermore, in Fig. 6 the bound ob-

tained in model II and an estimate in whih way the exlusion limits hange

due to an improvement in the experimental auray of the ratio Γ(K+ →

µ+νµγ′)/Γ(K+ → µ+νµ) by two orders of magnitude (dotted urve) are shown.

Suh an improved extration might be ahieved by new failities, suh as the

NA62 experiment at CERN or rare kaon deay experiments at JPARC.

4 Conlusions

We have alulated the ross setions for the γ′ �xed target experiments e(A,Z) →

e(A,Z)l+l−. We �nd, that our alulations for the eletromagneti bakground

proesses are in good agreement with the data taken at MAMI. This allows us

to give aurate preditions for future exlusion limits as presented here for

the new MAMI experiment, and we �nd, that the largest part of the (g − 2)µ

welome an be exluded.

Furthermore, we have investigated rare kaon deays as possibility to explore the

γ′ parameter spae in the low mass region. We have shown, that the method

used in this work may be suited to extend the existing limits within two models

for the γ′ oupling. For that purpose more preise data are neessary.
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Abstract

Hidden sectors with light extra U(1) gauge bosons, so-called hidden photons,
recently received much interest as natural feature of beyond standard model
scenarios like string theory and SUSY and because of their possible connection
to dark matter. This paper presents limits on hidden photons from past electron
beam dump experiments including two new limits from experiments at KEK
and Orsay. Additionally, various hidden sector models containing both a hidden
photon and a dark matter candidate are discussed with respect to their viability
and potential signatures in direct detection.

1 Introduction

Gauge bosons of an extra U(1) symmetry in a hidden sector, so-called hidden

photons, are well motivated since they arise naturally in string compactifica-

tions like the heterotic string or type-II string theories. Since the standard
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model (SM) is not charged under this new gauge group, there is no direct cou-

pling and the interactions with the visible sector, and consequently the exper-

imental constraints, are very weak. The hidden photon is additionally of great

interest as it provides a solution to the discrepancy between the SM prediction

of the muon anomalous magnetic moment and its experimentally measured

value 1). Furthermore, models containing in the hidden sector a dark mat-

ter (DM) candidate which interacts with the visible sector via a light hidden

photon have attracted much attention in the context of recent astrophysical

observations 2, 3).

At low energies, the dominant interaction of the hidden photon γ′ with

the visible sector is through kinetic mixing with the ordinary photon. This

can, for example, be generated from loops of heavy particles charged under

both U(1)s 4). Integrating out those particles gives as an estimate for the

size of the kinetic mixing the order of a loop factor O(10−3 − 10−4). We then

impose the following relation between the hidden gauge coupling gh and the

kinetic mixing χ

χ =
gY gh
16π2

κ, (1)

where κ is ∼ O(1) and depends on the masses of the particles in the loop.

For the most simple hidden sector with just an extra U(1) symmetry

and the corresponding hidden photon γ′, the low energy effective Lagrangian

describing the kinetic mixing with the photon is then given by

L = −1

4
FµνF

µν − 1

4
XµνX

µν − χ

2
XµνF

µν +
m2
γ′

2
XµX

µ + gY j
µ
emAµ, (2)

where Fµν is the field strength of the ordinary electromagnetic field Aµ and

Xµν is the field strength of the hidden U(1) gauge field Xµ. A mass mγ′

for the hidden photon can be generated either from the Higgs mechanism or

from the Stückelberg mechanism. In both cases, masses around the GeV-

scale can be obtained naturally but much smaller values are also possible 5).

Masses in the GeV range can be tested and constrained especially by electron

beam dump experiments. This has been studied in 6) for past beam dump

experiments at SLAC and Fermilab and further in 7) by taking into account

the experimental acceptancies and two additional experiments at KEK and

in Orsay. An overview of all current experimental constraints on the hidden

photon for the MeV to GeV mass range is given in 7, 8).
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In general, the hidden sector can contain not only gauge but also matter

fields. The attractive possibility of DM in the hidden sector interacting via a

hidden photon has been studied in various models for different ranges of DM

and hidden photon masses, in particular, GeV-scale dark forces 2, 3, 9, 10)

but also massless U(1)s 11).

This paper summarizes the current status of limits on hidden photons

from electron beam dump experiments in Sec. 2, based on the results presented

in 7). In Sec. 3, a toy-model as well as several supersymmetric models for DM

interacting via a hidden photon are discussed regarding the DM relic density

and signatures in direct detection experiments, following the analysis of 9).

2 Hidden photons in electron beam dump experiments

Hidden photons are produced in a process similar to ordinary bremsstrahlung

off an electron beam incident on a target. They are emitted at a small angle

in forward direction and carry most of the beam energy, cf. Fig. 1 (left). Due

to their feeble interaction with SM particles they can traverse the dump and

be observed in the detector through their decay into fermions, e.g., into e+e−.

The production cross section of hidden photons is roughly given by

dσ

dxe
' 4α3χ2 ξ(Ee,mγ′ , Z,A)

√
1−

m2
γ′

E2
e

1− xe +
x2
e

3

m2
γ′

1−xe
xe

+m2
exe

. (3)

where xe = Eγ′/Ee is the fraction of the incoming electron’s energy Ee carried

by the hidden photon, me is the electron mass and ξ(Ee,mγ′ , Z,A) is an ef-

fective flux of photons that takes into account atomic and nuclear form factors

and is approximately proportional ξ ∼ Z2 for the mass range of interest.

For the thick target experiments under consideration, the number of hid-

den photon events observable via the decay products can be estimated as

N ' NeN0X0

A

∫
dEγ′

∫
dEe

∫
dt

[
Ie

1

Ee

dσ

dxe

∣∣∣∣∣∣
xe=

E
γ′
Ee

e
−Lsh
l
γ′

(
1− e

−Ldec
l
γ′

)]
BRll̄, (4)

where Ne is the number of the incident electrons, N0 is Avogadro’s number, X0

is the unit radiation length of the target material, Lsh and Ldec are the lengths

of the target plus shield and of the decay region, respectively, and BRll̄ is the
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branching ratio of those decay products that the detector is sensitive to, i.e.,

e+e−, µ+µ− or both. The energy distribution Ie(E0, Ee, t) describes that the

initial energy E0 of the electrons in the beam is degraded as they pass through

the target. Detailed calculations and expressions are given in 6, 7).

E774

E141

Orsay

KEK
E137

10-2 10-1

10-7

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

mΓ' @GeVD

Χ

Figure 1: left: Hidden photon emission angle (top) and energy (bottom) from
Monte Carlo simulations with MadGraph for a beam energy of 1.6 GeV,
χ = 10−5 and a total of 3200 hidden photons with a mass of 50 MeV produced.
right: Limits on hidden photons from electron beam dump experiments at

SLAC (E141, E137), Fermilab (E774), KEK and in Orsay 7).

With the partial decay width into leptons given by 1)

Γγ′→l+l− =
αχ2

3
mγ′

(
1 + 2

m2
l

m2
γ′

)√
1− 4

m2
l

m2
γ′
, (5)

the decay length lγ′ = γβcτγ′ can be estimated as

lγ′ '
3Eγ′

αχ2m2
γ′
' 8 cm

Eγ′

1 GeV

(
10−4

χ

)2 (
10 MeV

mγ′

)2

. (6)

For large values of χ and/or mγ′ this is much shorter than the minimum length

of the dump required to suppress the SM background, so that electron beam

dump experiments can not access the corresponding region in the parameter

space.
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In an earlier analysis 6), limits from the E141 and E137 experiments

at SLAC and the Fermilab E774 experiment have been determined. We ex-

tended their analysis by two more experiments at KEK in Japan 12) and at

the Orsay Linac in France 13). Additionally, in order to derive constraints from

Eq. (4), we included the acceptances for the different experiments, taking into

account the geometry of the detector and possible energy cuts. For this pur-

pose, we compared the experimental specifications with the events obtained

from Monte Carlo simulations with MadGraph for the hidden photon pro-

duction in bremsstrahlung followed by the decay, see 7) for details. The limits

we obtain for all five electron beam dump experiments are presented in Fig. 1

(right). A comparison with others constraints is given in 7, 8). An overview of

future searches that can further probe the parameter space is presented in 14).

3 Hidden sectors with dark matter interacting via hidden photons

In this section we consider the possibility that the hidden sector also contains

DM in addition to the hidden photon. We first discuss the resulting DM relic

density and direct detection cross sections in a toy-model and then turn to

a more complete supersymmetric realization. The results of this section have

been presented in detail in 9).

3.1 Toy-model: Dirac fermion as dark matter candidate

The simplest possible hidden sector assumed in the following contains despite

the hidden photon just one Dirac fermion as DM candidate, cf. 3) for similar

models. Applying the relation given in Eq. (1) we fix the hidden sector gauge

coupling as a function of the kinetic mixing χ and determine the DM relic

abundance and direct detection rate for fixed κ. Depending on the masses of

both particles the DM annihilation can proceed either in a s-channel diagram

through the hidden photon into SM particles or in a t-channel diagram into

two hidden photons. While the former is present for the entire mass range

and resonant at mγ′ = 2mDM, the latter is accessible (and dominant) only

for mDM > mγ′ . For a DM mass of 6 GeV and κ = 0.1, we find that in the

dark green band in Fig. 2 (left) the correct relic abundance can be obtained

while in the light green area the contribution to the total DM density is only

subdominant. Increasing κ pushes the dark green horizontal band upwards to
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higher values of χ, while it moves down to smaller χ when κ is decreased. The

appearance of the resonance at 12 GeV results from the s-channel annihilation.

The spin-independent scattering on nuclei is also mediated by the hidden pho-

ton and turns out to give cross sections compatible with the ones required to

explain the CoGeNT signal for a Standard Halo Model. This is shown in Fig. 2

(left) as a purple band (90% CL lighter, 99% CL darker purple) in which the

cross sections for subdominant DM have been rescaled by the actual relic abun-

dance. For a DM mass as light as 6 GeV, there are no constraints from CDMS

or XENON. The areas in grey are excluded by the electron beam dump exper-

iments discussed in Sec. 2 and various other constraints summarized in 7, 8).

Scanning over the DM mass as a free parameter and keeping κ fixed to

κ = 1 leads to the scatter plots in Fig. 2 (right) where the upper one is for a
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mΓ¢ @GeVD
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Figure 2: Hidden sector toy-model with Dirac fermion as DM candidate 9).
left: Viable DM relic abundance (dark green within the WMAP range, light
green for subdominant DM) and region where the direct detection rate can
explain CoGeNT (purple) for mDM = 6 GeV, κ = 0.1. Grey areas are excluded

by the beam dump experiments of Fig. 1 (right) and other limits cf. 7, 8).
right: Scatter plot scanning over the DM mass for the Standard Halo Model
(top) and an Einasto profile (bottom) for κ = 1. Purple regions are compatible
with CoGeNT, red with DAMA, blue with both.
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Standard Halo Model and the lower one for an Einasto profile. In both plots,

DM in the dark green regions gives the correct relic abundance and in the

light green ones a subdominant contribution. The resulting spin-independent

scattering cross sections are in agreement with CoGeNT in the purple areas,

with DAMA in the red ones and with both experiments in the blue ones (all

points shown are in agreement with all other DD limits). For more details

and other results please refer to 9). Thus, for a wide range of parameters, the

toy-model provides a Dirac fermion as valid DM candidate with the possibility

of explaining certain direct detection claims.

3.2 Supersymmetric model: Majorana and Dirac fermion dark matter

Embedding the idea of a hidden sector with DM into a more sophisticated and

better motivated framework, we construct the simplest anomaly-free supersym-

metric model which is possible without adding dimensionful supersymmetric

quantities. The corresponding superpotential W ⊃ λSSH+H− contains one

dimensionless coupling λS and three chiral superfields S,H+, H− where H+

and H− are charged under the hidden U(1). In the entire analysis, we assume

the MSSM in the visible sector, but our results are largely independent of this

choice. We consider two mechanisms by which the hidden gauge symmetry is

broken and show their different implications on the DM phenomenology.

In the first case, the effective Fayet-Iliopoulos term, which is induced in

the hidden sector through kinetic mixing with the visible Higgs D-term, breaks

the hidden gauge symmetry. We find that then the DM candidate can be

either a Dirac or a Majorana fermion. As in the previous subsection, the Dirac

fermion possesses spin-independent scattering on nuclei and thus exhibits a

similar phenomenology as the toy-model. This is shown in the scatter plot of

Fig. 3 (left) where we scanned both over the DM mass and the parameter κ

in the range 0.1 ≤ κ ≤ 10. Again, the dark green points give the correct relic

abundance and for those in purple the direct detection rate is consistent with

CoGeNT when a Standard Halo Model is assumed. The plot only contains

points for which the scattering cross section is in agreement with constraints

from direct detection experiments. In difference to the toy-model, the lower

part of the scatter plot can not be filled since the DM particle can not be

heavier than the hidden photon and therefore the t-channel annihilation is not

possible. The Majorana fermion, on the other hand, due to its axial coupling,
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possesses mostly spin-dependent scattering which is less constrained by direct

detection experiments. Spin-independent scattering is possible also for the

Majorana fermion thanks to the Higgs-portal term, but the cross sections are

tiny, several orders of magnitude below current limits and without any hope of

explaining direct detection claims.
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Figure 3: Scatter plots for the supersymmetric hidden sector with hidden gauge
symmetry breaking induced by the visible sector (left) or radiatively (right) for

0.1 ≤ κ ≤ 10 9). The scattering of the Dirac fermion DM candidate in the left
plot is spin-independent while the one of the Majorana fermion in the right
plot is mostly spin-dependent. Dark green points give the correct DM relic
abundance, light green ones a subdominant contribution and purple ones have
spin-independent scattering cross sections in agreement with CoGeNT.

In the second case, the running of the Yukawa coupling λS induces the

breaking of the hidden gauge symmetry. The DM candidate turns out to be a

Majorana fermion which again, because of its mostly spin-dependent scatter-

ing, can not account for the claims in spin-independent direct detection exper-

iments. Scanning over the parameter space and κ in the range 0.1 ≤ κ ≤ 10

we find points that can give the correct relic abundance or a subdominant con-

tribution as shown in the scatter plot in Fig. 3 (right) in dark and light green,

respectively. All points shown are in agreement with the limits arising from

spin-dependent direct detection experiments.

Thus, also supersymmetric hidden sector models can give valid dark mat-

ter candidates which, in certain cases, have some similarities to the phenomenol-

ogy that was obtained in the toy-model. Results for other parameter settings

and plots of the scattering cross sections in the different scenarios compared to

experimental limits are given in 9).
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4 Conclusions

The existence of a hidden sector with a dark force is well motivated from a

top-down (string theory, SUSY) and a bottom-up (g − 2, DM) point of view.

Because of the weak interactions with the SM, such scenarios are not much

constrained, and we presented here new limits from past electron beam dump

experiments on the hidden photon mass and kinetic mixing. If the hidden sec-

tor also contains DM, we showed that a toy-model with Dirac fermion DM gives

the right relic abundance and spin-independent scattering cross sections able

to explain claims in direct detection experiments. For a more sophisticated

supersymmetric hidden sector with hidden gauge symmetry breaking induced

by the visible sector, we find a Dirac fermion DM candidate with similar phe-

nomenology. A Majorana fermion with mostly spin-dependent scattering can

also be the DM candidate in this scenario or when the hidden gauge symmetry

is broken radiatively. Our supersymmetric models with gravity mediation have

therefore proven to provide viable DM candidates with interesting potential for

direct detection experiments.
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Abstract

The Heavy Photon Search Experiment (HPS) is a new experiment at Jeffer-
son Lab designed to look for massive vector gauge bosons (heavy photons)
in the mass range 20-1000 MeV/c2 which couple to electrons with couplings
α′/α in the range 10−5 to 10−10 . The experiment utilizes a compact forward
spectrometer employing silicon microstrip detectors for vertexing and tracking
and a PbWO4 electromagnetic calorimeter for fast triggering, and is designed to
measure the invariant mass and decay vertex location of electro-produced heavy
photons. As its first stage, the HPS Collaboration mounted the HPS Test Run
Experiment, which ran parasitically in Hall B at JLAB during Spring 2012.
The run demonstrated the technical feasibility of the design and confirmed
critical background assumptions. On the basis of this successful test run, the
experiment has been approved for physics running. The experimental design
and results from the Test Run are discussed, along with the collaboration’s
plans for stage two, the full HPS experiment.
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1 Introduction

The Heavy Photon Search (HPS) is a new, dedicated experiment at Jefferson

Laboratory designed to search for a heavy photon (aka A’, dark photon, or

hidden sector photon) in the mass range 20-1000 MeV/c2 and coupling ǫe to

electric charge, where α′/α = ǫ2 is in the range 10−5 to 10−10. The search en-

joys unique sensitivity by employing both invariant mass and secondary decay

vertex signatures, and will explore virgin territory in heavy photon param-

eter space. Experimentally, HPS explores new territory as well, looking at

very forward angles, large acceptances, and high rates in fixed target electro-

production.

HPS, like other experiments described at this workshop, is motivated by

the possibility that there exist sectors of particles and interactions which are

essentially hidden from us by virtue of their weak couplings to ordinary matter.

Hidden sector photons are of especial interest because they are expected on

very general theoretical grounds in many Beyond Standard Model theories,

could explain the presently observed discrepancy between the experimental

and theoretical values for the muon’s anomalous magnetic moment, and may

even explain the unexpectedly high flux of electrons and positrons recently

seen in the cosmic rays (see 1) for a recent review). Through kinetic mixing,

heavy photons are expected to mix with the Standard Model photon, which

induces their weak couplings to electric charge 2, 3). So heavy photons couple

to electrons, can be produced by electron bremsstrahlung off heavy nuclear

targets, and can decay to e+e− pairs. Since the coupling of heavy photons

to e+e− pairs is much weaker than the canonical electromagnetic coupling,

heavy photon production is buried in a huge background of pairs from massive

virtual photons (QED tridents). The weak coupling is also responsible for the

heavy photon’s very narrow decay width. Consequently, a heavy photon would

appear as a very sharp mass resonance above the QED background, and, for a

wide range of coupling strengths, have a distinct secondary decay vertex. HPS

exploits both signatures.

These signatures will uncover some bread and butter physics as well. QED

predicts the existence of as yet unseen atoms comprised of bound µ+ and µ−

mesons 4), and it predicts their production at levels sufficient for detection in

HPS 5). True Muonium decays to e+e− pairs with a decay signature just like

the heavy photon’s, a sharp mass bump (at 2mµ) and a finite decay length.
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It offers additional physics for HPS, and a perfect heavy photon calibration

signal.

The idea for HPS came from a seminal paper by Bjorken, Essig, Schus-

ter, and Toro 9) which explored the phenomenology of heavy photons in fixed

target experiments, capitalizing on the interest stirred by papers which pro-

posed Dark Matter annihilating to pairs of heavy photons as the source of

the e+ excess in the cosmic rays 6), 7). Besides setting exclusion limits in

the mass/coupling parameter space by reinterpreting existing results, the au-

thors suggested a number of search strategies. HPS derives from the vertexing

concept put forward in their paper.

HPS was presented to the Jefferson Laboratory Program Advisory Com-

mittee in December, 2010 as a two staged proposal 8). The first, the HPS

Test Run, a minimalist version of the experiment to demonstrate the tech-

nological approach, confirm background estimates, and begin the search, was

approved early in 2011, and was subsequently proposed and funded by DOE

HEP. It was installed at JLAB in April 2012, commissioned and run. The sec-

ond stage, HPS proper, was approved conditionally, contingent on the outcome

of the Test Run. A subsequent Program Committee reviewed the Test Run

results in 2012. Since then, the HPS Collaboration has revised the design of

the second stage experiment, proposed it to DOE HEP 10) and begun long

lead-time preparations. Stage II HPS will be reviewed by DOE in July, 2013.

With approval and funding, HPS plans to be ready for installation at Hall B at

JLAB in September, 2014, have a commissioning run late 2014, and take data

in 2015.

This paper will review and motivate the design of the experiment, present

results from the HPS Test Run experiment, outline the revised design of Full

HPS, and give its reach. The HPS design has evolved since the time this work

was presented at the Dark 2012 Workshop. The current version is included

here.

2 HPS Design Considerations

As emphasized in 9), fixed target experiments enjoy a considerable luminosity

advantage over colliding beam experiments in searching for heavy photons in

the mass range 20-1000 MeV/c2. Since it is this range that has been largely

unexplored, and since this is the mass range preferred by models attributing
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high energy electrons and positrons in the cosmic rays to dark matter annihi-

lations, it is natural to conduct a fixed target search. Electron bremsstrahlung

provides a natural production mechanism, shown in fig.1 for signal and virtual

photon background. The kinematics of A’ bremsstrahlung, reviewed in 9), dic-

tate the experimental design. For A’ masses well above the electron mass, the

A’s are radiatively produced at very forward angles with nearly the full energy

of the electron beam. Their decay products are boosted forward with typical

polar angles ≈ mA′/Ebeam, so good forward acceptance is a design prerequisite.

Bump hunting requires good momentum and angular resolution, which is most

easily accomplished with charged particle spectrometry, and vertex detection

requires the first sensor layers be relatively close to the target, to minimize

extrapolation errors. So the HPS apparatus places its detectors as close to the

beamline as possible to maximize acceptance, just downstream of the target to

optimize vertex resolution, and within a magnet to make a precise momentum

measurement. Silicon microstrip sensors are chosen as the tracking detectors,

providing optimal spatial resolution, high rate capability, and good radiation

hardness. Downstream of the analyzing magnet, the magnetic field has bent

the electrons and positrons respectively to beams right and left as they enter

an electromagnetic calorimeter, providing charge discrimination. The ECal,

using an array of PbWO4 crystals, provides a fast trigger on events with both

an electron and a positron.

Figure 1: Feynman diagram for radiative A’ electro-production. Radiative QED
background arises from a similar diagram, with the A’ replaced by a virtual pho-
ton, γ∗. The QED Bethe-Heitler diagram also contributes to the background.
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The viability of the experiment depends on generating large integrated

luminosities, because the A’ production cross section is small and the trident

background comparatively huge. The radiative cross section for A’ production

on a tungsten target with a 2 GeV electron is roughly a nanobarn for a coupling

α′/α ≈ 10−6 and mass 100 MeV/c2, but falls (rises) by a decade as the mass

doubles (halves). Getting luminosities high and keeping occupancies low is

best done by running with essentially 100 % duty factor and with sensors

which have very short response times. The CEBAF accelerator at Jefferson

Laboratory provides nearly DC beam (beam bunches every 2 ns), a range of

beam energies from 2-11 GeV, and excellent beam quality. Silicon microstrip

detectors and PbWO4 crystals readout by APDs can be run at very high rates,

are radiation hard, and have pulse lengths ≈ 60 ns, so can handle very high

rates. High rate data acquisition is also required, and available.

Target thickness plays an important role in maximizing the detector’s ca-

pabilities. By minimizing target thickness, but boosting beam current to keep

their product constant, one minimizes multiple Coulomb scattering of beam

electrons in the target, and thereby minimizes occupancies and trigger rates.

HPS uses 4 - 8 µm tungsten targets and currents in the range of 100-400 nA

to accumulate large luminosity samples which don’t overwhelm trigger rates.

Beam spot sizes and halo are also important. Small beam spots offer important

constraints which help improve track angular resolution, boost vertex resolu-

tion, and thereby reduce tails in the vertex distribution. Since detectors are

placed close to the beam (the first layer of the tracker is a mere 1/2 mm from

the beamline), beam stability is at a premium. Excess beam halo would con-

tribute to detector occupancy; spurious tracks would add to tracking confusion.

CEBAF beams can have transverse sizes as small as 40 µm × 200 µm, have

halo at the level of 10−5 and below, and have excellent stability, so are well

suited to HPS needs.

The experiment demands excellent control of beam-induced backgrounds.

Beam electrons passing through the target inevitably multiple Coulomb scatter,

so detectors must be placed well beyond the rms multiple Coulomb scattering

angle. By staying outside of a 15 mrad cone, the apparatus avoids all but the

tails of the multiply scattered beam. The beam may also interact in the tar-

get, radiating bremsstralung photons in the forward direction. They too must

be avoided. The electrons which have radiated, now degraded in energy, are
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swept into the horizontal plane by the magnetic field of the analyzing magnet,

producing what is called “the sheet of flame,” a horizontal swath of extremely

high background. The apparatus avoids it entirely by staying outside of a “dead

zone,” defined by θy < 15 mrad (y is the vertical dimension). This splits the ap-

paratus into upper and lower halves. Finally, the passage of an intense electron

beam through air, or even helium gas, generates an unacceptably large number

of delta rays, resulting in high occupancy and tracking confusion. HPS avoids

this background by situating the tracker in vacuum, and passing the electron

beam in vacuum throughout its passage through the apparatus. The costs are

the added complications of connecting power, data cables, and cooling lines

through vacuum feedthroughs; of providing remote vertical motion for the sen-

sors (needed to position them close to the beam); and of selecting materials

that are vacuum compatible. The benefit is a significant reduction of beam

backgrounds.

3 The HPS Test Run Apparatus

Application of the design principles discussed above led to the HPS Test Run

apparatus, shown in fig.2. The electron beam enters from the left and is trans-

ported everywhere in vacuum. It impinges on a thin W foil target located 10

cm before the silicon tracker within the magnet vacuum chamber, which in

turn is situated in a dipole analyzing magnet roughly a meter in length. Mo-

tion controls on the upstream end of the vacuum chamber allow the tracker

modules to be moved close to the beam.

The Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT) for the HPS Test Run is shown in fig.3.

It uses Hamamatsu microstrip sensors readout by APV25s, the readout chip

developed by CMS for operations at the LHC. Signal to noise is ≈ 25, which

should result in ≈ 6 µm spatial resolution. Analogue readout proceeds at 40

MHz into a 3 microsecond pipeline. A trigger selects 6 consecutive pulse heights

correlated to the event time, and initiates sending them to the data acquisition

system. The multiple measurements allow a pulse shape to be fit, and the

precise time of the hit to be determined within ± 2 ns. Altogether there are 5

layers of sensors, split top-bottom to avoid the dead zone, each layer comprised

of two sensors, one measuring the vertical coordinate, the other at small angle

stereo (50 or 100 mrad) to measure the bend plane coordinate. Care is taken to

minimize the sensor thickness in order to minimize multiple Coulomb scattering
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Figure 2: The HPS Test Run apparatus

in the sensors. The 5 layers are mounted on top and bottom support plates

which are hinged at the downstream end and can be precisely positioned at the

upstream end. Cooling for the readout chips is provided, both to remove the

heat generated and to improve the radiation hardness of the sensors.

The electromagnetic calorimeter is shown in fig.4. It is a PbWO4 crystal

calorimeter, consisting of separate top and bottom modules, each arranged in

5 layers. There are 442 crystals in all. The front face of each crystal is 1.3 cm

× 1.3 cm; the crystals are 16 cm long. The crystals are readout with APDs;

output pulses are shaped and preamplified, and sent to a JLAB FADC250,

a 250 MHz flash ADC, which records them in an 8 sec pipeline. The FADC

also provides inputs to the trigger every 8 ns. A thermal enclosure keeps

temperature constant to about 1◦C to stabilize the ECal gain.

High rate data acquisition is essential for HPS to handle the high lu-

minosity and expected trigger rates. Detailed simulation studies lead us to

calculate trigger rates in the range of 25-50 kHz at the planned luminosities.

These triggers are dominated by accidentals involving scattered beam electrons,

but there is a substantial contribution from QED tridents, both radiative and

Bethe-Heitler, as well. The experiment has separate data acquisition systems

for the SVT and ECal. The SVT uses the SLAC ATCA-based architecture.

Trigger selected data from the APV25 readout chip is sent to the Cluster on
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Figure 3: The HPS Test Run silicon vertex tracker, looking upstream. The
structure is split top-bottom.

Figure 4: Beam’s eye view of the HPS Test Run Electromagnetic Calorimeter.
Like the tracker, it is split top-bottom. The missing crystals accommodate the
passage of the electron beam.

Board (COB) ATCA module. The COB provides digitization, threshold set-

ting, and data formatting, and in turn sends formatted data to be melded with

ECal data to the JLAB DAQ. A single ATCA crate with two COBs handled

the full HPS Test Run SVT with its 20 sensors and roughly 12k channels.
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The ECal DAQ and Trigger utilize the JLAB FADC250, which is pack-

aged 16 to a VXS module. Every 8 ns, the FADC transfers pulse height and

time information from each channel to the Crate Trigger Processor, which iden-

tifies clusters of energy deposition in the top and bottom modules, then passes

the cluster information to the Sub System Processor, which looks for pairs of

clusters, one from each of the two modules, which satisfy energy and position

criteria designed to select heavy photon decays and minimize background QED

processes. Once a trigger is generated, a signal is sent back to the readout chips

of the SVT and to the FADCs to initiate transfer of the raw data associated

with that trigger. The ECal DAQ system can operate well over the 50 kHz

limit which is imposed by the overall data transfer capability at JLAB.

4 HPS Test Run Results

The Test Run apparatus was designed to be run with electron beams, but

scheduling conflicts at JLAB prevented our getting dedicated electron beam

time. Instead, we ran parasitically with the HDice experiment using their sev-

eral GeV photon beam in the Spring of 2012. A thin Au converter ≈ 70 cm

upstream of our detector served as our target and produced a modest rate of

e+e− pairs. This photon running was in fact adequate for commissioning the

entire detector and DAQ, and let us demonstrate its technical feasibility. A

dedicated photon run during the last 8 hours of CEBAF 6 running provided

us high quality data, much lower backgrounds, and the opportunity to mea-

sure normalized trigger rates. These data let us demonstrate the performance

potential of the detector, and most significantly, let us conclude that the back-

grounds expected in electron running are also understood and under control.

Performance of the SVT was very good. About 97 % of channels worked

as advertized and had a signal to noise ratio ≈ 25. In good channels, the

efficiency for mips exceeded 98 %, and track time resolution was better than 3

ns. Tracks were reconstructed with high efficiency and good purity. Even with

preliminary alignment constants, tracks were extrapolated to the target with

few mm resolution, in agreement with Monte Carlo expectation. Residuals

were also as expected from simulation. The extrapolated track position at the

converter has a resolution of a few mm, in agreement with the simulation which

assumes perfect alignment.

The ECal provided a reliable trigger. Only about 10 % of channels failed
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to report good data because of HV distribution and noise problems, so large re-

gions of the detector performed as expected. Pre-run gain adjustments provided

adequate energy scale uniformity for trigger purposes. An energy calibration

was derived by extrapolating tracks of known momentum into the ECal. Af-

ter accounting for channel to channel threshold and gain non-uniformities, the

observed cluster energy distribution was in reasonable agreement with Monte

Carlo.

One critical goal of the Test Run was to confirm the level of backgrounds

expected in electron running. These backgrounds, which simulation has shown

to be due to the tails of the multiple Coulomb scattering of beam electrons in

the target, determine both the occupancy levels in the silicon detectors and the

trigger rate in the ECal. Confirming the simulations quantitatively was critical

to establishing that HPS can run at the proposed luminosities with electron

beams. It was possible to do so with photon running because e+e− pairs which

are produced in the conversion target are subject to essentially the same mul-

tiple Coulomb scattering as beam electrons in electron running. The angular

distribution of the outgoing pairs is in fact the convolution of two distributions,

first the intrinsic angular distribution associated with pair creation, then the

multiple Coulomb scattering of the pairs as they exit the target. Since HPS is

only sensitive to scatters beyond the dead zone of 15 mrad, it is primarily the

tails of the intrinsic angular distribution and the multiple Coulomb scattering

distributions which come into play. EGS5 accurately simulates both multiple

Coulomb scattering and pair creation and has been verified with data. It was

used to simulate the integrated trigger rates expected in the HPS Test Run

configuration for three different converter thicknesses, 0.18 %, 0.45 %, and 1.60

% X0. The trigger rate is given by integrating the observed angular distribu-

tion over the acceptance and normalizing to the integrated beam current, and

is dominated by hits just beyond θy = 15 mrad. As shown in fig.5, the data

is in good agreement with the EGS5 prediction, and substantially lower than

predicted by GEANT4. So the EGS5 simulation is confirmed; consequently

estimates of HPS occupancies and trigger rates using EGS5 for electron beam

running are reliable. HPS is ready for electron beams.
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Figure 5: Normalized trigger rates (number of triggers/90 nC of electrons on
target) versus the converter target thickness. The data are in good agreement
with the EGS5 prediction.

5 The HPS Experiment

Since the time of the Dark 2012 Conference, the HPS Collaboration has revised

its original design, in part to benefit from lessons learned with the test run,

and in part to simplify the design so it could be proposed, funded, and built

in time for a scheduling opportunity at JLAB appearing late 2014 and early

2015. The new design, described in the proposal to DOE 10), and shown

schematically in fig.6, uses the existing ECal design, but incorporates fixes

to the problems encountered and new preamplifiers to get better sensitivity

to very small pulse heights. The SVT has been extended from 5 layers to

6, and layers 4, 5, and 6 have been doubled in width to improve acceptance.

The greater length and extra layer also improve momentum resolution and

track purity. A new support scheme will provide better rigidity, planarity, and

cooling to the SVT modules, and the readout will be modified to handle the

near doubling in channel number. The SVT DAQ, which had limited trigger

rates to 16 kHz in the Test Run, is being modified to handle 50 kHz. The

TDAQ, which will still use the JLAB FADC250, is undergoing trigger logic
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Figure 6: The full HPS experiment. The six-layer tracker is located inside the
good field region of the analyzing dipole in the magnet vacuum chamber. The
ECal is positioned just downstream, followed by the muon system.

and trigger monitoring revisions to supply robust trigger diagnostics. A muon

system is being incorporated into the design, which will roughly double HPS

acceptance for heavy photons beyond dimuon threshold and allow the first

searches for heavy photon decays in the dimuon channel in HPS parameter

space. Finally, the beamline is being equipped with beam diagnostics and

protection collimators which will insure the safety of the detectors which are

placed so close to the incident electron beam.

The performance expected from HPS has been studied extensively with

full Monte Carlo simulations. The trigger simulation, for example, includes a

faithful representation of all physics and background channels, electrons, pho-

tons, hadrons, and even x-rays and synchrotron radiation, and incorporates the

time development of pulses from all the detectors, fully simulating the impact

of out of time beam backgrounds. Trigger rates at the canonical currents and

target thicknesses proposed are ≈ 20 kHz, easily within the capability of the

DAQ. Similarly, extensive studies of pattern recognition and track reconstruc-

tion with full Monte Carlo overlaid with backgrounds, has demonstrated that

tracking is ≈ 98 % efficient, and only 5 % of tracks have hits not correctly

associated with the track. These miss-hits can cause large tails in the vertex
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resolution along the beam direction. A series of track quality and anti-confusion

cuts will suppress these tails by three or more orders of magnitude, and make it

possible to distinguish a genuine secondary vertex from the tails of the trident

vertex distribution beyond 1.0-1.5 cm.

Figure 7: Reach of the HPS Experiment with running at 1.1 GeV (1 week), 2.2
GeV (3 weeks), and 6.6 GeV (3 weeks). HPS also plans additional running.

The reach of HPS is shown in fig.7. This is the data that we plan to take

in a commissioning run late in 2014 and a regular data taking run in 2015. We

plan additional running in 2016 and beyond.

6 Conclusions

The HPS Collaboration has designed, built, installed, and commissioned its

first stage, the HPS Test Run, at JLAB. The experiment incorporates several

design features to accommodate running a large acceptance, forward spectrom-

eter in an intense electron beam. The detector and DAQ capabilities needed

to search for heavy photons have been demonstrated. In addition, EGS5 sim-

ulations of multiple Coulomb scattering tails have been confirmed with Test
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Run data, leading to a good understanding of the backgrounds that will be

presented by electron beams. A proposal for Stage II, the full HPS exper-

iment, has been submitted to DOE. A revised version of that proposal will

be reviewed in Summer, 2013. With funding expected soon afterwards, HPS

plans to complete construction in time for installation in the Fall 2014, with

subsequent commissioning and data taking.
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THE DARKLIGHT EXPERIMENT - A STATUS REPORT

James R. Boyce
On behalf of the DarkLight Collaboration

Jefferson Lab, Newport News, VA 23606, USA

Abstract

Interest in probing physics Beyond the Standard Model (BSM), has led to
incorporating accelerator technologies such as Superconducting RF (SRF) and
Energy Recovery Linacs (ERL) into experiments searching for evidence of dark
matter in laboratory settings. Three experiments will use JLab’s accelerators,
CEBAF and FEL, to explore complimentary regions of parameter space seeking
evidence of a hypothesized gauge boson, the A’. This is a status report on the
DarkLight effort using the FEL.

1 Introduction

As summarized by Jaeckel 4) and illustrated in Figure 1, many groups have

searched for evidence of dark matter. In early 2006 the LIPSS Collaboration 1)

showed that Jefferson Lab’s accelerators, using superconducting RF (SRF) and
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Energy Recovery Linac (ERL) technologies, could be used to explore regions

of parameter space heretofore unreachable.

Figure 1: Many experiments have explored parameter space and have established
regions - in color - where dark matter evidence is excluded. Jefferson Lab
experiments examine the regions indicated by light blue arrows.

The high quality electron beam capabilities of JLab’s accelerators, CE-

BAF and FEL, 5) have been incorporated into proposals based on predictions

of Freytsis. 3) These experiments will search for the A
′

scalar boson in the

mass region 10 MeV to 1.0 GeV. Three collaborations (APEX, HPS, and

DarkLight) are setting up to explore complementary parameter space regions

indicated in Figure 1. The DarkLight Collaboration 1 search for the A
′ 2)

1J. Balewski, J. Bernauer, W. Bertozzi, J. Bessuille, B. Buck, R. Cowan, K.
Dow, C. Epstein, P. Fisher, S. Gilad, E. Ihloff, Y. Kahn, A. Kelleher, J. Kelsey,
R. Milner, C. Moran, L. Ou, R. Russell, B. Schmookler, J. Thaler, C. Tscha-
laer, C. Vidal, A. Winnebeck Laboratory for Nuclear Science, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA and the Bates Research
and Engineering Center, Middleton MA 01949 USA
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will use the electron beam of the FEL facility to scatter off a gaseous hydrogen

target.

2 DarkLight - The Basic Idea

The DarkLight experiment will use the FEL facility’s high current (≈ 10mA),

low energy (≈ 100 MeV) electron beam to scatter off a diffuse hydrogen gas

target. Figure 2 shows the interaction diagram, parameter space to be ex-

plored by DarkLight, and the experiment concept. Hydrogen gas is fed into

a gas chamber with coaxial windowless entrance and exit channels. Hydrogen

gas escaping the chamber into the vacuum beam pipe is removed by pumping

stations before and after the interaction region. Electron beam bunches are

focused through the channels, interact with the hydrogen gas, and reaction

products are recorded for analysis. Evidence for the hypothesized A
′

would

consist of a narrow resonance on a large QED cross section.
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Figure 2: a) The hypothesized reaction, b) the parameter space to be explored
by upcoming JLab experiments DarkLight, APEX and HPS, and c) The Dark-
Light experiment concept.

3 Proposed Detector System Design

The detector system for the DL experiment surrounds the windowless gas tar-

get and is inside a 0.5 T solenoid magnet surrounding the electron beam line,

detectors, and windowless gas chamber at the interaction region. A candidate

location for this system is in the the FEL’s UV beam line, indicated in Figure

3, which is a schematic layout of the FEL’s ERL accelerator system. TheDark-

Light system is contained in a cylindrical space about 1.7 meters long and 1

meter in diameter fitting around the the accelerator beam line. Figures 4 and

5 show the present detector system design concept. The diameter of the input

and output channels ( ≈ 2 mm) was chosen by balancing the requirement of

a constant density of Hydrogen in the interaction chamber, against the need

to maintain good vacuum in the accelerator beam line. Hence the pumping

stations before and after the DL system.
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FEL relevant characteristics

For Dark Matter Search : 

e- beam energy: 80 – 130 MeV

e- beam rate: pulsed to CW

e- beam current: up to 5 mA

FEL IR wavelength: 0.9 – 2.2 µ!

FEL λ is TUNEABLE

Light is linearly polarized.

Possible  

DL 

Detector  

Location 

Figure 3: Jefferson Lab’s FEL is an Energy Recovering Linac (ERL) in a 60
meter long racetrack configuration. An inset cartoon illustrates the size of the
DarkLight detector system relative to a green manikin. Also shown a location
for the DarkLight Experiment and relevant FEL characteristics for Dark Matter
experiments.

However, this design calls for clean transmission of 10 mA of a 100 MeV

electron beam through the DL system. Cleanly threading a 1 MW beam and

then cleanly maintaining it through such a system has never been done before

and is a challenging task for the FEL beam opticians and operators.

Prior to more detailed design considerations, three topics needed further

examination: 1) background ambient radiation in the detector location, 2)

radiation caused by scraping of the electron bunch along the in/out channels,

and 3) excessive RF heating of the target region induced by the beam. These

topics were addressed in 2012 by extensive modeling and by measurements with

the FEL.
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Figure 4: A cross section of the DL system shows the solenoid surrounding
detectors surrounding the windowless gas chamber - the interaction region.

4 Background Radiation

Ambient vault radiation was measured outside the vacuum beam line while

the beam-target interaction studies required installing an insertable system

in the beam-line. Results of these studies will be used to establish shielding

requirements and beam bunch size requirements.

4.1 Beam-Target radiation.

The 2-mm diameter constraints on the entrance/exit channels along with the

beam current and energy means putting 1MW of power through the chamber.

Two items of concern needed to be addressed: beam scraping and RF induced

hot spots. Figure 6 shows the setup used to address these diameter concerns.

A solid block of Al with three holes of progressively smaller diameters (6 mm,

4 mm, and 2 mm) was mounted on a standard vacuum chamber/cube and at-
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Figure 5: An enlarged view of the target chamber and the initial design con-
siderations.

tached to a remotely controlled precision stepper motor. The cube was then

mounted in the IR beam line along with insertable viewers before and after the

target block. The beam-target test consisted of sending the the beam through

each of the three holes and measuring the temperature and radiation as a func-

tion of beam current and hole size. First, with the Al block retracted, the FEL

beam was established with low rep rate and bunch charge. Then the block was

inserted to each hole’s position co-axial to the beam and the beam current was

progressively increased while the radiation levels and block temperature were

monitored and recorded.
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Figure 6: The actual beam-target tests setup. The tests verified that the elec-
tron beam can be successfully threaded through input and exit regions of the
windowless gas target without excessive scraping off the walls. Radiation from
and temperature of the block were recorded as a function of beam conditions.

4.2 Induced RF Heating.

Using an RDT temperature sensor mounted on the Al block, the power de-

posited in the block was determined by measuring the rise and fall of the Al

block temperature. These measurements were taken during an eight hour long

run. Bottom Line: there was a loss of between 3 and 7 ppm from a 0.45 MW

beam, well below the original tolerable limit of 1E-05 loss due to beam halo

scraping.

It is well known that unhealthy levels of radiation can be produced by

SRF accelerator cryomodules of the type used in the FEL. Measurements of

the vault’s ambient radiation was conducted parasitically with an experiment

needing UV lasing, i.e., an electron beam of 130 MeV. This would establish an

upper limit on the radiation doses of photons and neutrons. Figure 7 shows
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Figure 7: Typical photon spectra in the FEL vault recorded during UV lasing
operations. The arrows indicate which scale is appropriate for the data points.
The important conclusion from these measurements is that the ambient radi-
ation in the FEL vault is solely from the accelerating cryomodules, providing
the electron beam is well tuned and energy recovered.

typical photon spectra taken under these conditions using a NaI/PMT system

inside a two-inch thick Pb enclosure. The red spectrum was taken during UV

lasing. The blue spectrum was taken immediately after the electron beam was

turned off. The green spectra is the difference between the red and blue. These

data clearly establish an important fact: a properly tuned electron beam does

not contribute to the ambient radiation field in the FEL vault.

In addition to the NaI/PMT detector system, two unshielded, calibrated

detector systems measured the flux of neutrons and gammas in the vault. Fig-

ure 8 shows the fluxes as function of RF accelerating voltage as the voltage is

shut down from the last accelerating cavity back to the injector. At maximum

SRF voltages, neutrons contribute about 1/4 of the total radiation. The good

news is that since DarkLight does not require maximum SRF voltage, the in-

dividual cryomodules can be tuned such that 100 MeV is achieved while at the

same time the accelerating SRF voltages are under the threshold for pesky field

emission-causing background.
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Figure 8: Photon and neutron dose rates recorded during UV lasing operations.
The electron beam energy was 130 MeV. These points were recorded as the
RF on the three cryomodules was shut down starting with the cavities at the
end of the third cryomodule and sequentially shutting down each section back
towards the injector. The arrows indicate the appropriate scale for each set of
data points.

5 Discussion and Path Forward

To summarize the DarkLight effort to date, we have made background radia-

tion measurements, modeled beam-target and moller scattering, measured ac-

tual ambient radiation, designed, constructed, calibrated, and conducted tests

with the actual FEL beam. We have established upper level background radi-

ation doses for both neutrons and photons, as well as their sources. We have

established that the tight constraints on the electron beam in terms of stability,

current, and energy are achievable.

With the successful studies conducted in 2012, the collaboration has the
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Figure 9: With the information gathered to date, the collaboration’s focus for
calendar year 2013 will shift over to seeking funding support. Once secured,
the design, construction and commissioning of the DarkLight system will start.
The estimated start of the experiment will occur in 2016.

information needed to complete the design, construct and commission the the

Detector system, and install and run the DarkLight Experiment. The antici-

pated timeline is shown in Figure 9.
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Abstract

We have carried out a new search for the existence of a light dark force mediator
with the KLOE detector at DAΦ NE. This particle, called U , has been looked
for by adding to the already used φ → η U , η → π+π−π0 and U → e+e−, the
same decay chain with η → π0π0π0. The latter sample (1.7 fb−1) results to
have better reconstruction efficiency and reduced background contamination
than the previously used sample (1.5 fb−1). No structures are observed in the
e+e− invariant mass distribution over the background. The resulting exclusion
plot, obtained by combining both samples with CLS method, covers the mass
range 5 < MU < 470 MeV and sets an upper limit at 90% C.L. on the ratio
between the U boson coupling constant and the fine structure constant, α′/α,
of ≤ 1.7× 10−5 for 30 < MU < 400 MeV and ≤ 8.0× 10−6 for 50 < MU < 210
MeV. This result assumes the Vector Meson Dominance expectations for the
φηγ∗ transition form factor. The dependence of this limit on the transition
form factor has also been studied.
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1 Anomalous experimental results and their possible explanation

A variety of astrophysical observations indicate that 83% of the matter in

the Universe is non baryonic and dark, presumably in the form of elementary

particles produced in the early Universe. Since no such particles have yet been

identified in particle accelerators, these observations require new fundamental

particle physics.

Moreover, recent experiments have confirmed the longstanding suspicion that

there are more positrons and electrons at 10-100 GeV than can be explained by

supernova shocks and interactions of cosmic ray protons with the Interstellar

Medium (ISM). The experiments are:

• Pamela: The Payload for Antimatter Matter Exploration and Light-

nuclei Astrophysics has reported results 1) indicating a sharp upturn in

the positron fraction (e+/(e+ + e−)) from 10−100 GeV, contrary to what

expected from high-energy cosmic rays interacting with the interstellar

medium IMS. One possible explanation for this is dark matter annihila-

tion into e−e+.

• Fermi: The Fermi Gamma-Ray Telescope can distinguish more than

gamma rays. It has now provided the most accurate measurement of

the spectrum of cosmic-ray electrons and positrons. These results are

consistent with a single power law, but visually they suggest an excess

emission from about 100 GeV to 1 TeV 2). The additional source of

electrons and positrons could come from nearby pulsars or dark matter

annihilation. Dark matter would seem a natural candidate for this as

well, with its mass scale determining the cutoff.

• Integral: The INTEGRAL satellite 3) observes a 511 keV signal from

the galactic core, which suggests the existence of an abundant positron

annihilation source, far exceeding what expected from supernovae only.

If we focus only on the high-energy positrons and electrons, there are a number

of challenges to any model of dark matter. PAMELA and FERMI signals

require a cross section much larger than what allowed by the thermal relic

abundance. Boost factors of O(100) or more above what would be expected

for a thermal WIMP are required to explain these excesses 4). Moreover:
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• A large cross section into leptons: typical annihilations via Z bosons pro-

duce very few hard leptons. Annihilations into W bosons produce hard

leptons, but many more soft leptons through the hadronic shower. Higgs

bosons and heavy quarks produce even softer spectra of leptons, all of

which seem to give poor fits to the data. At the same time, absent a

leptonic gauge boson, it is a challenge to construct means by which dark

matter would annihilate directly to leptons.

• A low cross section into hadrons: Even if a suitably high annihilation rate

into leptons can be achieved, the annihilation rate into hadronic modes

must be low. PAMELA measurements of antiprotons tightly constrain

hadronic annihilations as well. Consequently, although quark and gauge

boson annihilation channels may occur at some level, the dominant source

of leptons must arise through some other channel.

The combination of these issues makes the observed high-energy anomalies dif-

ficult to explain with thermal dark matter annihilation. However, the inclusion

of a new force in the dark sector simultaneously addresses all of these concerns.

It is postulated the existence of relatively heavy ( ∼ 1 TeV) Weakly Interacting

Massive Particles (WIMPs) states together with at least one relatively light (∼
1 GeV) vector boson, mediator of a new hidden gauge symmetry.

Although SM particles are not charged under this new symmetry they can still

couple with the dark photon through the kinetic mixing mechanism with or-

dinary SM bosons, and specifically with the photon. The Lagrangian is of the

form:

L = LSM + LDark + Lmix (1)

where

LDark = LFDark(X) ⇒ MX ∼ 100− 1000 GeV WIMP

+LBDark(U) ⇒ mU ∼ GeV U Boson

+LBDark(h′) ⇒ higgs potential breaking U(1)D

Typically, the mixing strength is parametrized by a single parameter εD,

whose value has to be determined experimentally. However, in order to better
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accommodate the above mentioned experimental results, preferred values of εD
are in the ball-park of 10−3. As a consequence of that, the U can be produced

and observed at present day colliders depending on its mass and on the value

of εD, as discussed in the next sections.

2 The KLOE detector

DAΦ NE, the Frascati φ-factory, is an e+e− collider running at center-of-mass

energy of ∼ 1020 MeV. Positron and electron beams collide at an angle of π-25

mrad, producing φ mesons nearly at rest. The KLOE experiment operated at

this collider from 2000 to 2006, collecting 2.5 fb−1. The KLOE detector consists

of a large cylindrical Drift Chamber (DC), surrounded by a lead-scintillating

fiber electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC), all embedded inside a superconduct-

ing coil, providing a 0.52 T axial field. The beam pipe at the interaction region

is a sphere with 10 cm radius, made of a 0.5 mm thick Beryllium-Aluminum al-

loy. The drift chamber 6), 4 m in diameter and 3.3 m long, has 12,582 all-stereo

tungsten sense wires and 37,746 aluminum field wires, with a shell made of car-

bon fiber-epoxy composite with an internal wall of ∼ 1 mm thickness. The gas

used is a 90% helium, 10% isobutane mixture. The momentum resolution is

σ(p⊥)/p⊥ ≈ 0.4%. Vertices are reconstructed with a spatial resolution of ∼
3 mm. The calorimeter 7), with a readout granularity of ∼ (4.4 × 4.4) cm2,

for a total of 2440 cells arranged in five layers, covers 98% of the solid angle.

Each cell is read out at both ends by photomultipliers, both in amplitude and

time. The energy deposits are obtained from the signal amplitude while the

arrival times and the particles positions are obtained from the time differences.

Cells close in time and space are grouped into energy clusters. Energy and time

resolutions are σE/E = 5.7%/
√
E (GeV) and σt = 57 ps/

√
E (GeV)⊕100 ps,

respectively. The trigger 8) uses both calorimeter and chamber information.

In this analysis the events are selected by the calorimeter trigger, requiring

two energy deposits with E > 50 MeV for the barrel and E > 150 MeV for

the endcaps. Data are then analyzed by an event classification filter 9), which

selects and streams various categories of events in different output files.
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3 Searches for a U Boson mediator

The astrophysical observations suggest the existence of a WIMP dark matter

particle and of a secluded gauge sector U(1)D under which the SM particles

are uncharged. The abelian gauge field weakly interacts with the U(1)Y of the

SM4 by an invariant kinetic mixing term:

∆L = εDF
Y,µνFD,µν (2)

The mixing parameter ε is of the order of 10−4 - 10−2. The Feynman diagram

is showed in figure 1. The vector boson U has mass near the GeV scale.

Figure 1: The U boson can communicate with the SM through a kinetic mixing
term describing the interaction of the U boson with SM photon. In this case
the parameter εD should be smaller than 10−2.

These hypothesis lead to the consequence that observable effects can be

induced in O(GeV) energy e+e− colliders such as DAΦNE or present and/or

future B factories. The U boson can be also produced in electron collisions

on a fixed target, such as MAMI 16), in a process analogous to ordinary

bremsstrahlung. In this case, production cross sections are much higher with

respect to e+e− processes. However backgrounds, both from ordinary QED

reactions and from possible beam related sources are also higher.

The U boson can be produced in e+e− collisions via the radiative reaction

e+e− → Uγ, with subsequent decay of the U into a lepton pair. If the two lep-

tons are charged, the U can be observed as a resonant peak of the lepton pair

invariant mass distribution over the standard continuous QED background.

A further line of search available at e+e− colliders is the study of the decays

of a vector meson into a pseudo-scalar and a U, as suggested by Reece and

Wang 10). This decays should occur at a rate suppressed by a factor ε with

respect to the standard radiative ones, which have typical branching ratios of ∼
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1%. In particular Reece and Wang have focussed their attention on the channel

φ(1020) → ηU . With the statistics acquired so far by the KLOE experiment

at the DAΦNE facility in Frascati, they have argued that one could probe mix-

ing parameters down to 10−3, for U masses below mφ −mη ∼ 470 MeV. This

search has actually been performed by the KLOE-2 Collaboration, as described

in the remaining of this paper.

4 Event selection

To improve the search for the U boson, we have carried out the analysis of

the process φ → η U , U → e+e−, adding the decay channel η → π0π0π0 to

the previously used, η → π+π−π0. The new search has been performed on

a data sample of 1.7 fb−1, corresponding approximately to 6 × 109 produced

φ mesons. The Monte Carlo (MC) simulation for the φ → η U decay has

been developed according to 10), with a flat distribution in the e+e− invariant

mass, Mee, while the irreducible background φ → ηe+e−, η → πππ, has been

simulated according to a Vector Meson Dominance parametrization 11). All

MC productions, including all other φ decays, take into account changes in DAΦ

NE operation and background conditions on a run-by-run basis. Corrections

for data-MC discrepancies in cluster energies and tracking efficiency, evaluated

with radiative Bhabha scattering and φ→ ρπ event samples, respectively, have

been applied.

As a first analysis step for the neutral η decay channel, a preselection is

performed requiring:

1. two opposite charge tracks with point of closest approach to the beam

line inside a cylinder around the interaction point (IP), of 4 cm transverse

radius and 20 cm length;

2. six prompt photon candidates, i.e. energy clusters with E > 7 MeV not

associated to any track, in an angular acceptance | cos θγ | < 0.92 and in

the expected time window for a photon (|Tγ −Rγ/c| < MIN(3σt, 2 ns));

3. a loose cut on the six-photon invariant mass: 400 < M6γ < 700 MeV.

After this selection, a peak corresponding to the η mass is clearly observed in

the distribution of the recoil mass against the e+e− pair, Mrecoil(ee) (Fig. 2).

The second peak at ∼ 590 MeV is due to KS → π+π− decays with wrong
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Figure 2: Recoiling mass against the e+e− pair for the data sample after prese-
lection cuts. The φ→ η e+e− signal is clearly visible as the peak corresponding
to the η mass.

mass assignment. To select φ → η e+e− events, a 3σ cut is applied on this

variable, 536.5 < Mrecoil(ee) < 554.5 MeV. The retained sample has ∼ 20%

residual background contamination, constituted by φ → ηγ, φ → KSKL and

e+e− → ωπ0 (about 50%, 35% and 15% of the whole background contribution,

respectively). In Fig. 3, the comparison between data and Monte Carlo events

for the Mee and cos Ψ∗ distributions is shown at this analysis level. The Ψ∗

variable is the angle between the directions of the η and the e+ in the e+e−

rest frame. Photon conversion events are concentrated at Mee ∼ 30 MeV and

cos Ψ∗ < 0.6, while the other backgrounds cover the Mee > 300 MeV region

and are uniformly distributed in cos Ψ∗.

The φ → ηγ background contamination is mainly due to events where

a photon converts to an e+e− pair on the beam pipe (BP) or drift chamber

walls (DCW). After tracing back the tracks of the two e+/e− candidates, these

events are efficiently rejected by reconstructing the invariant mass (Mee) and

the distance (Dee) of the track pair both at the BP and DCW surfaces. Both

variables are expected to be small for photon conversion events, so that this
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Figure 3: φ→ η e+e−, η → π0π0π0 events: data-MC comparison for Mee (top)
and cos Ψ∗ distributions (bottom) after the Mrecoil(ee) cut.

background is removed by rejecting events with: [ Mee(BP ) < 10 MeV and

Dee(BP ) < 2 cm ] or [ Mee(DCW ) < 120 MeV and Dee(DCW ) < 4 cm ].

At this stage of the analysis, the surviving background is dominated by

events with two charged pions in the final state, and it is rejected by exploiting

the timing capabilities of the calorimeter. When an energy cluster is associated

to a track, the time of flight (ToF) to the calorimeter is evaluated both using
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the track trajectory (Ttrack = Ltrack/βc) and the calorimeter timing (Tcluster).

The ∆T = Ttrack−Tcluster variable is then evaluated in the electron hypothesis

(∆Te). In order to be fully efficient on signal, events with either an e+ or an e−

candidate inside a 3σ window around ∆Te = 0 are retained for further analysis.

At the end of the analysis chain, 30577 events are selected, with ∼ 3%

background contamination (Fig. 4). The analysis efficiency, defined as the ratio

between events surviving analysis cuts and generated events, is ∼ 15% at low

e+e− invariant masses, increasing up to 30% at higher Mee values.

The analysis of the decay channel η → π+π−π0 is the same as described

in 12), with the addition of a cut on the recoil mass to the e+e−π+π− system,

which is expected to be equal to the π0 mass for signal events. In Fig. 5 top,

data-MC comparison shows some residual background contamination in the

tails of the distribution, which are not well described by our simulation. A cut

100 < Mrecoil(eeππ) < 160 MeV is then applied. The effect of this cut on the

Mee variable is shown in Fig. 5 bottom. The total number of selected events is

13254, with ∼ 2% background contamination.

5 Upper limit evaluation on U boson production

The upper limit on the U boson production in the φ→ ηU process is obtained

combining the two η decay channels. The resolution of the e+e− invariant

mass has been evaluated with a Gaussian fit to the difference between the

reconstructed and generated mass for Monte Carlo events, providing σMee
≤ 2

MeV over the whole Mee range. The determination of the limit is done by

varying the MU mass, with 1 MeV step, in the range between 5 and 470 MeV.

Only five bins (5 MeV width) of the reconstructed Mee variable, centered at

MU are considered. For each channel, the irreducible background, b(MU ), is

extracted directly from our data after applying a bin-by-bin subtraction of the

non-irreducible backgrounds and correcting for the analysis efficiency. The Mee

distribution is then fit, excluding the bins used for the upper limit evaluation.

The parametrization of the fitting function has been taken from Ref. 11). The

φηγ∗ transition form factor is parametrized as

Fφη(q2) =
1

1− q2/Λ2
(3)

with q = Mee. Free parameters are Λ and a normalization factor. The spread

of the extracted parameters is contained within the statistical error of the fit
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Figure 4: φ→ η e+e−, η → π0π0π0 events: data-MC comparison for Mee (top)
and cos Ψ∗ distributions (bottom) at the end of the analysis chain.

done on the whole Mee mass range, shown in Fig. 6, as expected from the

overall good description of the Mee shape for both η decay channels.

The exclusion limit on the number of events for the φ → η U signal

as a function of MU is obtained with the CLS technique 13), using the Mee

spectra before background subtraction. The limit is extracted both for each η

decay channel and in a combined way. For the combined procedure, the CLS
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Figure 5: φ → η e+e−, η → π+π−π0 analysis. Top: data-MC comparison
for the recoil mass against the e+e−π+π− system. Bottom: Mee distribution
before (open circles) and after (black dots) the cut on Mrecoil(eeππ).

evaluation is done by summing values over all bins of the two decay channels,

taking into account the different luminosity, efficiency and relative branching

ratios of the two samples. The systematic error on the background knowledge

∆b(Mee) is evaluated, for each MU value, changing by one standard deviation

the two fit parameters and has been taken into account while evaluating CLS,
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Figure 6: Fit to the corrected Mee spectrum for the Dalitz decays φ→ η e+e−,
with η → π0π0π0 (top) and η → π+π−π0 (bottom).

applying a Gaussian spread of width ∆b(Mee) on the background distribution.

In Fig. 7 top, the upper limit at 90% C.L. on the number of events for the

decay chain φ → η U , U → e+e−, is shown for both η → π0π0π0 and η →
π+π−π0, separately evaluated. In Fig. 7 bottom, the smoothed upper limit

on the branching fraction for the process φ → η U , U → e+e−, obtained

from the combined method is compared with evaluations from each of the

two decay channels. In the combined result, the upper limit on the product

BR(φ → η U) × BR(U → e+e−) varies from 10−6 at small MU to ∼ 3 × 10−8

at 450 MeV.

The exclusion plot in the α′/α = ε2 vs MU plane, where α′ is the coupling

of the U boson to electrons and α is the fine structure constant, has been finally
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derived assuming the relation 10):

σ(e+e− → φ→ η U) = ε2 |Fφη(m2
U )|2

λ3/2(m2
φ,m

2
η,m

2
U )

λ3/2(m2
φ,m

2
η, 0)

σ(e+e− → φ→ ηγ) ,

(4)

with λ(m2
1,m

2
2,m

2
3) = [1 +m2

3/(m
2
1−m2

2)]2− 4m2
1m

2
3/(m

2
1−m2

2)2. We assume

that the U boson decays only to lepton pairs, with equal coupling to e+e− and

µ+µ−.

The extraction of the limit on the α′/α parameter is related to the

parametrization of the form factor (Eq. 4), and thus to the Λ parameter in Eq. 3.
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The SND experiment measured the form factor slope, bφη = dF/dq2|q2=0 =

Λ−2, obtaining bφη = (3.8 ± 1.8) GeV−2 14), with a central value different

from theoretical predictions based on VMD (bφη ∼ 1 GeV−2) 15), although

in agreement within the error. In Fig. 8 the smoothed exclusion plot at 90%

C.L. on α′/α is compared with existing limits in the same region of inter-

est 16, 17, 18). The evaluation is done using both the experimental and the

theoretical values of the form factor slope. The two resulting curves overlap

at low Mee values, while the limit obtained using the SND measurement gives

an increasingly larger exclusion region up to ∼ 400 MeV, moving closer to the

other curve at the end of the phase space.

Having the experimental value of bφη an uncertainty of ∼ 50%, we con-

servatively use the curve obtained with theoretical predictions, resulting in a

limit of: α′/α < 1.7 × 10−5 for 30 < MU < 400 MeV, and even better for

the sub-region 50 < MU < 210 MeV: α′/α < 8.0 × 10−6. Comparing our

result with the previous KLOE measurement, reported as the dotted line in

Fig. 8, we improve the upper limit of about a factor of two when using the

same parametrization of the form factor. This result reduces the region of the

U boson parameters that could explain the observed discrepancy between the

measurement and Standard Model prediction of the muon anomalous magnetic

moment, aµ, ruling out masses in the range 60–435 MeV.
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Abstract

The WASA-at-COSY detector has recorded a high statistic run of π0 decays.
A search for a new vector boson in the e+e− invariant mass spectrum of π0 →
e+e−γ decay has been done. No new boson has been found and an upper limit
has been set in the mass range 30-100 MeV. Also a search for the rare decay
π0 → e+e− was carried out. Here 15 event candidates were found.

1 Introduction

Several astrophysical observations of positron excess 1) - 4) suggest that a
new gauge boson 5) could exist in the MeV scale since no muon/pion excess
has been found at the same time. Leptonic decays of π0 are a good place to
look for such a new boson since one can create e+e− pairs abundantly with
low background and compare a well formulated theory . The energy range of
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Table 1: BR of observed π0 decays 6)

BR
2γ (98.823± 0.034)%
e+e−γ (dalitz decay) (1.174± 0.035)%
e+e−e+e− (double dalitz decay) (3.34± 0.16)10−5

e+e− (6.46± 0.33)10−8

e+e− pairs from π0 also covers the region where a new boson could explain the
discrepancy between the standard model prediction and experimental data of
the muon g-2.

2 Theory

2.1 π0 meson

The π0 meson is the lightest known hadron and hence it only decays via elec-
troweak interaction. The most common decay is the decay to 2γ (see tab. 1).
Other known decays proceed via one or two virtual photons to electron positron
pairs. The π0 meson is a pseduscalar and hence the decay to only one e+e−

pair is rare since it has to go via a two photon process. More common are
decays via one virtual photon i.e. e+e−γ.

2.2 New Boson

The large amount of virtual photons in its decays makes the π0 a good candidate
for looking for a new vector boson. In the simplest model this boson is a U(1)
boson with weak coupling to the ordinary photon 5). Extensive searches have
been done for this ”dark photon” by many experiments and an upper limits have
been set in a wide mass range. A new light dark boson is not necessarily a vector
particle. Other theories use an axial vector instead. The boson would then not
bee seen as a mass peak in the lepton-antilepton invariant mass but could still
enhance BR if it’s involved in decays of the π0. The discrepancy between the
value found by the KTeV experiment (7.48±0.29stat±0.25syst)×10−8 7) and
the SM prediction (6.23± 0.09)× 10−8 8) of the π0 → e+e− BR might be due
to this new boson.
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Figure 1: Wasa-at-Cosy setup

3 WASA-at-COSY

The WASA detector setup 9) is located at the COSY accelerator in Jülich
Germany 10). The accelerator has the possibility to accelerate protons and
deuterons up to 3.7 GeV. For π0 production the kinetic energy has been chosen
to be 550 MeV. This is to maximize the production cross-section (1.12 mbarn)
below the two pion threshold in pp collisions. Small pellets of frozen hydrogen
serves as internal target. The advantage of pellets is to minimize external pho-
ton conversion in the target. The WASA detector consists of a forward detector
(FD) for scattering products and a central detector (CD) for measurement of
decays (see fig. 1). The FD measures kinetic energy in the range hodoscope,
∆E and time by plastic scintillators and angles by tracking detectors. In the
CD energy are measured by the electromagnetic calorimeter, ∆E and time by
plastic scintillators and the Tracking detector (MDC) measures charge, angles
and momentum.

4 Results

4.1 π0 → e+e−γ

4.1.1 Data selection

To obtain an e+e− invariant mass spectrum of the π0 → e+e−γ decay one could
look for the e+e−γ invariant mass and pp missing mass spectra respectively.
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Figure 2: Missing Mass with respect to two protons identified in the Forward
Detector. Black: data, Blue: MC simulations of π0 → e+e−γ, Green MC
coincidence of two elastic pp events, Red: MC sum.

Such control samples have been selected (see fig. 2 and 3). However a larger
event sample is obtained with only 1 proton in the FD, e+e− in the CD and
no constraints on neutral tracks. The full e+e− mass spectrum (fig. 4) then
contains 1.2 ∗ 106 π0 → e+e−γ events with a background of similar size from
external conversion in the decay π0 → 2γ. Background from random coinci-
dence events with a miss identification of π+ as e+ is only important above 100
MeV.

The background from external conversion can be significantly reduced by
the fact that almost no conversion take place in the target but most of the seen
one are produced in the beryllium beam-pipe. The beam-pipe is located at a
radius of 30 mm away from the target so conversion events can be suppressed
by choosing tracks that intersect closer than 22 mm from the target (see fig.
5) and the e+e− invariant mass calculated at the beamtube should be larger
than zero. The final spectrum (fig. 6) contains 500k π0 → e+e−γ decays that
can be used to set an upper limit for the decay π0 → Uγ.

4.1.2 New boson search

The invariant mass spectrum in figure 7 does not contain any signal from a
new boson and a new upper limit can bee set. The latest attempt to find the
decay π0 → γU was done by the SINDRUM collaboration 11). The upper
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Figure 3: Invariant Mass γe+e−. Black: data, Green: MC simulations of
π0 → e+e−γ, Blue: MC pair production in π0 → 2γ decay, Red: MC sum.

Figure 4: Invariant Mass of e+e−. Black: data, Green: MC simulations of
π0 → e+e−γ, Blue: MC pair production in π0 → 2γ decay, Brown: MC Coin-
cidence of π0 → e+e−γ and π+ decays when π+ is miss identified as a positron,
Red: MC sum.
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Figure 5: Distance from target position to closest approach of an e+e− pair in
MDC. Black: data, Green: MC simulation of π0 → e+e−γ, Blue: MC pair
production from π0 → 2γ decay, Red: MC sum.

Figure 6: Invariant Mass of e+e− after conversion reduction cuts. Black: data,
Green: MC simulation of π0 → e+e−γ, Blue: MC pair production from π0 →
2γ decay, Brown: MC Coincidence of π0 → e+e−γ and π+ decays when π+ is
misidentified as a positron, Red: MC sum.
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Figure 7: Invariant Mass of e+e− after conversion reduction cuts in the range
0-100 MeV/c2. Black: data, Green: MC simulation of π0 → e+e−γ, Blue: MC
pair production from π0 → 2γ decay, Brown: MC coincidence of π0 → e+e−γ
and π+ decays when π+ is misidentified as a positron, Red: MC sum.

Figure 8: U.L. for the decay π0 → Uγ → e+e−γ. Black: Sindrum 11), Red:
WASA 2010, Brown: WASA 2012 (expected).
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Figure 9: U.L ε2. Dotted: Sindrum 11), Red: WASA 2010, Brown: WASA
2012 (expected) Dashed: muon g-2 13) Black: electron g-2 13) Dotted dashed:
KLOE 14). Grey region: Motivated region within 2σ by discrepancy between
experiment and SM prediction of muon g-2 13).

limit then was based on a lower statistics sample only for events above 25
MeV/c2. The new upper limit derived from this work is shown in figure 8.
The WASA collaboration has also a larger data sample recorded in 2012 that
are under investigation. Also a new upper limit expectation based on the known
statistical improvement are presented in fig 8. The branching ratio π0 → γU

is related to ε2 by 12):

Γ(π0 → γU)
Γ(π0 → γγ)

= ε2|F (M2
U )|2

(
1− M2

U

M2

)3

(1)

where |F (M2
U )|2 is the Formfactor for the new boson. If one assumes the

Formfactor to be 1 one get a new upper limit in the range 45-90 MeV.

4.2 π0 → e+e−

The decay π0 → e+e− have a low BR. The cylindrical shape of the MDC gives
an angular dependence of resolution. Choosing a limited part of the detector
and cross check with the vertex resolution gives the desired resolution below
2.5%. The reconstruction efficiency are however the same as π0 → e+e−γ.
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Figure 10: Missing mass with respect to two protons in FD vs Invariant Mass
of e+e− for events with no photon and high resolution.

Figure 11: Invariant Mass of e+e− after conversion reduction cuts. Blue filled:
data, Green: MC simulation π0 → e+e−γ, Red: MC sum π0 → e+e−γ and
π0 → e+e−.
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This is because in π0 → e+e−γ the e+e− lies to close to be separated from
each other in a large part of phase space. The 2010 data sample contains 15
candidates. Unfortunately a to low sample to draw any conclusion so far. The
sample are sensitive to calibration of the tracking device in the CD. So with
the new higher statistical run from 2012 and extra effort in calibration it would
be possible to find a sample in the range 75-300.
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Abstract

The electron-positron angular correlations within the pairs created in the decay
of the 17.6-MeV (Jπ = 1+, T = 1) and the 18.12-MeV (Jπ = 1+, T = 0)
isovector and isoscalar magnetic dipole transitions in 8Be were measured. A
sharp maximum was found at large angles in the isoscalar transition(s), which
indicates that, in an intermediate step, a neutral isoscalar particle with a mass
of 13.45(30) MeV/c2 and Jπ = 1+ was created with a confidence level of 3σ.
This particle may be identified with U , the supersymmetrical gauge boson, and
may be related to dark-matter particles in the universe.

1 Introduction

In a recent series of papers the intriguing possibility was explored that the cos-

mic dark matter consists of new elementary particles with masses in the MeV
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range, which could be searched for in nuclear physics laboratories. Such parti-

cles are not excluded by any obvious laboratory measurements or astrophysical

arguments. There are even some experimental indications for a light neutral

boson with a mass of around 9 MeV/c2.

The signature of the new particle is the very characteristic angular cor-

relation of the e+e− pairs from their decay. Quantum electrodynamics (QED)

predicts 1, 2) that the angular correlation between the e+ and e− emitted in

the internal pair creation (IPC) drops rapidly with the separation angle θ. In

striking contrast, when the transition takes place by emission of a short-lived

(τ < 10−13 s) neutral particle annihilating into an e+e− pair, the angular cor-

relation becomes sharply peaked at larger angles. In the center-of-mass system

this emission takes place back to back at 180◦. In the laboratory system the

angle is smaller due to the Lorentz boost.

A light and weakly coupled neutral spin-1 gauge boson U was predicted

by Fayet 3) and revisited by Boehm and Fayet 4). It was argued by Boehm

et al. 5), by Fayet 6) and Beacom 7) that light dark-matter particles decaying

through such bosons into e+e− pairs may be the source of the observed 511-

keV emission line in the galactic bulge 8). In a renormalizable theory, some

particle must mediate χ χ̄ → e+e− annihilation. The simplest possibility is

to introduce a light, spin-1 boson, coupling to both e+e− and χχ̄ states. In

a recent paper the mass of such a dark matter candidate was estimated to be

me ≤mχ ≤ 20 MeV/c2 9).

In 1988 de Boer and van Dantzig 10) analysed emulsion data obtained

from relativistic heavy ion reactions in which e+e− pairs were observed at

short but non-zero distances from the interaction vertices. These events were

attributed to the emission and subsequent decay of a light neutral boson with a

mass of around 9 MeV/c2 and lifetime of about 10−15 s. These parameters fall

within the allowed mass–lifetime window: 5 MeV/c2≤mX≤20 MeV/c2, 10−16 s

≤τ≤10−13 s 11). This finding motivated a systematic search for anomalous IPC

in transitions between the levels of 8Be and 12C 14). The e+e− pair decay from
8Be*(17.6, 18.15) Jπ = 1+ and the 12C*(17.2) Jπ = 1− levels was measured.

Whereas for the E1 decay (12C) at large correlation angles no deviation is found

from internal pair conversion (IPC), surprisingly the M1 angular correlation

deviated from IPC at the 4.5σ level. While an anomaly is seen in the pair

production, the overall results are not consistent with the involvement of a
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neutral boson 12, 13, 14). A limit of ≤ 4.1×10−4 was obtained for the boson

to γ-ray branching ratio 12, 13, 14, 15) .

The aim of the present work is to re-evaluate the anomaly that de Boer

et al. observed in pair production and to search for signatures of the assumed

boson.

2 Experiments

To populate the 17.6, and 18.12 MeV 1+ states in 8Be strongly and selectively,

we used the 7Li(p,γ)8Be reaction at Ep=0.44, and 1.03 MeV 15), and detected

the angular correlation of the the e+e− pairs. The experiments were performed

at the 5-MV Van de Graaff accelerator of ATOMKI with a typical beam current

of 1.0 µA. LiF2 and LiO2 of about 1-mg/cm2 targets were used on a thin 40-

µg/cm2 C backing.

The e+e− pairs were detected by five plastic ∆E–E detector telescopes

similar to those built by Stiebing et al. 16), but we used larger telescope detec-

tors in combination with position sensitive detectors to increase the coincidence

efficiency by about a factor of 600. ∆E detectors of 38×45×1 mm3 and the

E detectors of 78×60×70 mm3 were used perpendicular to the beam direction

and at azimuthal angles of 0◦, 60◦, 120◦, 180◦ and 270◦ around the beam pipe.

These angles were chosen to obtain a homogeneous acceptance as a function of

the correlation angle of the e+e− pairs. The positions of the hits were registered

by a multiwire proportional counters (MWPC) 17) inserted between the ∆E

and E detectors. The anode plane of the MWPC was a set of parallel 10-µm

thick gold-plated tungsten wires put equidistantly by 2 mm. There were two

cathode planes spanned by 0.1-mm thick silver-plated copper wires separated

by 1.27 mm. The two cathode planes, with wirings perpendicular to each other

to detect the x and y coordinates, flanked the anode plane at distances of 7

mm. Delay-line read-out (2 ns/taps) was used for the signal (cathode) wires.

Ar(50%)+C2H6(50%) counting gas was flowing across the detector volume at

an atmospheric pressure. The accuracy of the (x, y) coordinates implies an

angular resolution of FWHM≤2◦ in θ in the 70◦–110◦ angular range. The an-

gular resolution of the set-up is increased by multiple scattering of low energy

electrons in the wall of the vacuum chamber and in the plastic ∆E detectors.

The target was tilted by 45◦ with respect to the beam direction. The

telescope detectors were placed around the vacuum chamber made of a carbon
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fiber tube 16). Apart from e+e− pairs, also γ rays were detected. A Ge clover

detector with active volume of about 470 cm3 and equipped with a BGO anti-

coincidence shield 18) was put perpendicular to the beam and at a distance of

25 cm from the target.

The electron energy calibration was made with respect to e+e− pairs of

the 6.05-MeV transition in 16O, and of the 4.44-MeV and 15.11-MeV transitions

in 12C excited in the 11B(p,γ)12C reaction with the same setup.

3 Experimental results

Figure 1 shows γ-ray spectra measured at proton absorption resonances at

Ep=0.441 MeV and 1.03 MeV.
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Figure 1: γ-ray spectra measured at Ep= 0.441 MeV (a) and Ep=1.03 MeV
(b).
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The 17.6 (1+ → 0+) and 18.12 (1+ → 0+) MeV photopeaks and their

single escape peaks are clearly visible. The double escape peaks are suppressed

by the anti-compton shield. The broad peaks at 14-15 MeV correspond to

transitions to the first excited 2+ level at Ex = 3.0 MeV, which has a width

of Γ = 1.5 MeV 15). This broad peak is more prominent with the 18.1 MeV

excitation at Ep=1.03 MeV. The branching ratios of γ-transition to the ground

state and to the 2+ are, respectively, about 30% and 70% for the 18.15 MeV

1+ state and 70% and 30% for the 17.6 MeV 1+ state 15).

Figure 2 shows the total energy spectra of e+e− pairs measured at the

proton absorption resonances at Ep=0.441 MeV and 1.03 MeV.
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Figure 2: Total energy spectra of e+e− pairs measured at Ep= 0.441 MeV (a)
and Ep=1.03 MeV using LiF2 targets.

The spectra, especially measured at Ep=1.03 MeV, are dominated by a

strong 6.05-MeV peak from the 19F(p, α)16O reaction followed by the 100%

IPC transition (0+ → 0+, E0). Later on we prepared LiO2 target with only a

thin layer of LiF2 cover to keep the 6.05-MeV peak at reduced counting rate

for energy calibration and for efficiency monitoring of the detector system.

The γ-ray background in the E detectors originating from the target

is suppressed by a factor of about 10−4 by requiring ∆E–E coincidences in
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addition to the coincidence between the two telescopes.

The efficiency calibration of the telescopes was made by using the same

dataset but with uncorrelated e+e− pairs coming from different events. In

order to check the calibration, the IPC line of the 6.05-MeV transition in 16O,

which is a pure E0 transition, was investigated in the 19F(p,α)16O reaction,

and compared to the results of the simulation in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Measured angular correlation of the e+e− pairs originated from the
6.05 MeV 0+ → 0+ E0 transition excited in 16O by the 19F (p, α) reaction (red)
compared to the simulated one (blue).

4 Monte-Carlo simulations

In order to investigate deviations from normal internal pair conversion, a thor-

ough understanding of the spectrometer and the detector response are needed.

Besides the IPC process, the background of γ-radiation, external pair creation

(EPC) and multiple lepton scattering were considered in extended simulations

and calibration procedures.

Extensive Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of the experiment were per-

formed using the GEANT3 code with target chamber, target backing, win-

dows, detector geometries included, in order to model the detector response

for e+e− pairs and also for γ-rays. In this way the scattering of e+e− pairs
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and the effects of the external pair creation in the surrounding materials could

also be investigated. The event files created by the simulation were analysed

with the same codes as the experimental data. The efficiency of the setup was

calculated from single electron measurements and the results of the simulations

was always normalized to that efficiency curve. Very nice agreement has been

obtained between the experimental data and the simulations as shown in Fig.

3, indicating our understanding of the set-up.

The instantaneous e+e− decay of a hypothetical boson emitted isotrop-

ically from the target has also been simulated together with the normal IPC

emission of e+e− pairs. Figure 4 shows the results of these simulations for the

17.6 MeV M1 transition.
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Figure 4: Simulated angular correlations of IPC and of 1% boson decay e+e−

pairs for boson masses indicated with the different curves.

The numbers of simulated events are 108 for IPC and 106 for the decay

of the boson. Even for this (very) small branching ratio the effect of the boson

is clearly seen, as the IPC correlation drops (very) fast with angle. In this way

the method is very sensitive to any boson contribution. The sensitivity is the

largest if the mass of the boson is close to the energy of the transition.
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5 Experimental results for the angular correlations

The results obtained for the e+e− angular correlation at the Ep= 0.441 MeV

resonance for the total energy range including the broad resonance at 14 MeV

and the 17.6 MeV (both 14.7 and 17.6 MeV M1 transitions in 8Be) is shown in

Fig. 5a together with the simulated distribution for M1 IPC. One can observe

relative excess intensities compared to the simulations at large angles above

110◦ as it was also mentioned by de Boer et al. 14).

In Fig. 5b the excess is even larger for the transitions deexciting the Ep=

1.03 MeV resonance. This resonance at 18.1 MeV is much broader, Γ= 138

keV 15), than the one at 17.6 MeV, Γ= 10.7 keV and its strength is more

distributed.
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Figure 5: Measured angular correlation of the e+e− pairs originated from the
decay of the 17.6 MeV resonance (a) and from the 18.15 MeV resonance (b)
(red dots with error bars) compared with the simulated ones assuming pure M1
and E1 transitions and M1+E1 mixed transitions. The contribution of a 13.5
MeV boson is shown in blue.

De Boer et al. 12, 13, 14) assumed always pure M1 transitions from the

decay of the 17.6 and 18.15 MeV resonances. It is fine for the resonances itself,

but not for the underlying direct background, which is reasonably small (but
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not negligible) for the 17.6 MeV resonance, but much larger for the 18.15 MeV

one. The background originates from the direct (non-resonant) proton capture

and its multipolarity is (mostly) E1. It is mainly due to the low-energy tail of

the giant dipole resonance 19) and it adds to the M1 decay of the resonances.

The contribution of the direct capture depends on the target thickness, if the

energy loss in the target is larger than the width of the resonant state. It is

especially the case for the 17.6 MeV state.

As shown in Fig. 5 b), the slope of the E1 angular correlation is much

smaller compared to the slope of the M1 one, so by mixing in even a small

amount of E1 radiation the angular correlation at large angles can be modified

considerably. The black simulated curve in Fig.5 a) is calculated by assuming

a small (≈5%) E1 contribution to the dominantly M1 one, which explains well

the experimental data.

The situation is more complicated in case of the 18.15 MeV resonance.

The black (M1+E1) curve in Fig. 5 b) describes the experimental data only up

to ≈ 120◦. The deviations at larger angles might be explained by creation and

subsequent decay of a new particle, introduced in Ref. 10). The blue curve in

Fig. 5 b), which fits the data well, is calculated by assuming the contribution of

a boson as well to the IPC process with 13.5 MeV energy and with a branching

ration of 3.0×10−5 compared to the γ-decay.

The results of the full χ2 analysis as a function of the mass of the assumed

particle is shown in Fig. 6. The experimental results can be explained best if

the mass of the particle is 13.45± 0.30 MeV/c2.

6 Conclusion

We have measured the differential internal pair creation coefficients for the

the M1 transitions depopulating the 17.6 and 18.12 MeV states in 8Be. Similar

deviations were observed at large opening angles, especially in case of the 18.12

case like de Boer 14) did.

The deviations could mostly be explained by the contribution of the direct

proton capture which creates mostly E1 transitions. As the angular dependence

of the IPC process for E1 transition is much less, compared to the M1 transition,

a small mixing of E1 radiation can modify the the IPCC drastically at large

angles.

Taking into account the E1 mixing properly, the IPCC of the 17.6 MeV
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transition could be well explained. However, it was not the case for the 18.12

MeV transition. The deviation between the experimental and theoretical IPC

shows peak like structures in that case, which can be explained only by as-

suming the creation and decay of a 13.45(30) MeV boson. The branching ratio

of the boson creation compared to the γ-decay should be about 3.0×10−5 to

explain the deviations. Such branching ratio is about 10 times smaller than

de Boer 14) published earlier. The detailed χ2/f analysis showed a 3σ con-

fidence for the new particles. More precise (at least 3 times more statistics)

experimental data is needed to clarify the existence of such assumed particles.

7 Outlook

The recent challenges created by astrophysical observations and theoretical

predictions for the existence of a low-mass neutral particle motivated us to

search for such particles in nuclear transitions. It turned out, however, that

presently no spectrometer exists which could be used for serious searches. That

is the reason why we started to build a compact positron-electron spectrometer

(COPE), by using EU FP7 ENSAR supports, for studying the internal pair
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creation process of high energy nuclear transitions precisely.

The electrons and positrons will be bent in a toroidal magnetic field cre-

ated by strong (Nb2Fe14B) permanent magnets and their bending radius will be

measured by special time projection chambers like at the ATLAS Experiment

at the CERN Large Hadron Collider, but at a 100 times smaller scale.

The energy and angular resolution of such spectrometer is expected to be

much better than the present one, which would allows us to make our search

more sensitive in the close future.
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Abstract

We present the results of several searches for a narrow resonance, that can be
reinterpreted as a dark photon, produced in e+e− collisions and decaying into
leptons, hadrons, or invisible final states.

1 Introduction

Although the existence of the dark matter is attested by several astrophysical

observations, its nature and origin are still not understood. Terrestrial and

satellite experiments have recently obtained results motivating the proposal of

a hidden gauge sector. This new sector introduces charged WIMP-like dark

matter particles 1, 2, 3) with a mass at the TeV scale, and an additional

massive photon-like vector - the dark photon A′ - responsible for the coupling

between this dark sector and the Standard Model (SM), through a kinetic
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mixing with the SM hypercharge fields 4), in the form ∆Lmix = ǫFµνBµν ,

where ǫ represents the mixing angle. The dark photon acquires a charge eǫ,

and, assuming that no light dark fermions exist, it has to decay back to SM

particles. The coupling of A′ to SM fermions is described by α′ = ǫ2α, and

its lifetime is usually small enough so that its decay is prompt. Depending on

A′ mass, different decays are dominant, either to leptonic or to hadronic final

states.

In such a scenario, dark matter particles could annihilate into pairs of

dark photons, subsequently decaying to SM fermions. Several astrophysical

constraints 5, 6) allows for a small mixing angle between dark sector and SM,

thus restricting the possible A′ mass to the region of hundreds of MeV to a few

GeV.

In a minimal model 7), a dark Higgs boson (h′) can also exist, being

responsible for the generation of the mass of the dark photon. The mass hier-

archy of the two particles is actually not constrained, and the dark Higgs boson

could be light as well.

No conclusive proof of the existence of dark forces may come from indirect

astrophysical signatures, and only reproducible terrestrial experiments might

prove the existence of the dark sector. Actually, these new MeV-GeV scale

forces would provide a number of possible new phenomena: high-lepton mul-

tiplicity events at the B-factories, high-lepton multiplicity decays of heavy fla-

vors, and even lepton jets at the hadron colliders. In particular, the B-factories,

being low-energy and high-luminosity e+e− colliders, offer a low background

environment for searching for hidden sector signatures at the MeV-GeV scale.

2 Potentialities in searches for the dark sector at e+e− colliders.

At low energy e+e− colliders several searches for the dark sector are possible:

• searches for a dark photon in events of the type e+e− → γA′, with

A′ → e+e−, µ+µ− or π+π−;

• searches for a dark photon in meson decays: π0 → γl+l−, η → γl+l−,

φ→ γl+l−, etc.;

• searches for dark bosons in events of the type e+e− → A′∗ → W ′W ′, or

e+e− → γA′∗
→W ′W ′′;
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• searches for a dark scalar (s) or a dark pseudoscalar (a) in events of the

type B → K(∗)s → K(∗)l+l−, B → K(∗)a → K(∗)l+l−, B → ss →

2(l+l−), B → 4(l+l−);

• searches for a dark Higgs boson in events of the type e+e− → h′A′, with

h′ → A′A′;

• searches for an invisible dark photon in events of the type e+e− → γA′,

with A′ → invisible final states;

• searches for dark hadrons, such as a dark pion πD, in events of the type

e+e− → πDX , with πD → e+e−, µ+µ−, and X representing any charged

state.

At BABAR some of these searches have been already performed 9, 10),

or are under study. In this paper, we focus on the BABAR searches for a dark

photon.

3 BABAR searches for a dark photon

The BABAR detector is described in detail elsewhere 11). It collected data

mostly at the Υ(4S) resonance, but also at the Υ(3S) and Υ(2S) peaks, as

well as off-resonance data. The total integrated luminosity available is of ∼ 521

fb−1, of which ∼ 28 fb−1 (∼ 14 fb−1) were collected at the Υ(3S) (Υ(2S)).

This large data sample allows for several searches in the dark sector.

The BABAR experiment has performed several searches for a possible

light pseudoscalar Higgs boson (A0), which is introduced in the Next to Mini-

mal Supersymmetric SM 12). The reinterpretation of these analyses in terms

of dark photon searches is feasible, taking into account a caveat: A0 is a pseu-

doscalar, while A′ is a vector, therefore any limit should be affected by a change

in the efficiency. Despite this, all the searches presented here give a good esti-

mate for the order of magnitude of the corresponding limit in the dark photon

search.

3.1 Υ(3S, 2S) → γA0, A0 → µ+µ−

In this search 13), we select events with exactly two oppositely-charged tracks

and a single energetic photon with a center-of-mass (CM) energy E∗

γ ≥ 0.2
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GeV. At least one of the tracks has to be identified as a muon, and the dimuon

candidate and the photon have to be back-to-back in the CM frame. Back-

grounds are dominated by QED processes, in the form of “continuum” events

e+e− → γµ+µ−, and initial state radiation (ISR) production of light mesons

(ρ0, φ, J/ψ, Ψ(2S) and Υ(1S)). The signal yield is searched as a function of the

A0 mass in the interval (0.212−9.3) GeV, with a set of unbinned maximum like-

lihood fits to the reduced mass distribution, defined as: mR =
√

m2
µµ − 4m2

µ.

The reduced mass spectra for data at the Υ(2S) and at the Υ(3S) are shown

in Fig. 1 a) and b), respectively. The scan is performed in steps of 2-5 MeV, for

a total of 1951 mass values, while excluding regions in the vicinity of the J/ψ

and Ψ(2S) resonances. The typical signal resolution is of 2-10 MeV, increasing

with mass. No significant excess of events is observed above the background in

the entire mass range. Bayesian upper limits (ULs) at the 90% of confidence

level (CL) are set on the product of branching fractions (BFs) of the decay

(B(Υ(nS) → γA0)×B(A0 → µ+µ−) = B(Υ(nS) → γA0)×Bµµ), in the range

(0.3 − 8.3) × 10−6, as shown in Fig. 2. Also, a combined UL on the quan-

tity f2
ΥBµµ is given, with fΥ representing the effective coupling of A0 to the

b-quark.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the reduced mass mR in a) the Υ(2S) data and b) the
Υ(3S) data. Open (filled) histograms show the distributions for the selection
in which one of (both) the tracks are positively identified as a muon. The

ISR-produced J/ψ and Υ(1S) resonances are visible 13).
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Figure 2: 90% CL ULs on (a) B(Υ(2S) → γA0) × Bµµ, (b) B(Υ(3S) →

γA0) × Bµµ, and (c) effective coupling f2
ΥBµµ, as a function of A0 mass. The

shaded grey vertical areas are the excluded regions around the J/ψ and ψ(2S)

resonances 13).

3.2 Υ(3S) → γA0, A0
→ τ+τ−

In this search 14), we select events with exactly two oppositely-charged tracks

and a single energetic photon with CM energy E∗

γ ≥ 0.1 GeV. Both the τ

leptons are required to decay leptonically, either τ → eνeν̄τ or τ → µνµν̄τ ,

thus leading to three possible final states. Backgrounds are dominated by

e+e− → γτ+τ− events, and other higher-order QED processes, as well as by

Υ(3S) decays and e+e− → qq̄ events. Any signal peak in the recoil mass (mττ )

would translate to a peak in the photon energy distribution. The signal is

actually searched for as an excess in a narrow region of the Eγ spectrum. The

photon energy spectra of the three different final states are shown in Fig. 3. The
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range analyzed corresponds to 4.03 < mττ < 10.10 GeV, excluding the region

of the decays Υ(3S) → γχbJ(2P ), χbJ(2P ) → γΥ(1S), where J = 0, 1, 2, due

to the irreducible photon backgrounds. No evidence for a narrow resonance is

found in all the mass range, and 90% CL ULs on the product of BFs of the decay

(B(Υ(nS) → γA0)×B(A0 → τ+τ−)) are set in the range (1.5− 16)× 10−6, as

shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the photon energy, Eγ , for each ττ -decay modes.
Filled circles are data, dotted and dotted-dashed lines represents peaking back-
ground contributions, while solid blue lines are the total background functions.

Under each plot, the corresponding pull distribution is shown 14).

3.3 Υ(3S, 2S) → γA0, A0 → hadrons

This search 15) looks for hadronic events with the full event energy recon-

structed, with at least two charged tracks, and the radiative photon from the

Υ(3S) (Υ(2S)) with CM energy E∗

γ ≥ 2.2(2.5) GeV. Background events arise
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Figure 4: (a) Product BFs and (b) 90% CL ULs on the product of BFs, as
a function of A0 mass. The green vertical region is the excluded range corre-

sponding to the χbJ → γΥ(1S) states 14).

from radiative Bhabha events (e+e− → γe+e−) or radiative production of

muon pairs (e+e− → γµ+µ−), as well as by a light vector meson or a non-

resonant hadron, either produced in ISR events or via an Υ(nS) decay. The

analysis is performed both in the hypothesis of a CP-odd A0, and without any

specific requirement on the CP values (“CP-all”). A signal would show up

as a narrow peak in the candidate mass spectrum, which is analyzed in the

range (2mπ-7 GeV). The candidate mass spectra, before and after the “con-

tinuum” background subtraction, are shown in Fig. 5. The signal presence is

evaluated in 1 MeV steps, for a total of ∼ 6700 mass hypotheses. Being in the

absence of a significant signal, 90 % CL ULs on the product of BFs of the decay

(B(Υ(nS) → γA0) × B(A0 → hadrons)) are set in the range (1 − 80) × 10−6,

as shown in Fig. 6.

3.4 Υ(3S) → γA0, A0 → invisible final state

The light Higgs boson A0 could have an invisible decay of the type A0 → χ0χ̄0,

where χ0 is the lightest supersymmetric particle, if m(A0) > 2m(χ0). Also

the dark photon can decay invisibly in several scenarios, such as light dark

matter 16).

For this search 17), we select events with a single energetic photon:

two regions are defined, high- and low-energy, with the requirement E∗

γ ≥

3.0 GeV and ≥ 1.5 GeV, respectively. No tracks originating from the e+e−
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Figure 5: Candidate mass spectrum (left) before, (right) after the “continuum”

background subtraction, (a) in the “CP-all” and (b) “CP-odd” hypothesis 15).
The data are shown in black, the background fit function in red, and the
“continuum” component in blue.

interaction region must be present in the event. The dominant background in

the high-energy region arise from the QED processes e+e− → γγ, and from the

radiative Bhabha events e+e− → γe+e− in the low-energy region. We search

for a monochromatic peak in the squared missing mass distribution, defined

as m2
X = m(Υ(3S))2 − 2E∗

γm(Υ(3S)). Two examples of this distribution for

the high-energy and the low-energy regions are shown in Fig. 7. A set of

maximum likelihood fits to the mass distribution is performed, without finding

any evidence for a signal in the range (0-7.8) GeV. Bayesian ULs on the product

of BFs of the decay (B(Υ(nS) → γA0)×B(A0 → invisible)) are set at the 90%

CL, in the range (0.7 − 31) × 10−6, as shown in Fig. 8.

4 Conclusions

Several searches performed by the BABAR experiment and presented here

can be reinterpreted as searches for a dark photon. Until now, only the

Υ(3S) → γA0, A0
→ µ+µ− analysis has been reinterpreted for this purpose 8).

Extending to all the BABAR data sample, and analyzing all the possible final
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states would lead to tighter constraints on the mixing strength between the

dark sector and the SM.
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Abstract

Following recent puzzling astrophysical results and recent theoretical studies,
a search for a relatively low mass (1 GeV ) new vector gauge boson (called the
U boson), weakly coupled with SM particles and decaying into lepton pairs, by
using the Initial State Radiation (ISR) process, was performed at KLOE. 239.29
pb−1 of data were used to search for light vector boson in the e+e− → µ+µ−γ
channel. No evidence was found and a preliminary upper limit in the 600 −
1000MeV mass range was extracted.
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1 Introduction

In the last decades one of the main goal of particle physicists and astrophysi-

cists was to shed light on the possible existence of dark matter and dark energy.

Usually, experiments are mainly oriented towards the discovery of new parti-

cles at high energy scales, however, a complementary interesting approach is

the search for new light particles at relatively low energy scales. Such par-

ticles may have remained undiscovered because of their weak coupling to the

Standard Model (SM). Moreover, in the last two years striking astrophysical

observations, that cannot be interpreted by standard Astrophysics and Par-

ticle Physics, have attracted particular attention of the Scientific Community

on the study of a hidden low–energy dark sector. Among the most important

we remind observations by PAMELA 1), INTEGRAL satellite 2), ATIC 3),

Hess 4), Fermi 5) and DAMA/LIBRA 6). The most interesting thing is that

all these observations could be explained if one assumes that a dark force gauge

boson, mediator of an unknown force with mass less than two proton mass,

MU < 2mp, exists. The U boson, also called dark photon, is predicted by

several Standard Model Extensions (SME) 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12). According to

dark force models this dark force gauge boson would be produced during dark

matter annihilation processes and then decay into light particles, as leptons,

(X̃ +X → U + U, U → l+l−, l = e, µ), assuming a mass less than 1 GeV 13).

Such dark photon is associated to an abelian gauge symmetry that can com-

municate with the ordinary SM through a kinetic mixing term that is given by

the following relation: 7, 8, 13, 14)

Lmix = −ε
2

2
F e.m.
ij F ij

dark (1)

where ε2 = α
′
/α is the kinetic mixing parameter (α = 1/137, α

′
is the U

boson coupling constant), F e.m.
ij is the electromagnetic tensor, F ij

dark is the

dark matter hypercharge gauge boson tensor.

Luckily, dark force models make a number of predictions that can be

tested by particle physics experiments. Particularly, high luminosity e+ − e−

collider experiments at GeV scale can be a direct probe of dark forces. At

flavour factories a particular clean channel is the production of the U boson

plus a photon with the consequent decay of the U boson in a lepton pair:
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e+e− → Uγ → l+l−γ, where l = e, µ 13). The expected U boson signal should

have the shape of a Breit-Wigner peak in the invariant mass distribution of

the lepton pair. For this reason, about 240 pb−1 of KLOE data taken on 2002

were used to analyse the e+e− → µ+µ−γ channel with the aim to search for

the light vector gauge boson.

2 KLOE Experimental Set Up

DAΦNE is a e+−e− collider, working at the energy
√
s = mϕ = 1.0195GeV and

it is located at the INFN-LNF of Frascati. The DAΦNE Accelerator Complex

consists of a linear accelerator, a damping ring, nearly 180 m of transfer lines,

two storage rings that intersect at two points, a beam test area (BTF) and

three syncrotron light lines (see Fig.1).

Figure 1: DAΦNE accelerator complex

The KLOE detector is made up of a large cylindrical drift chamber (DC,

see Fig.2 left side), surrounded by a lead scintillating fiber electromagnetic

calorimeter (EMC, see Fig.2 right side). A superconducting coil around the

EMC provides a 0.52 T magnetic field. The EMC provides measurement

of photon energies, impact point and an accurate measurement of the ar-

rival time of particles. The DC is well suited for tracking of the particles

and charged vertices reconstruction. The calorimeter is divided into a bar-

rel and two end–caps and covers 98% of the full solid angle. The modules
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Figure 2: Left side: KLOE drift chamber Right side: KLOE calorimeter

are read out at both ends by 4880 photo–multipliers. Energy and time res-

olutions are σE/E = 5.7%/
√
E(GeV ) and σt = 57 ps /

√
E(GeV ) ⊕ 50 ps,

respectively. The all-stereo drift chamber, 4m in diameter and 3.3m long, is

provided of 12000 sense wires, is made of carbon fiber-epoxy composite and

operates with a light gas mixture (90% helium, 10% isobutane). The position

resolutions are about σxy = 150µm and σz = 2mm. The momentum resolu-

tion is σp⊥/p⊥ > 0.4% for large angle tracks. Vertices are reconstructed with

a spatial resolution of about 3mm.

3 Event Selection

The analysis described in the following is based on the KLOE pion form factor

measurement 15). The data sample consists of 239.29 pb−1 of data taken in

year 2002. The event selection requires:

• two charged tracks with 50◦ < θµ < 130◦ (wide cones in Fig.3 a))

• one photon within a cone of θγ < 15◦ (θγ > 165◦) around the beamline

(narrow cones in Fig.3 a))

The photon is not detected, its direction is reconstructed from event kinemat-

ics: p⃗γ ≃ p⃗miss ≡ −p⃗µµ = −(p⃗µ+ + p⃗µ−). This separation of tracks and pho-

ton selection regions in the analysis greatly reduces the contamination from

the resonant process e+e− → ϕ → π+π−π0, where the π0 mimics the miss-

ing momentum of the photon(s), and from the final state radiation processes:

e+e− → π+π−γFSR and e+e− → µ+µ−γFSR. Since ISR-photons are mostly
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Figure 3: a) Schematic cross-view of KLOE Detector with the selection regions
for the missing momentum angle (narrow cones) and for muons track (wide
cones) b) Pions and muons separation by cut on MTrk variable

collinear with the beam line, a high statistics for the ISR signal events remains.

Backgrounds contributions coming from:

1. e+e− → π+π−γ(γ)

2. e+e− → Φ → π+π−π0

3. e+e− → e+e−γ(γ)

were separated applying kinematical cuts in theMTrk−M2
ππ plane (for the

definition ofMtrk variable see later). A particle identification estimator (PID),

based on a pseudo-likelihood function using the time-of-flight and calorimeter

information, was used to suppress radiative Bhabha events 15, 16, 17). Finally

pions and muons are separated by a cut on the trackmass variable MTrk:

• muons are selected with 80 < MTrk < 115 MeV,

• pions are selected with MTrk > 130 MeV.

The MTrk variable is computed from energy and momentum conservation, as-

suming the presence of an unobserved photon and that the tracks belong to
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particles of the same mass:(√
s−

√
|p+|2 +M2

Trk −
√
|p−|2 +M2

Trk

)2

−
(
p+ + p−)2 = 0 (2)

where p± is the measured momentum of the positive (negative) particle, and

only one of the four solutions has physical meaning. In Fig. 3 b) is reported the

separation between the µ+µ−γ and π+π−γ distributions byMTrk cut. The gap

between the two selections has been chosen to reduce the mutual contamination

of the two samples.

4 Background Contributions

The contributions of background channels surviving the µ+µ−γ selection, (see

section 3), are obtained by fitting in slices of M2
µµ the MTrk distribution for

data as a superposition of signal and background distributions.

Figure 4: a) π+π−γ background contribution b) π+π−π0 background contribu-
tion c) e+e−γ background contribution d) sum of the three relative background
contributions a), b) and c). N1, N2, N3 are the background event numbers re-
lated to the above mentioned 1., 2., 3. channels, respectively; N4 represents
their sum; Ntot is the total number of events found in each bin of M2

µµ

For each background channel, the fit results in normalization parameters,
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called weights, wch(j), produced for each slice of M2
µµ. The MTrk distribution

for µ+µ−γ, π+π−γ, π+π−π0 were extracted by Monte Carlo calculation (MC).

Since the e+e−γ background is much larger, at percent level, its contribution

was estimated directly from data. In Fig. 4 the contributions of the three

background channels normalized to the total number of events, as well as their

sum, are shown. Since in the ρ region the π+π−γ cross section is about one

order of magnitude greater than the µ+µ−γ one, it is crucial to to keep under

control the π+π−γ MTrk tail in the region below 125MeV . For this reason, a

tuning of the MTrk tail using a control sample of 70 pb−1 of Φ → π+π−π0 was

also applied.

4.1 Cut on the σMTRK

A further separation between pions and muons was performed by a cut on

the σMTRK variable which parametrize the quality of the fit of the tracks, as

explained in the reference 15). In Fig. 5a) are reported the π+π−γ (black) and

Figure 5: a) σMTRK distribution for one M2
µµ slice of π+π−γ (black) and

µ+µ−γ (blue); in red a possible cut value is shown b) effect of σMTRK cut on
MTrk distributions for one slice of M2

µµ; black and blue histograms represent
the π+π−γ and µ+µ−γ MTrk distributions without σMTRK cut; red histograms
are obtained after applying σMTRK cut

µ+µ−γ (blue) σMTRK distributions for one slice of M2
µµ. Figure 5b) shows the

effects of σMTRK cut (red) on MTrk distribution for one slice of M2
µµ. As it is

possible to see, there is a significant reduction (up to a factor 2) of the π+π−γ
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contamination in the µ+µ−γ MTrk region, with a consequent improvement in

π/µ separation. The cut was optimized in order to keep the signal (µ+µ−γ) at

a level of about 70% .

4.2 Absolute Cross Section of µ+µ−γ

Once the Data/MC corrections have been applied, the µ+µ−γ cross section

was extracted by subtracting the residual background to the observed spectra

and dividing it for efficiencies and luminosity.

Figure 6: a) Comparison of data (black points) and MC (blue points) of µ+µ−γ
absolute cross section b) ratio of data and MC PHOKHARA prediction

The absolute cross section is in good agreement with the PHOKHARA

prediction 18) as reported in Fig. 6.
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5 Upper Limit Extraction on ε2

To extract the upper limit (U.L.) on ε2 the TLimit Root Class 19), based

on the confidence level signal (CLS) technique 20) was used. The observed

spectrum, that is the raw spectrum after offline background filter efficiency

(FILFO) corrections (which are at percent level) and background subtraction,

was used as ”data” input of TLimit procedure. As ”background” input was

used the MC PHOKHARA spectrum properly normalized to the raw spectrum.

A systematic error of ∼ 2% on background was also applied.

Figure 7: Exclusion plot on number of signal events at 90% of C.L.

In Fig. 7 the exclusion plot on number of signal events at 90% of confidence

level (C.L.) in the energy range between 600 and 1000MeV is shown.

The U.L. on the kinetic mixing parameter ε2 was extracted using the

following formula 21):

ε2 =
α

′

α
=
NCLS/(ϵeff · L)

H · I
(3)

where NCLS is the number of entries of signal hypothesis excluded as fluctua-

tions at the 90% C.L.; ϵeff represents the efficiency and acceptance corrections;

L is the integrated luminosity (L = 239, 29 pb−1); H is the radiator function

given by:

H =
dσµ+µ−γ/d

√
sµ

σ(e+e− → µ+µ−, sµ)
(4)
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Figure 8: Exclusion Plot on ε2 in comparison with the existing limits in the
0− 1000MeV range

where dσµ+µ−γ/d
√
sµ is the partial cross section of e+e− → µ+µ−γ(γ), sµ is

the invariant mass of muons, σ(e+e− → µ+µ−, sµ) is the total cross section of

e+e− → µ+µ− process; the quantity I is given by the following integral:

I =

∫
i

σµµ
U dsi (5)

where σµµ
U = σ(e+e− → U → µ+µ−, s) is the total cross section of U boson

production decaying in the µ+µ− channel, s = M2
U , and i is the mass bin

number. In Fig.8 the kinetic mixing parameter ε2 obtained by formula 3, in

the 600−1000MeV range and the other existing limits are presented. The blue

area is the present measurement derived using the e+e− → µ+µ−γ channel,

the U.L. is between 2.6 · 10−6 and 3.5 · 10−7, it is clearly visible the reduction
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of the sensitivity due to ρ meson at about 0.77GeV . The red area represents

the Mami results 22), the dark green area refers to the Apex measure 23) and

finally, the blue shaded area shows the KLOE U.L. in the 0− 460MeV region

calculated using the Dalitz Φ decay 24). The black line represents the ε2 values

consistent with a U boson contribution to the muon magnetic moment anomaly

aµ.

6 Conclusions

239.29 pb−1 of 2002 KLOE data were used to search for light vector boson in the

e+e− → µ+µ−γ channel. No U boson evidence was found and an U.L. has been

extracted on coupling factor ε2 in the energy range between 600 and 1000MeV .

The preliminary results exclude a possible effect of U boson existence on the aµ

in the investigated energy range between 600 and 1000 MeV. An extension of

the muon acceptance selection and full statistics analysis (2.5 fb−1) is planned

to have the possibility to explore the muon spectrum at lower invariant mass

region, extending the present measurement and increasing the sensitivity of

about a factor 3.
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Abstract

With 106M ψ′ events collected at BESIII detector, there is no observed signal
of light Higgs-like boson A0 in process J/ψ → γA0, A0 → µ+µ−. The A0-mass-
dependent upper limits at the 90% C.L. of branching fraction for J/ψ → γA0,
A0 → µ+µ− are range from 4× 10−7 to 2.1× 10−5, for M(A0) < 3.0 GeV/c2.
With 225M J/ψ data sample, there is no obseved signal of light dark matter
particles or U boson in invisible decays of η and η′. The upper limits at the 90%

C.L. are determined to be 2.6× 10−4 for the ratio B(η→invisible)
B(η→γγ) and 2.4× 10−2

for B(η′→invisible)
B(η′→γγ) . These limits may be used to constrain light dark matter

particles or spin-1 U bosons.

1 The BEPC-II collider and BES-III detector

BEPCII/BESIII 1) is a major upgrade of the BESII experiment at BEPC

accelerator. The achieved peak luminosity of the double-ring e+e− collider,
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BEPCII, is 0.65 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 at energy of ψ(3770). The BESIII detector

consists of a main drift chamber with momentum resolution 0.5% at 1 GeV/c,

an electromagnetic calorimeter with energy resolution 2.5% at 1 GeV/c and a

time-of-flight system inside a superconducting solenoidal magnet with a mag-

netic strength of 1 T. The magnet is surrounded by the muon system made

of resistive plate chambers. Based on data samples of 1.06 × 108 ψ′ 2) and

2.25× 108 J/ψ 3), two analyses are performed for dark sector search.

2 Search for a light exotic particle in J/ψ → γµ+µ−

The HyperCP experiment 4) obsered three anomalous Σ → pµ+µ− events with

µ+µ− invariant mass around 214.3 MeV/c2. A particle with these properties

could be the pseudoscalar sgoldstino particle 5) in various supersymmetric

models 6), a light pseudoscalar Higgs-like boson A0 7), or a vector U boson 8).

No evidence of new physics has been found by studying light dilepton-resonance

in pp̄ collision, e+e− collision and b-quark decays, but it is still important to

search for J/ψ → γA0 to check the possible couples to c-quark and leptons.

Theoretically, the branching fraction of J/ψ → γA0 is about 10−9 to 10−7

level 9). The upper limits of branching fraction of J/ψ → γA0 are set by

Crystal Ball experiment which are less than 1.4×10−5 (90% C.L.) forM(A0) <

1.0 GeV/c2 10).

The process ψ′ → π+π−J/ψ, J/ψ → γA0, A0 → µ+µ− is used to search

for an A0, and A0 is assumed as a pseudoscalar (or scalar) particle with narrow

width and negligible decay time. Two positive, two negative charged tracks

and at least one good photon are required. The events with multiple photons,

should be passed through the π0 veto. The γ with the highest energy is regard-

ed as the photon from J/ψ. The oppositely charged track pair with recoil mass

closest to the J/ψ mass is regarded as the π+ and π−. The other two charged

tracks with at least one satisfying muon identification is assigned as the µ+ and

µ−. The J/ψ is tagged by constraining π+π− recoil mass within a narrow win-

dow. In order to get better mass resolution and suppress backgrounds further,

the events are kinematically fitted using energy and momentum conservation

constraints under the ψ′ → γπ+π−µ+µ− hypothesis.

The entire µ+µ− mass range from threshold to 3.0 GeV/c2 is studied.

There is no evidence narrow peak in the mass distribution and only one event

with mass of 213.3 MeV/c2 [shown in Fig.2a]. To set upper limits on the
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production rates for different masses, the unbinned maximum-likelihood fits

are performed to ∼300 MeV/c2-wide ranges of the invariant mass spectrum

where the mass of the A0 peak is restricted to be within a series of 5 MeV/c2-

wide intervals near the center of the range. In each fit, the A0 signal shape is

determined from MC simulation, and the background shape is modeled with

a polynomial. The limits on the signal yield in each 5 MeV/c2 interval are

set with Bayesian method at the 90% C.L.. Figure1 shows a typical fit to

the µ+µ− invariant mass spectrum in the 5 MeV/c2-wide interval centred at

2.43 GeV/c2. The upper limits at the 90% C.L. on the branching fractions of

J/ψ → γA0, A0 → µ+µ− is calculated with

B <
Nsig(UL)/ϵ

N(ψ′)× B(ψ′ → π+π−J/ψ)× (1− σ)
, (1)

where Nsig(UL), shown in Fig.2b, is the upper limit on the number of signal

events in each M(µ+µ−) bin; ϵ is the A0-mass-dependent selection efficiency

determined from MC simulation; N(ψ′) is the number of ψ′ events; B(ψ′ →
π+π−J/ψ) is set at Particle Data Group (PDG) value 11); and σ is the total

systematic error.

Figure 1: A typical fit to the invariant-mass spectrum M(µ+µ−) in the 5
MeV/c2 wide interval centered at 2.43 GeV/c2.

There is no evidence observed. The A0-mass-dependent upper limits on

the branching fraction for J/ψ → γA0, A0 → µ+µ− are range from 4×10−7 to
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Figure 2: a) The µ+µ− invariant mass distribution for the selected ψ′ →
π+π−J/ψ, J/ψ → γµ+µ−; b) Upper limits at the 90% C.L. on the number
of signal events (Nsig UL) as a function of the µ+µ− invariant mass; c) Upper
limits at the 90% C.L. on the branching fractions (BF UL).

2.1×10−5 [shown in Fig.2c]. Only one event is seen with a µ+µ− mass of 213.3

MeV/c2, and the product-branching-fraction upper limit is 5 × 10−7 at the

90% C.L. These limits can rule out much of the parameter space in theoretical

models 12).

3 Search for η and η′ invisible decays

Despite of tentative estimation like B(η(η′) → χχ) ≈ 1.4×10−4 (1.5×10−6) 13),

one cannot reliable predict such invisible decay rates of mesons just from the

dark matter relic density and annihilation cross section 14). Due to the U

boson vectorially coupled to quarks and leptons 15) and more specific case of

the U boson coupled to ordinary particles through the electromagnetic cur-

rent 16), the annihilation process qq̄ → UU may be also a source of invisible

meson decays, especially as the invisible decay mode U → χχ may be dom-

inant 15). Invisible decays of η and η′ may originate from η(η′) → χχ or

UinvUinv. Many searches for invisible decays of π0, η, η′, J/ψ and Υ(1S) have

been performed 17, 18, 19, 20, 21). The resulting data can give constraints

on different matrix.

The processes J/ψ → ϕη and ϕη′ are used to study invisible decays of η

and η′. The ϕ can be reconstructed with ϕ→ K+K− decay model. No charged

track is required besides those from ϕ→ K+K−. No neutral track is required
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inside a cone of 1.0 rad around the recoil direction against the ϕ candidate.

The reconstructed ϕ particles within a narrow mass window [shown in Fig.3a]

are used to tag η(η′). The missing η(η′) can be searched for in the distribution

of recoil mass of ϕ candidate.
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Figure 3: a) The K+K− mass distribution. The arrows indicate the signal
region of ϕ candidates. Points with error bars are data; the histogram is ex-
pected background. b) Recoil mass distribution against ϕ candidates, M recoil

ϕ ,
for events within ϕ mass window. Points with error bars are data; the solid
histogram is the sum of the expected backgrounds; the dashed histograms (with
arbitrary scale) are signals of η and η′ invisible decays from MC simulations;
the arrows indicate the signal regions of the η(η′) → invisible.

The sources of backgrounds are divided into two classes. Class I: The

background is from J/ψ → ϕη(η′), ϕ → K+K− and η(η′) decay into visible

states. The expected number of background from Class I is 0.18±0.02 (1.0±0.2)

in the signal region for η(η′) case. Class II: The background is from J/ψ decays

to final states without η(η′) or without both η(η′) and ϕ. For the η invisible

decay, the dominant background is from J/ψ → γηc, ηc → K±π∓KL. For

the η′ case, the dominant background is from J/ψ → ϕKLKL and J/ψ →
ϕf0(980), f0(980) → KLKL. The expected number of background from Class

II is 0.8± 0.2 (9.4± 1.7) in the signal region for η(η′) case.

For η case, only one event [shown in Fig.3b] is seen in the η signal region

where 1.0 ± 0.2 backgrounds are expected. The upper limit at the 90% C.L.

is Nη
UL = 3.34 by using the POLE++ program 23) based on Feldman-Cousins

Method 22). For the η′ case, an unbinned extended maximum likelihood (ML)

fit is performed to the recoil mass distribution against ϕ candidate. The signal
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shape in the fit, shown in Fig.4, is driven from data sample of J/ψ → ϕη′,

η′ → ηπ+π−, η → γγ. The shape of dominant background J/ψ → ϕf0(980),

f0(980) → KLKL, is described from MC simulation [shown in Fig.5], in which

the parameters of f0(980) line shape have been determined in the analysis of

J/ψ → ϕπ+π− and ϕK+K− from BESII data 24). The remaining background

from J/ψ → ϕKLKL is modeled with a first-order Chebychev polynomial. In

the ML fit [shown in Fig.5], the shapes of signal and dominant background are

fixed, the numbers of signal yield and backgrounds are float. The upper limit

at the 90% C.L. is Nη′

UL = 10.1 with Bayesian method.
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Figure 4: The M recoil
ϕ distribution for the control sample J/ψ → ϕη′, η′ →

π+π−η(η → γγ) decay candidates. The solid curve shows the fit results.

In order to obtain the ratio of B(η(η′)→invisible)
B(η(η′)→γγ) , the two-body decays

J/ψ → ϕη(η′), η(η′) → γγ are also studied. The upper limit at the 90%

C.L. on the ratio of branching fraction is calculated with

B(η → invisible)

B(η → γγ)
<
Nη

UL/ϵη
Nη

γγ/ϵ
η
γγ

1

1− ση
, (2)

where Nη
UL is the 90% upper limit of the number of observed events for J/ψ →

ϕη, ϕ → K+K−, η → invisible decay; ϵη is the MC-determined efficiency for

the signal channel; Nη
γγ is the number of events for the J/ψ → ϕη, ϕ→ K+K−,

η → γγ; ϵηγγ is the MC-determined efficiency; and ση is the total error for the

η case. The upper limit for η′ case is obtained similarly.

There is no evidence observed for the invisible decays of η and η′, The

upper limit at the 90% C.L. on the ratio of B(η(η′)→invisible)
B(η(η′)→γγ) is 2.6×10−4 (2.4×
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Figure 5: The M recoil
ϕ distribution with events around the η′ mass region.

Points with error bars are data. The (black) solid curve shows the result of
the fit to signal plus background distributions, the (blue) dotted curve shows the
background shape from J/ψ → ϕf0(980)(f0(980) → KLKL), the (blue) dashed
curve shows the polynomial function for J/ψ → ϕKLKL background, and the
(red) dotted-dash curve shows the signal yield.

10−2) for η(η′) case. Using the branching fraction values of B(η(η′) → γγ) from

the PDG 25), the invisible decays rates are determined to be B(η → invisble) <

1.0 × 10−4 and B(η′ → invisble) < 5.3 × 10−4 at the 90% confidence level.

These limits constrain the decays η(η′) → UU , where each U decays invisibly

into neutrinos or light dark matter with branching fraction Binv. The resulting

η(η′) limits on the U couplings to quarks are improved to be
√
f2u + f2d <

3 × 10−2/
√
Binv and |fs| < 4 × 10−2/

√
Binv , respectively (for 2mU smaller

than mη or mη′ and not too close to them), fu, fd and fs denoting effective

couplings of the U boson to light quarks.

4 Summary

There is no observed signal of light Higgs-like boson A0 in process J/ψ → γA0,

A0 → µ+µ−, based on 106M ψ′ data sample. The A0-mass-dependent upper

limits at the 90% C.L. of branching fraction for J/ψ → γA0, A0 → µ+µ−

are range from 4 × 10−7 to 2.1 × 10−5, for M(A0) < 3.0 GeV/c2. There is

no obseved signal of light dark matter particles or U boson in invisible decays

of η and η′, based on 225M J/ψ data sample. The upper limits at the 90%

C.L. are determined to be 2.6× 10−4 for the ratio B(η→invisible)
B(η→γγ) and 2.4× 10−2
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for B(η′→invisible)
B(η′→γγ) . These limits may be used to constrain light dark matter

particles or spin-1 U bosons.
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Abstract

The expected sensitivity of Belle is reported for the Dark Photon, A, and Dark
Higgs, h′ searches, for mass ranges, respectively of 0.27 < mA < 3 GeV/c2 and
0.54 < mh′ < 10 GeV/c2. The Dark Photon and Dark Higgs was searched for
in the Higgs-strahlung channels: e+e− → Ah′, with h′

→ AA and A → l+l−

(with l = e or µ). At the time of writing the results have not yet been unblinded.

1 Introduction

Ordinarymatter represents 4 % of the total energy budget of the universe 1).The

remainder is believed to be partitioned as either Dark Energy (73%) or Dark

Matter (23%), but the nature of those components is unknown. However, ex-

perimental results from direct Dark Matter searches, (e.g. DAMA/LIBRA)
2, 3, 4, 5) and other experimental observations that may be interpreted as
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deviations from the Standard Model (e.g. g-2 measurements 6)), can be ex-

plained in Dark Matter (DM) models by the inclusion of an additional interac-

tion, a dark U(1) interaction 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17). This

interaction, which is mediated by a dark U(1) boson, also known as the “Dark

Photon”, typically has very small couplings to Standard Model particles.

Dark gauge bosons are postulated to have low masses; of order MeV to

GeV due to astrophysical constraints 18, 19). These astrophysical observa-

tions include: excesses in the cosmic-ray flux of electrons and/or positrons

above expected background beyond normal astrophysical processes and the

expected flux of protons and/or anti-protons. Dark matter could be charged

under the dark U(1) symmetry group and then the observed excess might corre-

spond to dark matter annihilating into a Dark Photon A, which in turn decays

into l+l− (with l = e or µ or possibly τ if energetically allowed).

The ideal tools to discover such particles are therefore not the highest

energy hadron collider experiments, but lower-energy electron-positron high-

luminosity collider experiments such as Belle/BelleII and BaBar, or dedicated

fixed target experiments, several of which are planned or already under con-

struction at JLAB (Newport News, USA) or at MAMI (Mainz, Germany),

for example. In Belle, work on dark gauge boson searches was started only re-

cently, and has focused on the strategies proposed by 20, 21, 22, 23, 24). The

dark U(1) symmetry group could be spontaneously broken, often by a Higgs

mechanism, adding a dark Higgs h′ (or dark Higgses) to these models. These

proceedings will focus on the so-called Higgs-strahlung channel, e+e− → Ah′

and in particular the decay modes with 3e+3e−, 3µ+3µ−, 2e+2e−µ+µ− and

2µ+2µ−e=e− final states. The dark photon A can decay into either l+l−,

hadrons or invisible particles and h′ into AA, l+l−, hadrons or invisible parti-

cles. The decay mode of the A and h′ depends of the mass difference between

A and h′ 22): (a) mh′ < mA: h
′
→ invisible particles, (b) mA < mh′ < 2mA:

h′
→ l+l− or hadrons, (c) mh′ > 2mA: h

′
→ AA. Case (c) will be discussed in

this proceedings.

The A and h′ do not necessarily have prompt decays 22, 25). The decay

length of the dark photon is a function of the dark photon coupling strength to

Standard Model fermions and is proportional to the inverse of the square of the

dark photon coupling. The decay length of the dark Higgs varies formh′ > 2mA

between being prompt and one meter. In the Higgs-strahlung channel, two
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couplings are involved: the electromagnetic coupling of the dark photon to the

Standard Model fermions, α′; and the dark photon coupling to the dark Higgs,

αD. CLOE and BaBar reported their searches on the dark photon and the dark

Higgs 26) (contribution of E. Graziani to these proceedings) and 27) (see also

contribution of A. Gaz to these proceedings). CLOE focused their search on

mh′ < mA (A and h′ not prompt) and BaBar on mh′ > 2mA (with A and h′

prompt), but no signal was found. BaBar and CLOE set limits respectively

for low mass range, 2mµ < mA < 1GeV/c2 and mh′ < mA; and for highest

mass range, 0.8 < mh′ < 10.0 GeV/c2 and 0.25 < mA < 3.0 GeV/c2. BaBar

looked at two types of final states, fully reconstructed (3l+l−, 2l+2l−π+π−

and 2π+2π−l+l− where l = e, µ); and partially reconstructed (2µ+2µ−X and

e+e−µ+µ−X , where X denotes any final state other than a pair of pions or

leptons). The reason to look for partially reconstructed final states is that

above mA > 1 GeV/c2, final states with hadrons dominate assuming BF (A →

e+e−)+BF (A → µ+µ−)+BF (A → hadrons) = 1 and that BF (A→hadrons)

BF (A→µ+µ−)
=

R, where R is the hadronic cross section ratio, R = σ(e+e−→hadrons)

σ(e+e−→µ+µ−)
. BaBar

reported six candidate events detected: one 4µ2π, two 4π2µ, two 4π2e and one

4µX events, in a ∼ 500 fb−1 data set. There were no candidates in the final

states with six leptons. The number of events detected were consistent with

background expectations.

For low mass range of the dark photon: 1 < mA < 300 MeV/c2, part

of the coupling strength to Standard Model fermions versus dark photon mass

have been excluded by Beam dump experiments 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34)

by looking at reaction pp → AX for example. Furthermore, limits could be set

for the dark photon between a few MeV/c2 and 10 GeV/c2 by reinterpreting

the limit on the CP odd Higgs of BaBar 35, 36), CLEO 37) and the upcoming

Belle results on e+e− → Υ(1 or 3 S)→ γA0. As explained by P. Fayet in
38, 39, 40): the U(1) boson likes to couple to SM fermions via electromagnetic

currents which make it by definition a dark photon. But more generally, the

U(1) boson can have different vectorial couplings and also axial couplings which

make searching for it similar to Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard

Model (NMSSM). Hence the limit can be expressed for a pseudoscalar or for a

dark vector gauge boson.
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2 Experimental setup

The Belle detector is a large-solid-angle magnetic spectrometer, which consists

of a silicon vertex detector (SVD), a central drift chamber (CDC), an array

of aerogel threshold Cerenkov counters (ACC), a barrel-like arrangement of

time-of-flight scintillation counters (TOF), and an electromagnetic calorimeter

(ECL) composed of CsI(Tl) crystals located inside a super-conducting solenoid

that provides a 1.5 T magnetic field. An iron flux-return (KLM) located outside

the coil is optimized to detect K0
L mesons and to identify muons. A detailed

description can be found in 41). Belle is currently being upgraded to Belle

II, an upgraded detector for operation at SuperKEKB, which will have 40

times higher luminosity than KEKB 42). The KEKB collider 43), located

in Tsukuba, Japan, is the world’s highest-luminosity electron-position collider.

KEKB has produced more than one ab−1 of data at center-of-mass energies

corresponding to the Υ(1S) to Υ(5S) resonances, and in the nearby continuum.

3 Particle and reaction identification

The sub-systems used to identify the electrons are primarily the ECL, which

measured the energy and the CDC, which measured the momentum 44). The

muons are identified by using the KLM and an analysis combining the mea-

surements of penetration depth, the charged track, and the muon cluster

matching 45).

Events with six charged tracks with three pairs of opposite charges are

considered for this analysis. Furthermore, in order to maintain a high detection

efficiency we require that at least three out of the six tracks be identified as

leptons for the six electrons or six muons final states. For 4e2µ and 4µ2e final

states respectively, at least five and at least three, out the six tracks have to

be identified as leptons.

4 Analysis strategy

Events with six lepton final states from e+e− → Ah′
→ AAA → 3l+3l− (l

= e or µ) are reconstructed. Energy and momentum conservation is required.

The invariant mass for each combination of leptons is required to be consistent

with three distinct A → l+l−. Combinations with three “equal” masses (m1
ll,
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m2
ll and m3

ll) and mllll > 2mll are kept. The “equality” is defined as follows:

mmean
ll − 3.σ(mmean

ll ) < m1,2,3

ll < mmean + 3.σ(mmean
ll ), with mmean

ll the mean

mass of the three dark photon candidates and the width (σ) of the signal as

function of the dark mass which is taken from Monte Carlo (MC) simulation.

The detection efficiency of Belle was modeled with MC simulations based on the

GEANT4 package 46). The simulation includes all relevant properties of the

sub-systems, including geometrical acceptance, charged particle identification,

trigger efficiency, response of all detector modules, and selection criteria. The

MC also includes information about inefficient individual detector modules.

Belle can achieve, on average, a detection efficiency of 20 % and 40 % respec-

tively for 6 electron and 6 muon final states and of 15 % and 30 % respectively

for 4e2µ and 4µ2e.

5 Background estimation

The background estimation is based on a data driven method. In this method,

all combinations that have two pairs where the leptons are combined with their

wrong-sign partner and one pair with opposite charge, (l−l−)(l+l+)(l+l−), are

kept. The three masses are ordered in decreasing order: m1
ll > m2

ll > m3
ll. The

mass difference between the m1
ll, the highest mass, and m3

ll the lowest mass:

m1
ll −m3

ll is then calculated. Figure 1 shows the mass difference m1
ll −m3

ll as

function of the mass m1
ll for the 6 electrons (Figure 1-top) and 6 muons (Fig-

ure 1-bottom) final states. For conciseness, the following notations are used:

“same sign” for (l+l−)(l+l+)(l−l−) and “opposite sign” for (l+l−)(l+l−)(l+l−)

(with l = e or µ). The scatter plot for the opposite sign: (e+e−)(e+e−)(e+e−)

- Figure 1-top-right and (µ+µ−)(µ+µ−)(µ+µ−) - Figure 1-bottom-right have

their signal region blinded (filled bands), since a blind analysis technique is

used and not all selection criteria have been validated. The signal region

for the same sign scatter plots ((e+e−)(e+e+)(e−e−) - Figure 1-top-left and

(µ+µ−)(µ+µ+)(µ−µ−) - Figure 1-bottom-left) is unblinded.

The background is then estimated for different m1
ll mass regions as illus-

trated for the m1
ll = 1.9 ± 0.1 GeV/c2 band by Figure 2. It is assumed that

the backgrounds have the same shape in the side band region of the same sign

distribution and the opposite sign distribution but not necessarily the same

number of events. Therefore, the same sign distribution is normalized to the

opposite sign distribution by a factor calculated for each m1
ll. The expected
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Figure 1: m1
ll
versus m1

ll
−m3

ll
for 6e final state (top) and 6µ final state (bottom). Top-left

and bottom-left, opposite sign: (e+e−)(e+e−)(e+e−). Top-right and bottom-right, same
sign: (e+e−)(e+e+)(e−e−). The 2D histograms are divided into 20 slices, each slice is then
projected on the m1

ll
−m3

ll
−axis. The red arrow (right) shows slice 10, corresponding to m1

ll

= 1.9 ± 0.1 GeV/c2 and the direction of the projection. The filled box on the left (top and
bottom) corresponds to the blinded signal region.

background is then the scaled number of events counted in the signal region of

the same sign distribution. The signal obtained in the MC simulation is shown

as a black curve in Figure 1 (for the opposite sign).

6 Expected sensitivity

The expected background with no constraint on the impact parameters and the

vertex positions is less than 25 events and less than 5 events with a constraint

on the impact parameters but no constraint on the vertex positions for the six

electron final states. No events are found in the signal box of the same sign

distribution for the cases of the six muon, 4e2µ and 4µ2e final states. The

case with no constraint on the impact parameter and on the vertex position

corresponds to displaced vertex positions up to 80 cm from the interaction
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Figure 3: Left, background estimation method verified successfully with MC Right, for
experimental data, predicted BG is > 20 events for the electron final state.

point and according to 22, 25) up to ǫ ∼ 10−6. Here, ǫ = α′

α

2

is the strength

of the dark photon mixing with the Standard Model hypercharge gauge boson

and α, the electromagnetic coupling. For the case with a constraint on the

impact parameters, the decay length can go up to 6 mm i.e. up to ǫ ∼ 10−4.

Figure 3-left shows a MC simulation test of the background estimation

method. The interaction e+e− → 3e+3e− have been generated with an uniform

phase space generator. The background estimated from the same sign distri-

bution is consistent with the number of events counted in the signal region of

the opposite sign for all mA candidates. Figure 3-right shows the expected

background deduced from the data same sign analysis.

A statistical method based on the Feldman-Cousins approach 47) is used
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to then calculate preliminary upper limits (90% CL) for a number of “observed”

events equal to the estimated background events for the full luminosity and

the prompt case. Figure 4 (left - six electron, right six muons, bottom-left

4e2µ and bottom-right 4µ2e final states) shows the preliminary sensitivity limit

for different “Dark Higgs” mass hypotheses compared to the BaBar upper

limits 27). Figure 5 (top-left six electron, top-right six muons, bottom-left 4e2µ

and bottom-right 4µ2e final states) shows the preliminary sensitivity limits for

different “Dark Photon” mass hypotheses. Due to the expected low level of

background the sensitivity scales nearly linearly with the integrated luminosity.
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Figure 4: Sensitivity as a function of the “Dark Photon” mass for different “Dark Higgs”
mass hypotheses. Top-left: 6e. Top-right: 6µ. Bottom-left: 4e2µ. Bottom-right: 4µ2e. Full

line this analysis. Dashed line BaBar upper limit 27).

7 Conclusions

The Dark Photon and the Dark Higgs are searched for in the mass ranges:

0.27 < mA < 3 GeV/c2 and 0.54 < mh′ < 10.86 GeV/c2. Based on control

data samples, it was found that the background is small, implying that the

detection sensitivity scales nearly linearly with integrated luminosity. The ex-

pected preliminary Belle sensitivities have been shown. At the time of writing
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Figure 5: Sensitivity as function of the “Dark Higgs” mass for different “Dark Photon”
mass hypothesis. Top-left: 6e. Top-right: 6µ. Bottom-left: 4e2µ. Bottom-right: 4µ2e.

the results have not yet been unblinded.
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Abstract

We report on a search for dark photons A′ and dark Higgs h′ through the
higgs-strahlung process e+e− → A′∗, A′∗

→ A′h′ using the BABAR detector
at the PEP-II asymmetric energy e+e− collider. This search is motivated by
the results of astrophysical and terrestrial experiments. We analyze the full
BABAR dataset (516 fb−1) and find no significant signal, thus we proceed to
set 90% confidence level upper limits on the product of the Standard Model-
dark sector mixing angle and the dark sector coupling constant.

1 Introduction

While the evidence of the existence of dark matter has become overwhelming in

the past decade, its nature still remains unclear. Among the different models

that have been proposed, the scenario in which the dark matter is made of
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Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) seems particularly appealing.

The generic Lagrangian that incorporates the Standard Model (SM) and the

dark sector can be written as:

L = LSM + LWIMP + Lmediator , (1)

where the mediator between the SM and the WIMP sector can be either a SM

particle (gauge boson, Higgs), or a yet to be discovered kind of particle.

The models of secluded U(1)D, in which the additional gauge field mixes

kinetically with the SM hypercharge U(1)Y are particularly interesting for the

investigation at colliders 1). In such scenarios, WIMP particles can annihilate

into the mediator particle A′ (which we will refer to as the dark photon), which

then couples to the SM particles. If m(A′) ∼ 1 GeV ≪ m(WIMP ), this nat-

urally leads to an enhancement of the WIMP annihilation cross-section in the

center of the galaxy, and a larger branching fraction to leptons, consistent with

the observations of PAMELA 2), ATIC 3), and INTEGRAL 4). In addition,

this could also explain the annual modulation observed by the DAMA/LIBRA

Collaboration 5).

In this search we focus on models in which a dark Higgs h′ is responsible

for the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the secluded U(1)D. In general

the A′ and h′ states are predicted to be narrow, so the favored production

mechanism at e+e− colliders is the so called higgs-strahlung process: e+e− →

A′∗
→ A′h′ 6, 7). If m(h′) > 2m(A′), as we will assume in this analysis,

the h′ dominantly decays to a pair of dark photons, which always decay with

sizable branching fraction to pairs of leptons. In the higgs-strahlung process,

we would therefore expect a very clear signature of three pairs of leptons in the

final state.

2 The BABAR experiment at the PEP-II e+e− collider

The BABAR detector is described in detail elsewhere 8). The tracking system

is composed by a five-layer silicon vertex tracker (SVT) and a drift chamber

(DCH) which operates using a mixture of helium and isobutane. The measure-

ment of the energy loss through the silicon and the gaseous mixture provides

useful information for particle identification, particularly at low momentum.

A detector of internally reflected Cherenkov light (DIRC) is used for particle

identification (PID) purposes, particularly for separating charged kaons from
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charged pions at high momentum. A tallium-doped CsI calorimeter (EMC)

measures the energy deposited by electromagnetic showers and the interaction

of neutral particles, while the detectors (resistive plate chambers or limited

streamer tubes) of the instrumented flux return (IFR) provide the detection of

muons and neutral kaons.

Particularly important, for this analysis, are the PID capabilities of the

detector. The PID algorithms that have been developed in the last years of

the experiment are based on Error Correcting Output Code (ECOC) 9), and

combine all the relevant information from the five subdetectors. For this anal-

ysis, it is important to maximize the selection efficiency, rather than keeping

the mis-identification rate low. With the selectors employed in this analysis we

select electrons (muons) with an average efficiency of ∼ 98% (∼ 90%), with a

pion mis-identification rate of ∼ 0.4% (∼ 4%).

The PEP-II e+e− asymmetric energy collider has operated for a decade,

mostly as a Υ(4s) factory. In the last months of data-taking runs at the energy

of the Υ(3s) and Υ(2s) have been taken, and throughout the whole history of

the experiment data at energies away from the resonances have been collected,

in order to study the continuum e+e− → qq̄, q = u, d, s, c background. For

the purposes of this analysis, all data can be used: the total dataset has a

corresponding integrated luminosity of 516 fb−1.

3 Search for dark Higgs and dark photons with the Higgs-strahlung

mechanism

We search for the higgs-strahlung process in the full BABAR dataset 10).

We limit ourselves to the ranges 0.8 < m(h′) < 10 GeV and 0.25 < m(A′) <

3.0 GeV, requiring m(h′) > 2m(A′). For these masses and kinetical mix-

ing strength ε ≥ 10−4, these particles are expected to decay promptly. We

consider the A′ decaying to pairs of electrons, muons, and pions. We search

for the higgs-strahlung process either in the exclusive modes, in the order:

6µ, 4µ2e, 2µ6e, 4µ2π, 2µ2e2π, 4e2π, 2µ4π, 2e4π, or the inclusive modes : 4µ+

X, 2µ2e+X . The order is chosen to minimize the cross-feed between channels

and the loss of efficiency due to mis-classification. The remaining possible final

states are neglected because their contribution to the final result is expected

to be marginal.

We optimize the selection using ∼ 10% of the data; these data are then
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discarded for the actual analysis. For the exclusive modes, we require the event

to contain exactly 6 tracks, accounting for at least 95% of the colliding e+e−

energy. The tracks are also required to originate from the same vertex (the

vertex probability has to be ≥ 10−5), and the largest mass difference ∆M

between two A′ candidates has to be less than 10-240 MeV, depending on the

final state. For the inclusive modes we require the four tracks to originate

from the same vertex (probability ≥ 10−5) and the masses of the A′ candidates

have to be compatible within uncertainties. Moreover, the knowledge of the

beam energies allows us to derive the mass of the recoiling system X (and

require it to be compatible with the mass of the other A′ candidates). Figure 1

shows the ∆M distribution for signal Monte Carlo (MC) and the data. To

increase the data statistics, we also consider the same-sign sample, obtained

by requiring the presence of two pairs of particles having the same electric

charge (e.g. (µ+µ+)(e−e−)). The signal is clearly peaking at low values of

∆M , while the background has a much broader distribution. Opposite-sign

and same-sign data give compatible predictions for the amount of background

expected in the analysis.
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Figure 1: Left plot: ∆M distributions for (black histogram) signal MC
(m(h′) = 3.0 GeV, m(A′) = 0.5 GeV), (red filled circles) data used for the
optimization, (open blue circles) same-sign data. Right plot: distribution in
the (m(h′), m(A′)) plane of the six events observed in the dataset used in the
analysis. For each event there are three different combinations of A′ candidates
than can be assigned as daughters of the h′ candidate.

Six events pass our selection in the dataset used in the analysis, four of

which lie on the band m(A′) ∼ 0.7 − 0.8 GeV, consistent with the decay of ρ

and ω mesons. This is fully compatible with our SM background predictions.
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In order to establish 90% confidence level (CL) upper limits on the cross-

sections of the higgs-strahlung process, we conservatively assume that each

event is a potential signal event. We scan the (m(h′), m(A′)) plane at steps of

10 MeV along each axis, defining as signal region the interval m(X)−5σm(X) <

m(X) < m(X) + 3σm(X), where X is either A′ or h′. The signal efficiency

(accounting for acceptance, trigger, and selection) is determined from MC for

several signal points and then interpolated through the plane. The results of

this scan are presented in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Cross section upper limits (in ab) for the higgs-strahlung process.
We conservatively assume that each event is a potential signal event.

The dominant systematic uncertainty comes from the interpolation pro-

cedure of the signal efficiency (1-8%); other major contributions arise from PID

(1.5-4.5%) and the modeling of A′ decays to hadrons (4%).

We translate these cross-section upper limits into upper limits on the

product αDε2, where αD = g2
D
/4π is the gauge coupling of the dark sector.

These upper limits are displayed on Fig. 3. Assuming αD = α, these limits

translate into upper limits on the kinetic mixing ε, which are in the range

10−3
− 10−4, significantly tighter than those previously presented.
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Figure 3: 90% CL upper limits on the product αDε2. On the left plot we show
the exclusion curves as a function of m(A′) for different m(h′) hypotheses,
whereas on the right plot the curves are as a function of m(h′) for different
values of m(A′).

4 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have performed a search for the higgs-strahlung process

e+e− → A′h′, with the dark Higgs h′ decaying to a pair of dark photons

A′. Using the full BABAR dataset, we found no signal and set upper limits

on the dark coupling constant that are significantly tighter than corresponding

limits previously presented by other experiments.
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Abstract

We searched for the existence of a Higgstrahlung process in a secluded sector,
possibly leading to a dark photon and a dark Higgs final state. Using the
KLOE detector at the DAΦNE e+e− collider in Frascati, we investigated the
case in which the dark Higgs boson h′ is lighter than the dark photon U and
thus escapes detection, showing up as a missing energy, and the dark photon
U decays in a muon pair. We found no evidence of the process and set tight
upper limits to its parameters.

1 Introduction

In recent years, several unexpected astrophysical observations have failed to

find a common interpretation in terms of standard astrophysical or particle

physics sources. A non exhaustive list of these observations include the 511

keV gamma-ray signal from the galactic center observed by the INTEGRAL

satellite 1), the excess in cosmic ray postirons reported by PAMELA 2), the

total electron and positron flux measured by ATIC 3), Fermi 4), and HESS
5, 6), the annual modulation of the DAMA/LIBRA signal 7, 8) and the low

energy spectrum of nuclear recoil candidate events observed by CoGeNT 9).

Although there are alternative explanations for some of these anomalies,

they could be all explained with the existence of a dark matter weakly interact-

ing massive particle, WIMP, belonging to a secluded gauge sector under which

the Standard Model (SM) particles are uncharged 10−19) An abelian gauge

field, the U boson with mass near the GeV scale, couples the secluded sector to

the SM through its kinetic mixing with the SM hyper-charge gauge field. The

kinetic mixing parameter ǫ is expected to be of the order 10−4
−10−2 11−20) so

that observable effects can be induced in O(GeV)-energy e+e− colliders 20−24)

and fixed target experiments 25−28) .

The U boson can be produced at e+e− colliders via different processes:

e+e− → Uγ , e+e− → Uh′ (dark Higgsstrahlung), where h′ is a Higgs-like

particle responsible for the breaking of the hidden symmetry, and V → Pγ

decays, where V and P are vector and pseudoscalar mesons, respectively. In

this work we study the Higgsstrahlung process e+e− → Uh′ using data collected

by the KLOE experiment at the e+e− collider DAΦNE at Frascati, both at a

center of mass energy of ∼ 1019 MeV, the mass of the Φ meson (on peak

sample), and at a center of mass energy of ∼ 1000 MeV (off peak sample).
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The process e+e− → Uh′ is one of the most interesting reactions to study

at an e+e− collider because, differently from the other final states listed above,

is suppressed by a single factor of ǫ. There are two very different scenarios

depending on the masses of the dark photon and of the dark Higgs boson. For

Higgs boson mass mh′ larger than two dark photon masses mU , the dark Higgs

boson would decay dominantly and promptly to a U boson pair, thus giving

rise to a six charged particle final state (this case was recently investigated by

the BaBar experiment 29)); while Higgs bosons lighter than the dark photon

would have, in most of the parameter space region, such a large lifetime to

escape undetected, showing up as a missing energy signature. In this work

we study only the so called “invisible” dark Higgs scenario, thus confining our

search to the case mh′ < mU .

The lifetime of the dark Higgs boson depends on the kinetic mixing pa-

rameter ǫ, the boson masses mh′ and mU and the dark coupling constant αD.

For masses of the order of 100 MeV and αD = αem the dark Higgs boson

lifetime would be ∼ 5µs for ǫ ∼ 10−3, corresponding, for KLOE energies, to

a decay length of ∼ 100 m. The dark Higgs boson would be invisible up to

ǫ ∼ 10−2
÷ 10−1, depending on the h′ mass.

We limit our search to the decay of the U boson in a muon pair: our final

state signature is then a couple of opposite charge muons plus missing energy.

The measurement is thus performed in the range 2mµ < mU < 1000 MeV with

the constraint mh′ < mU .

The production cross section of the dark Higgsstrahlung process is pro-

portional to the product αD × ǫ2 and depends on the boson masses 21). Fig.1

shows the expected cross section in the KLOE range of interest, for ǫ = 10−3

and αD = αem, as a function of mh′ and mU . Values as high as hundreds of fb

are reachable in this hypothesis. Compared to the B-factory case 29), KLOE

benefits of the 1/s factor and of the resonance-like behaviour expected for the

producion cross section 21).

2 The KLOE detector

The KLOE experiment operated from 2000 to 2006 at DAΦNE, the Frascati Φ

factory. DAΦNE is an e+e− collider running mainly at a center-of-mass energy

of ∼1019 MeV, the mass of the Φ meson. Equal energy positron and electron

beams collide at an angle of ∼ 25 mrad, producing Φ mesons nearly at rest. The
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Figure 1: Dark Higgsstrahlung production cross section for ǫ = 10−3 and αD =
αem as a function of mh′ and mU .

detector consists of a large cylindrical Drift Chamber (DC), surrounded by a

lead-scintillating fiber electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC). A superconducting

coil around the EMC provides a 0.52 T field. The beam pipe at the interaction

region is spherical in shape with 10 cm radius, it is made of a beryllium-

aluminum alloy of 0.5 mm thickness. Low beta quadrupoles are located at

about ±50 cm distance from the interaction region. The drift chamber 30),

4 m in diameter and 3.3 m long, has 12,582 all-stereo tungsten sense wires

and 37,746 aluminum field wires. The chamber shell is made of carbon fiber-

epoxy composite with an internal wall of ∼ 1 mm thickness, the gas used is a

90% helium, 10% isobutane mixture. The spatial resolutions are σxy ∼ 150µm

and σz ∼ 2 mm. The momentum resolution is σ⊥/p⊥ ≈ 0.4 %. Vertexes

are reconstructed with a spatial resolution of ∼ 3 mm. The calorimeter 31) is

divided into a barrel and two endcaps, for a total of 88 modules, and covers 98%

of the solid angle. The modules are read out at both ends by photomultipliers,
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both in amplitude and time. The readout granularity is ∼ (4.4.4) cm2, for a

total of 2440 cells arranged in five layers. The energy deposits are obtained

from the signal amplitude while the arrival times and the particles positions are

obtained from the time differences. Cells close in time and space are grouped

into energy clusters. The cluster energy E is the sum of the cell energies. The

cluster time T and position are energy-weighted averages. Energy and time

resolutions are σE/E = 5.7%/
√

E(GeV ) and σt = 57 ps/
√

E(GeV )⊕ 100 ps,

respectively. The trigger 32) uses both calorimeter and chamber information.

In this analysis the events are selected by the calorimeter trigger, requiring

two energy deposits with E>50 MeV for the barrel and E>150 MeV for the

endcaps. A cosmic veto rejects events with at least two energy deposits above

30 MeV in the outermost calorimeter layer. Data are then analyzed by an event

classification filter 33) , which selects and streams various categories of events

in different output files.

3 Event selection

The analysis of the process e+e− → Uh′ , U → µ+µ−, h′ invisible, has been

performed on a data sample of 1.65 fb−1 collected during the 2004-2005 KLOE

data taking campaign at a center of mass energy of ∼ 1019 MeV, corresponding

to the mass of the Φ meson (on peak sample), and on a data sample of 0.2 fb−1

at a center of mass energy of ∼ 1000 MeV (off peak sample), well below the Φ

resonance.

The Monte Carlo simulation of the signal process e+e− → Uh′ , U →

µ+µ−, h′ invisible, has been produced using an ad hoc generator interfaced

with the standard Geanfi KLOE full simulation program. A grid in mh′ - mU

masses, with approximate steps of ∼ 30 MeV has been generated to cover all the

allowed region. The mass resolution was found to be between 0.5 and 2 MeV

for mU (invariant mass of the muon pair) and between 3 and 17 MeV for mh′

(missing mass). The signature of the process would thus be the appearance of a

sharp peak in the bidimensional distribution Mµµ - Mmiss. We define θ as the

polar angle direction of the muon pair momentum (momentum of the U boson,

opposite to that of the h′, in case of dark Higgsstrahlung events). Contrarily

to most of the dominant QED background processes, the signal is predicted to

show a large angle production in θ, with two dominant terms proportional to

sinθ and sin3θ 21).
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As a first step of the analysis, a preselection was performed by requiring:

• events with only two opposite charge tracks, with a reconstructed vertex

inside a 4×30 cm cylinder around the interaction point;

• each track must have an associated EMC cluster;

• the visible momentum direction has to be in the barrel: |cosθ| < 0.75;

• the momenta of the two tracks must be individually below 460 MeV;

• the modulus of the missing momentum must exceed 40 MeV.

After this selections (mostly aimed at rejecting QED backgrounds), the

hermeticity and tightness of the electromagnetic calorimeter was used as a

veto to avoid the presence of photons in the event. It was required to have

no unassociated energy deposition with E>15 MeV on EMC. The inefficiency

of the calorimeter as a function of the energy was studied with a sample of

radiative Bhabhas e+e− → e+e−γ reconstructed with the DC only, with the

missing momentum direction (corresponding to the direction of the photon)

pointing to the barrel: |cosθ| < 0.75. It was found that the EMC inefficiency

in photon detection started below 10% level at 20 MeV, to fall down to ∼ 1%

at ∼ 70 MeV and to 0.1% at ∼ 200 MeV.

The event selection then proceeded by applying particle identification

(PID) algorithms to the two charged tracks. These were almost entirely based

on the excellent energy and time resolution of the EMC. A set of neural network,

organised for different values of track momentum and polar angle, was trained

on simulated Monte Carlo samples to perform muon to electron discrimination.

The neural networks used five input variables (three of them related with energy

depositions in calorimeter planes, i.e. the longitudinal shower profile, energy

to momentum ratio, cluster time, related to the time of flight and thus to the

particle velocity) and one output. The PID performances, checked on selected

data samples of e+e− → e+e− , e+e− → µ+µ−, e+e− → π+π− were found to

be excellent: the fraction of e+e− → µ+µ− events, in which both tracks were

required to be identified as muons, was measured to be 85%, while the fraction

of residual e+e− → e+e− events was 10−4 and the fraction of doubly tagged

e+e− → π+π− was ∼ 50% (muon and pion induced showers look very similar

at KLOE energies).
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After the missing energy and the PID selections, a huge background from

Φ → K+K−, K±
→ µ±ν events survives in the on peak sample. This corre-

sponds to the fraction of doubly early leptonically decaying charged kaons in

the IP region. Charged kaons have in KLOE an average decay length of ∼ 90

cm. The reconstructed vertex of the extrapolated muon tracks is thus expected

to be displaced from the IP, due to the charged kaon lifetime, and with a bad

χ2 of the fitting procedure. Cuts on the radial and z projections of the distance

between the reconstructed vertex and the IP and on the χ2 of the fit allowed

to reduce by a factor ∼ 35 the Φ → K+K−, K±
→ µ±ν background.

Events surviving all the described selections were organized in bidimen-

sional histograms with the muon pair mass Mµµ and the event missing mass

Mmiss on the two axes. The binning was chosen such as to keep most of the

signal in one bin only. In Mµµ a 5 MeV bin width was enough over all the

plane; while for Mmiss a variable binning of 15, 30 and 50 MeV widths was

chosen. According to the simulation, a fraction of 90÷95% of the signal was

contained in one bin. The selection efficiency, estimated from the Monte Carlo

on the generated points of the mU -mh′ grid, was found to be between 15%

and 25%, depending on the masses, with most frequent values ∼20%. The

efficiency for a generic point on the Mµµ-Mmiss plane was then evaluated by

linear interpolation between the two closest available generated points lying on

opposite sides of the considered one.

Several sources of systematic uncertainties in the signal efficiency eval-

uation were taken into account. Uncertainties from the PID procedure were

estimated by selecting samples of e+e− → µ+µ−γ in data and Monte Carlo,

applying the PID algorithms to them and studing the differences between the

samples. The results were used first to correct the Monte Carlo efficiency as a

function of the track momentum and then to quote a systematic uncertainty,

assumed to be of the order of the average correction. An 8% effect was as-

cribed to this source. The same e+e− → µ+µ−γ samples selected in data and

in the simulation were used to evaluate the effect of the cut on the vertex-IP

distance. A 12% average difference was found and used to correct the Monte

Carlo efficiency. A 3% effect due to the spread of this correction as a function

of the missing momentum polar angle direction was assigned to this source.

The systematic uncertainty due to the usage of the EMC veto was evaluated

by selecting samples of Φ → K+K−, K±
→ µ±ν in data and Monte Carlo. In

this case, the cut on the vertex-IP distance was removed to increase the size of
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the statistical sample. A 2% difference was observed and used both to correct

the Monte Carlo efficiency and to quote a systematic uncertainty due to this

source. Finally, a 5% uncertainty was estimated due to interpolation and bin-

ning effects in the efficiency evaluation procedure. A total ±10% systematic

uncertainty was then evaluated as the quadratic sum of all the above effects.

4 Results

Results are shown in fig.2 for the on peak and off peak samples respectively. In

the left plot of fig.2 (on peak sample) several sources of backgrounds are easily

distinguishable: Φ → K+K−, K±
→ µ±ν (triangular region at the left of the

populated part of the distribution), Φ → π+π−π0 (mostly horizontal band,

corresponding to events in which both photons from π0 decay are undetected),

continuum backgrounds e+e− → µ+µ− and e+e− → π+π− (diagonal bands

starting from the right-bottom part of the distribution), e+e− → e+e−µ+µ−

and e+e− → e+e−π+π− (two photon events, top part of the distribution, for

Mmiss > 350MeV ). In the distribution in the right plot of fig.2 (off peak

sample) all the backgrounds from the Φ decays are strongly suppressed.

Figure 2: Results for on peak sample (left plot, 1.65 fb−1 integrated luminosity)
and off peak sample (right plot, 0.2 fb−1 integrated luminosity).

In order to search for possible signals or to set upper limits to the produc-

tion of the dark Higgsstrahlung process, an accurate estimate of the background
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Figure 3: 90% CL upper limits in αD × ǫ2 for the on peak sample (left plot)
and off peak sample (right plot).

is needed. At the time of the workshop, mostly for technical problems, a com-

plete Monte Carlo simulation for all the contributing background processes was

not available. The background was then evaluated directly on the data. A 5×5

bin matrix in the Mµµ-Mmiss plane was built and moved all along the popu-

lated regions of fig.2. The average of the content of the 24 bins surrounding

the central one, where the presence of a possible signal is checked, was assumed

to be an estimate of its background. No evidence of the dark Higgsstrahlung

process was found. Using uniform prior distributions, 90% confidence level

Bayesian upper limits on the number of events were derived bin by bin, sepa-

rately for the on peak and off peak samples. These results were then converted

in terms of the dark Higgstrahlung production cross section parameters αD×ǫ2

by using:

• the integrated luminosity information;

• the signal efficiency as described above;

• the dark Higgsstralung cross section and the branching fraction of the U

boson decay into muon pairs as in reference 21);

The small fraction of the signal outside the central bin of the 5×5 matrix was

explicitly taken into account into the likelihood expression. The 10% systematic
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Figure 4: Combined 90% CL upper limits in αDǫ2 as a function of Mµµ for
different values of mh′ (left plot) and as a function of Mmiss for different values
of mU (right plot).

uncertainties on the signal efficiency were taken into account by convolving the

likelihood with gaussian distributions with variances set equal to the estimated

systematic errors. The αD × ǫ2 90% CL limits are shown in fig.3 separately

for the on peak and off peak sample. These results were then combined by

taking into account the different integrated luminosities of the two samples

and the expected slightly different signal efficiencies and cross sections due to

the different center of mass energies. The combined 90% CL upper limits were

then projected in the Mµµ and Mmiss directions and slightly smoothed, just to

make them more readable. They are shown in fig.4. These limits are largely

dominated by the available data statistics. Values as low as 10−9
÷10−8 in

αDǫ2 are excluded at 90% CL for a large range of the dark photon and dark

Higgs masses.

5 Conclusions

A search for the dark Higgsstrahlung process has been performed by KLOE

in the range 2mµ < mU < 1000 MeV with mh′ < mU . No signal has been

observed and upper limits on the product of the mixing angle and the dark

coupling constant have been set in the range 10−9
÷10−8 in αDǫ2. Assuming
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αD = αem these measurements translate into limits on the mixing angle in

the range 10−4
÷10−3. These results are numerically comparable with those

of Babar 29) and complement them as they refer to the same process in a

different final state and in a different region of the phase space.

At KLOE2/DAΦNE2 the larger expected integrated luminosity and the

presence of a high resolution Inner Tracker detector are expected to improve

these results at least by a factor 2, thus allowing a study deep inside the ǫ ≈10−4

parameter space region.
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Abstract

Many beyond the Standard Model theories propose the existence of a long-lived
heavy particle decaying into Standard Model particles. The decay of those
neutral long-lived particles provides a displaced vertex; a signature which can
be detected with the LHCb detector at the Large Hadron Collider. A search has
been performed for a Higgs-like boson decaying into two neutralinos, using the
dataset collected at the LHCb detector in 2010 corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of approximately 35.8 pb−1. The analysis is sensitive to long-lived
particle lifetimes from 3 to 25 ps and masses between 30 and 55 GeV. No
evidence for the production of these long-lived states is observed, and limits
are set on their production rates.
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1 Introduction

Although the Standard Model has proven to be a successful description of par-

ticle physics, it leaves several fundamental questions unanswered, such as the

hierarchy of mass scales, neutrino oscillations, matter-antimatter asymmetry,

and the nature of dark matter and dark energy. There exists a wide variety

of theoretical models that can solve some of these problems. Several of those

models predict the existence of new massive long-lived particles with a mea-

surable flight distance. Those particles would produce vertices displaced from

the interaction region, which the LHCb detector can reconstruct efficiently 1).

A first class of models featuring long-lived particles originates in weak

scale supersymmetry (SUSY). If R-parity violation in SUSY is allowed, the

lightest superpartner decays into Standard Model particles, which leave a dis-

placed vertex signature. A particular model in the framework of minimal su-

pergravity (mSUGRA) R-parity violation models is proposed by Carpenter,

Kaplan and Rhee 2). In this model the lightest neutralino χ̃0
1 has a mass in the

range 20-60 GeV/c2 and it decays into three quarks through baryon number

violation (BV). Such decays give rise to three soft jets with a total invariant

mass related to that of the original sparticle 3). This study considers neutralino

lifetimes in the range from 3 to 25 ps, compatible with the limits on the baryon

number violating couplings λ′′ 4) 5). The production of χ̃0
1 mainly happens

in pairs through the decay of the light Higgs boson h0 with a mass 110-120

GeV/c2. At a small value of tanβ, the SUSY h0 is essentially equivalent to the

Standard Model Higgs, with an expected production cross-section of about 20

pb at 7 TeV pp collisions 6).

A second example is the Hidden Valley (HV) model, in which a new non-

abelian gauge group exists, hidden by a large energy scale 7) 8). The Hidden

Valley region may be accessible at the LHC, resulting in the decay of hidden

particles into Standard Model particles. A Higgs boson may exist which decays

with a significant branching fraction as h0 → πνπν → bb̄bb̄, where the πν is a

new scalar long-lived particle.

2 LHCb Detector

The analysis is performed using data collected by LHCb during 2010, corre-

sponding to an integrated luminosity of 35.8 pb−1.
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The LHCb detector 1) is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the

approximate pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, designed for the study of particles

containing b or c quarks. The detector includes a high precision tracking system

with a silicon-strip vertex detector (the VErtex LOcator or VELO) surrounding

the pp interaction region, enclosed by an RF-foil shielding the sensors from

the radio frequency perturbation produced by the beams. In addition, the

tracking system consists of a large-area silicon-strip detector located upstream

of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and three stations

of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift-tubes placed downstream. Charged

hadrons are identified using two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors. Photon,

electron and hadron candidates are measured by a calorimeter system. Muons

are identified by a muon system composed of alternating layers of iron and

multiwire proportional chambers.

3 Simulated Samples

Monte Carlo events are used to investigate the sensitivity of LHCb to the long-

lived particle production and decay processes and to provide an estimate of the

overall Higgs detection efficiency. This analysis considers the BV48 and HV10

models, assuming a branching fraction of unity for the Higgs decaying into two

long-lived particles. The signal events are generated using Pythia 6.423 9).

The baryon number violation model BV48 has the following parameters: the

lifetime of the long-lived particle (τLLP = 10 ps), the mass of the long-lived

particle (mLLP = 48 GeV/c2), the Higgs mass (mh0 = 114 GeV), and the

standard MSSM parameters (M1 = 62 GeV, M2 = 250 GeV, tanβ = 5 and µ

= 140 GeV). The Hidden Valley model HV10 has the parameters (τLLP = 10

ps), (mLLP = 35 GeV) and (mh0 = 130 GeV).

For an integrated luminosity of 35.8 pb−1, both models predict about 160

events with at least one reconstructible displaced vertex in the acceptance, and

80 events with at least two vertices. In addition to the signal samples, simulated

Standard Model events are used, namely 8.5 M inclusive bb̄ events (i.e. events

with b-hadrons) with an enhanced contribution of displaced b-hadron decays.

The tt̄ and cc̄ backgrounds are found to be negligible. For the simulation, pp

collisions are generated using Pythia with a specific LHCb configuration 10).

The interaction of the generated particles with the detector and its response

are implemented using the Geant4 toolkit 11) 12) as described in 13).
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Figure 1: Distribution in x and z, for |y| < 1 mm, of the reconstructed
candidate vertices. The visible structures reflect the geometry of the VELO
detector, with the doublets of silicon sensors appearing as pairs of vertical bands
and the RF foil as the two wave shapes. The green-shaded region represents the
fiducial vacuum volume in which displaced vertex candidates are accepted.

4 Event Selection

4.1 Online Selection

The trigger consists of a hardware stage, based on information from the calorime-

ter and muon systems, followed by two software stages. The software levels in-

clude lines specially defined to select displaced vertices which are reconstructed

by a vertexing algorithm in the trigger. The trigger accepts events with two or

more displaced vertices, each having no backward going tracks (pseudorapidity

in the range −3.5 < η < −1.5), at least four forward tracks (2 < η < 5) which

form an invariant mass larger than 3 GeV and a distance to the beam-line larger

than 0.4 mm. Furthermore there should be at least one primary vertex in the

event and at least two candidate vertices downstream of the most upstream

primary vertex.

The main source of background arises from particles that have interacted

with the detector material. Candidate vertices are required to be in a fiducial

volume (of which a slice is shown in fig. 1) defined to exclude the VELO sensors

and the RF foil.

A total number of 58,552 events pass the above selection criteria. An

identical selection is applied to the signal and background MC samples. Using

the measured cross-section σbb̄ = 287 ± 40µb 14) 15) , the analysis of the
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Figure 2: Number of tracks and flight distance of the long-lived candidates
selected at the trigger level.

inclusive bb̄ MC sample predicts (75 ± 13) × 103 events at this stage. Fig. 2

indicates that not only the number of events, but also the distributions in data

are compatible with bb̄ as the dominant background.

4.2 Offline Selection

The two long-lived particles are expected to travel almost back-to-back in the

transverse (x,y) plane, in the absence of radiative effects. Fig. 3 shows the az-

imuthal angle ∆φ between the position vectors drawn from the primary vertex

to the displaced vertices. Pairs of candidates with ∆φ > 2.8 rad are combined

to form a parent (Higgs) candidate.

The total number of Higgs-like candidates after the above selection is

13,893 and the resulting invariant mass distribution of candidates is shown in

fig. 3. A likelihood fit is performed to the data using the expected shapes of

the BV48 signal and of the simulated bb̄ events. The fit yields a number of

signal events compatible with zero (43 ± 198 signal events with 14, 316 ± 713

bb̄ and a fit χ2 of 1.4 per degree of freedom). The data are therefore consistent

with bb̄ background.

The final selection requires at least six tracks and an invariant mass larger

than 6 GeV for each candidate. Additionally the displaced vertex position error

is required to be σr < 0.05 mm and σz < 0.24 mm. The cuts have been chosen

to remove all the Standard Model background, while optimizing the Higgs

signal detection efficiency, ε. This efficiency can be found in tab. 1 for different

stages of the event selection. For the BV48 model ε = (0.384 ± 0.017) % is
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Figure 3: The azimuthal angle difference and the invariant mass, both nor-
malized to one, of the pairs of long-lived particle candidates selected by the
azimuthal angle cut ∆φ > 2.8.

predicted, resulting in two expected events in an integrated luminosity of 35.8

pb−1. No data events survive the final selection.

5 Systematic uncertainties

The contributions to the systematic uncertainty are summarized in tab. 2.

The uncertainty on the trigger efficiency has been estimated by comparing the

number of bb̄ events with large time of flight in data and simulation, and agrees

within a statistical uncertainty of 15 %. Conservatively this value is adopted

as the systematic uncertainty on the trigger efficiency. In addition the results

have been cross-checked by using candidates generated in the detector material,

and by sampling with independent triggers.

The uncertainty on the total track reconstruction efficiency has been es-

timated from a comparison of the number of tracks observed in the candidates

in data and bb̄ MC events. The quoted contribution of 7 % is inferred by

artificially varying the track efficiency in simulated events.

The comparison of data and MC distributions gives a calibration uncer-

tainty of 10 % on the measurement of the pT and the mass of the long-lived

particle, and of ±0.01 mm on the vertex position errors σr and σz. By shift-

ing the cuts by these amounts the quoted contributions of 6 % and 12 % are

obtained.

The effect of the fiducial volume requirement has been estimated by taking
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Requirement ε (%)

One LLP in acceptance (generator cut) 29.4
LLP preselection 44.1

Trigger 35.5
Fiducial volume 95.8
LLP selection 66.4

Two LLP found 19.1
∆φ cut 68.4
Total 0.384

Total without trigger 0.589

Table 1: Fraction of the BV48 signal events surviving at different stages of
the analysis.

Source %

Integrated luminosity 4
Trigger 15

Track reconstruction 7
pT and mass calibration 6
Vertex reconstruction 12

Fiducial volume 4
Beam-line position 1

Total 22

Table 2: Systematic uncertainties on the Higgs detection efficiency.

into account only displaced vertices restricted to a radial distance < 4.5 mm

from the beam-line, far from the RF foil.

A possible bias coming from the cut on the radial distance with respect

to the beam-line position uncertainty has been estimated to contribute with

less than 1 %.

6 Results and Conclusion

Since no events pass the final selection criteria, the analysis for a particular

point of the BV model (mLLP=48 GeV, a lifetime of 10 ps, and mh0=114

GeV) results in a cross-section upper limit of 32 pb at 95 % CL.
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A full MC simulation is made for several other points in the BV model

parameter space (varying τLLP , mLLP and mh0). In order to cover a larger

region of the parameter phase space of the theoretical model, a fast simulation

program has been developed, which runs over h0 → χ̃0
1χ̃

0
1 events generated

by Pythia 9). The charged particles selected within the LHCb acceptance

are fed to a vertex reconstruction algorithm similar to the one for real data.

Inefficiencies are parameterized as a function of the vertex position to simulate

the fiducial volume requirement.

The procedure is compared with the full simulation and tuned to obtain

the correct shape for the most relevant distributions. The systematic uncer-

tainties are assumed to be the same as for the full simulation. The results of

the fast simulation, which can be found in 16), correspond well with the sample

points of the full simulation.
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Abstract

In this note we discuss the search for new gauge forces beyond the Standard
Model. In particular we give an overview for the simplest case of a new U(1),
kinetically mixed with the Standard Model photon (hypercharge boson), a so-
called hidden photon (also known as dark photon, heavy photon or A′).

1 Introduction

The Standard Model (SM) features three gauge forces, electromagnetism, the

weak force and the strong force. The corresponding gauge group is U(1) ×
SU(2) × SU(3). This is certainly not an obvious structure, and it is therefore

only natural to ask if these are the only ones or, if there are additional (gauge)

forces.
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In this note we concentrate on the simplest case: an extra U(1)X kineti-

cally mixed with the electromagnetic/hypercharge U(1) of the Standard Model.

This corresponds to an extra photon-like particle, the hidden photon (HP).

Of course, when looking for a new extra force we immediately have to

confront the question why we have not seen it. This is directly linked to the

properties of the new gauge bosons responsible for the force. In principle there

are two ways in which particles can hide from observation in experiments. The

first, and so far the most commonly investigated, is that the new particles are

very heavy. In this case one needs a lot of energy to create them and forces

mediated by them are of extremely short range. Moreover, heavy particles that

are not protected by a new symmetry decay very fast. The second option is that

the interactions between the new particles and those of the SM are extremely

weak. In this case their effects would simply be too feeble to have been observed

so far. This is why such particles are often referred to as belonging to a so-

called hidden sector. Particles in these hidden sectors could even be very light,

potentially even massless.

These two possibilities suggest that exploring new physics is in a sense (at

least) two-dimensional. One needs to explore in the direction of higher mass

and energy, as well as in the complementary direction of very weak couplings.

This suggests two entirely different search strategies. Higher masses can be

most directly explored in high energy experiments like, for example, the Large

Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. Probing very weak couplings requires high

precision/intensity/luminosity but can often be done at fairly low energies.

Both approaches nicely complement each other as can be seen in the case of

an extra U(1) that we discuss in this note.

2 Hidden photons

Let us consider an extra U(1) gauge group. If all Standard Model particles are

uncharged under this new gauge group the dominant interaction with ordinary

matter is via kinetic mixing 1) with the hypercharge U(1) gauge boson. This
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is encoded in the following Lagrangian,

L ⊃ −1

4
W a
µνW

a,µν − 1

4
BµνB

µν − 1

4
XµνX

µν − χ
Y

2
BµνX

µν (1)

+
m2
X

2
XµX

µ +
1

2

m2
W

g2
(−gW 3

µ + g′Bµ)2 +
1

2
m2
W (W 1

µW
1,µ +W 1

µW
1,µ)

+ SM matter and Higgs terms,

where Bµ and Wµ denote the usual electroweak gauge fields and Xµ denotes the

hidden U(1) field with gauge coupling g
X

. Importantly the term
χ
Y

2 BµνX
µν

introduces a mixing between Xµ and Bµ.

The naive one loop estimate for the mixing parameter is

χ
Y
∼ eg

X

6π2
log
(m

Λ

)
(2)

where m is the mass of a heavy particle coupled to both the new U(1) and

hypercharge and Λ is some cutoff scale. In general models of field 1) and

string theory 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14) a wide range of ki-

netic mixing parameters are predicted, stretching from χ ∼ 10−12 to χ ∼ 10−3.

In general, the HP mass might result from a Higgs or a Stückelberg mech-

anism. In the first case a Higgs particle appears in the spectrum, with mass

∼
√
λmX/gX where gX is the hidden sector gauge coupling and λ the Higgs

self-coupling. Even if we take gX to be relatively small, the Higgs particle

phenomenology tightly constrains this scenario, especially for sub-eV values of

mX
15). However, for very small gX , as one finds in large volume string sce-

narions 16, 9, 13), viable hidden Higgs models can be realized. The expected

regions are shown inside the dotted lines in Fig. 2. The Stückelberg case also

occurs naturally in large volume string compactifications 9, 13). Typical ex-

pected parameter values are indicated by the dash-dotted lines of Fig. 2.

At energies far below the electroweak scale and for small masses of the

new gauge boson, mX � mW , we can consider only the remaining light degrees

of freedom and the mixing is directly with the photon,

L ⊃ −1

4
FµνF

µν − 1

4
XµνX

µν − χ

2
FµνX

µν +
m2
X

2
XµX

µ + jµA
µ, (3)

where the mixing with the photon is related to that with the hypercharge via

χ = χ
Y

cos(θW ), (4)
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Figure 1: Limits on the kinetic mixing of a hidden photon with the or-

dinary photon. Figure updated from 17) with new and improved limits

from 18, 19, 20, 21). The area shaded in light red gives the area where HPs

can be cold dark matter 22).

where θW is the Weinberg angle. For later convenience we have also included

the coupling to the electromagnetic current jµ.

As we can see the kinetic mixing and the mass of the new particle are the

only two new parameters. The current constraints are shown in Fig. 1. In the

following sections we will sketch some of these constraints as well as prospects

for future searches.

3 A matter of convenience: a new force or photon–HP oscillations

In Eq. (3) we have introduced the somewhat unusual kinetic mixing term. To

get a better understanding it is convenient to remove this term by a suitable

field re-definition. There are two simple field re-definitions that we can use to

remove the kinetic mixing term1:

(1) Aµ → Aµ − χXµ.

1Here and in the following we neglect terms of the order of χ2.
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(2) Xµ → Xµ − χAµ.

Although the resulting physics is, of course, completely equivalent, the

physical picture resulting from both shifts is somewhat different. Depending

on the situation it is often easier to use one or the other picture. Let us now

briefly consider both pictures.

3.1 Option (1): A Z ′ and a new force

Inserting the shift Aµ → Aµ − χXµ into Eq. (3) removes the kinetic mixing

term,

L ⊃ −1

4
FµνF

µν − 1

4
XµνX

µν +
m2
X

2
XµX

µ + jµ(Aµ − χXµ). (5)

We now have two nicely independent particles. A massless particle A and

a massive particle X. X is a massive uncharged vector particle. In that sense

it is similar to a Z boson and therefore it is a special case of a so-called Z ′.

A is the ordinary photon and couples to the electromagnetic current

jµ = enµ, (6)

where e is the electric charge and nµ is the number current of charged particles

with unit charge.

X is the new hidden photon and it couples to ordinary matter via

−χjµXµ = −χenµXµ. (7)

In other words a particle with electromagnetic charge Q now also carries a

“hidden charge”,

QX = −χQ, (8)

coupling it to the hidden photon.

It is now easy to calculate the interaction between two charged particles

with charges q1e, q2e separated by a distance r,

V (r) = q1q2
α

r

[
1 + χ2 exp(−mXr)

]
. (9)

The first term is, of course, the ordinary Coulomb interaction. The second is

the additional contribution from the “new force” mediated by X.
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Let us note that the form of the correction makes both ways of how to

hide particles, mentioned in the introduction, explicit. For a fixed resolvable

distance rres > 0 the new force becomes negligible whenever the mass mX �
1/rres. The force has a range shorter than the resolution and is therefore not

observed. Alternatively we can make χ very small. In this case the force

becomes simply very weak and at some point unobservable even if mX is small

and the range is large.

Eq. (9) also provides a way to search for the new force: we can test

Coulomb’s law. This can be done at scales of the order of ∼ 10 cm with

Cavendish experiments 23, 24, 25). The corresponding limit is shown in Fig. 1

labelled “Coulomb” and is currently the best limit in the range of µeV. The

precision achieved, about one part in 1016, is remarkable. Nevertheless it is

also noteworthy that the best experiment is more than 40 years old. At much

smaller scales one can use atomic transitions 25, 26, 27, 28) (see Fig. 1). Fol-

lowing essentially the same arguments one can also look at magnetic fields,

which is useful at much larger scales where one can use the magnetic fields of

Earth and Jupiter which have been mapped with a good precision. This gives

the bounds labelled “Earth” and “Jupiter” 25).

Other experiments do not look for the mediated force, but directly for the

new exchange particle. From Eq. (5) and our discussion above it is clear that

below the electroweak scale we simply deal with a new massive vector particle

that has a coupling to charged particles according to Eq. (8). This particle

can then be produced in scattering experiments with charged particles. The

production process is similar to that of photons only that the particle is massive

and the interaction is suppressed by a factor χ. One incarnation of this are

so-called fixed-target experiments 29). In these experiments a large number

of charged particles (often electrons) with a fairly high energy is shot onto a

block or a foil (typically of metal). In the interaction between the incident

and the target particles Xs are produced. If the mass of X is now larger

than 2me, X can and will decay into electron-positron pairs which can then be

detected. The produced electron-positron pairs have to be distinguished from

those produced in ordinary electromagnetic interactions. This can be done in

two ways. First the invariant mass distribution of the electron-positron pairs

produced via an X has a clear peak at the mass mX . Second, for very low values

of χ the produced X is very long lived and we therefore have very displaced
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vertices (sometimes displaced by 100s of meters). Bounds from this type of

experiment 29, 30, 31, 18) are typically in the MeV to GeV region as shown

in Fig. 1.

Similarly scattering can be done at very high energy colliders such as

the LHC where one typically looks for peaks in the invariant mass distribu-

tion 32, 19). The only difference is that in this region the mixing is with the

hypercharge and we have an effective charge of X,

QX = χ
Y
g′
[

γ

tan2(θW )
T 3 − (1 + γ)QY

]
, where γ = tan2(θW )

m2
W

m2
X −m2

Z

.

(10)

The limits scaled to the electromagnetic mixing parameter are shown at the

very high mass end of Fig. 1.

Instead of real particle production we can also look at loop-effects such

as (g-2) of the electron and the muon. The tight constraints in the MeV-GeV

range from precision measurements of these quantities are shown in Fig. 1,

labelled “ae,µ”. As is well known, the muon (g-2) has a slight deviation from

the SM expectation. HPs in a suitable range, shown red in Fig. 2 can fit

this 33). It should be noted that over the last couple of years this region has

shrunk considerably due to a renewed experimental and theoretical effort. Note,

however, that most of these limits hold only when the dominant decay of the

HP is into SM particles. If there are additional “hidden sector” decay modes,

fixed target and similar constraints will be relaxed, while it is still possible to

fit (g-2).

3.2 Option (2): Photon–hidden photon oscillations

Let us now turn to the second option of dealing with the kinetic mixing term.

Before we proceed let us, however, stress again that physical results are, of

course absolutely independent of which picture we choose.

Inserting the shift Xµ → Xµ − χAµ into Eq. (3) we obtain,

L ⊃ −1

4
FµνF

µν − 1

4
XµνX

µν +
m2
X

2

(
XµX

µ − 2χXµA
µ + χ2AµA

µ
)

+ jµA
µ.

(11)

With this shift we have again succeeded in removing the kinetic mixing

term. Moreover, charged particles are still charged only under A in contrast

to the previous subsection. However, we now have a non-diagonal mass term,
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mixing X and A. This mass term now leads to A↔ X oscillations, in complete

analogy to the non-diagonal mass matrices of neutrinos that lead to neutrino

flavor oscillations. Indeed this analogy goes even further. In the basis used in

this section we are in the interaction eigenbasis and have oscillations. In the

previous section we were in the mass eigenbasis and had non-trivial couplings

to charged matter, but no oscillations2.

The interaction basis we are discussing in this section is particularly con-

venient when the interactions with matter are in some sense “strong”. An

example are the so-called light-shining-through-walls experiments (LSW). In

these experiments a laser is shone onto an opaque wall and one looks for light

“coming out of the wall”. The idea is that an initial photon oscillates into a

hidden photon, which traverses the wall unimpeded and after the wall oscillates

back into a photon that is subsequently detected. For this it is convenient to

use the interaction basis, as it is only the A component that interacts with the

wall (and the laser and the detector) and is completely suppressed (this is the

“strong” effect caused by the large amount of interacting particles in the wall).

Current limits 34) from “LSW” are shown in Fig. 1.

The centre of stars contains an extremely high number of photons which

can oscillate into HPs and then leave the star (the rest of the star is basically a

thick wall). This is a very efficient way for stars to loose energy. In this kind of

environment the oscillations are modified by the presence of a plasma allowing

for resonances (similar to the MSW effect for neutrinos) but also allowing the

longitudinal modes to contribute. Limits on an extra energy loss for the sun

and horizontal branch stars give extremely tight constraints 35, 21) (cf. Fig 1).

Similarly production of HPs in the early universe plasma either before

the CMB release 36) (region “thermal cosmology”) or after 37, 38) (region

“CMB”) benefits from resonances and leads to a very sensitive test.

2In the mass eigenbasis the “oscillations” appear as follows. Both mass
eigenmodes couple to charged particles. Accordingly to know the effect on a
charged particle we have to add the amplitudes of both eigenmodes multiplied
with their respective couplings. This sum exhibits the oscillatory behavior
because the two eigenmodes with different masses acquire different phases when
moving in space (similar in frequency).
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3.3 Have it your way

As stressed before observables are independent of the chosen picture. But in

the above examples the description may be more transparent in one picture.

In others no clear preference is obvious.

For example the regions “BR(π0 → γe+e−)” 20) and “e+e− → γµ+µ−”

arise from decays of pions and decay of Υ resonances 39, 40, 41, 42), respec-

tively. These mesons can decay into two photons. In presence of a kinet-

ically mixed hidden photon we can now have one photon oscillate into a HP

which subsequently decays into an electron-positron pair with an invariant mass

≈ mX . Alternatively one can take picture (1) and imagine that the meson cou-

ples (via the charged quarks) to a photon and a hidden photon.

For the electroweak precision, “EW”, constraints 42) arising most notably

from the linewidth and lineshape of the Z resonance one has to take into account

the full electroweak symmetry breaking and mixing effects.

4 Searching hidden photons: The future

In the previous section we have reviewed existing constraints on hidden pho-

tons, spanning a wide range of masses from 10−15 eV to more than 1012 eV.

Yet, the search is far from over. In Fig. 2 we compare the existing constraints

(grey areas) with interesting target regions from models of string theory (re-

gions enclosed by dashed, dotted and dashed-dotted lines) 9, 13). The hint

from (g-2)µ
33) (red) and the region where hidden photons can be dark matter

(light red) 22) (and next section). It is obvious that there are large regions that

still need to be explored. In this section we look at the near future experimental

prospects (shown in different shades of green).

4.1 Low energy probes

A clear step forward in the meV mass range will be the next generation of

LSW experiments, most notably ALPS-II 44) (cf. the corresponding region in

Fig. 2) and REAPR. These experiments will feature a resonant regeneration

scheme 49, 50). In such a setup the light is reflected back and forth in an

optical cavity on the production side (this was already pioneered by ALPS-

I 51)) as well as on the regeneration side. This enhances the signal by a factor

NprodNreg where Nprod and Nreg are the number of passes on the production
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Figure 2: Prospects for near future searches for hidden photons (shaded green).
The regions labeled, ADMX, CERN and UWA are LSW experiments in the mi-

crowave range (cf. 43)), ALPS-II will operate in the optical regime 44). Radio
astronomy searches for a frequency dependence of distant sources could pro-

vide sensitivity at very small masses 45). The dish antenna region gives the

prospects for a broadband search for dark matter HP according to 46). At higher

masses we have fixed target experiments 43, 47) and the LHC as well as a de-
tection of ionization signals, caused by HP DM in direct detection experiments

for WIMP DM 48). The small red region at high masses corresponds to the

(g − 2)µ hint 33).

and regeneration side, respectively. As ∼ 100000 passes seem feasible this yields

an enormous gain in sensitivity. Moreover, ALPS-II will be significantly longer,

allowing to probe also smaller masses.

At even smaller masses in the µeV region, LSW with “light” in the mi-

crowave range 52, 53) is very promising. Here, resonant regeneration is easier

to achieve and first experiments have already been performed 54, 55, 56). Such

experiments also benefit from a potentially enormous number of passes of up

to 1011 in the microwave cavities and very sensitive detection techniques 57).

This allows for very interesting sensitivity as shown by the regions “ADMX

CERN” and “UWA” in Fig. 2.
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At even smaller masses it may also be possible to probe photon-hidden

photon oscillations by observing the frequency dependence of well modelled

radio signals 45). The frequency dependence of the oscillation probability

would lead to structures in the frequency spectrum at a frequency scale ∆ω ∼
ω2/(m2

XLsource) (where Lsource is the distance to the source) and amplitude

∼ χ2. This will extend sensitivity to extremely small masses as shown by the

“Radio astronomy” region in Fig. 2.

In the sub-eV region one can also search for HP dark matter with ex-

tremely high sensitivity as we will see in the next section.

4.2 Intermediate energy probes

In the MeV to GeV region the next few years will bring new and improved

fixed target experiments. In particular the A1 collaboration with the MAMI

and MESA accelerators at Mainz 47) as well as APEX 41), Darklight 58)

and HPS 59) at Jefferson Lab will use electrons on various targets whereas

the VEPP-3 60) at SLAC intends to use positrons. The region projected to

be tested by these experiments is shown as the green “fixed target” region in

Fig. 2. It encompasses all of the (g-2)µ region. In addition proton fixed target

experiments promise additional information 61).

4.3 High energy probes

The LHC will continue to improve the limits on hidden photons in the 100 GeV

to multi TeV range over the next years. The first step in the improvement will

be the increase in the beam energy from 8 TeV to 13 TeV hopefully even 14 TeV.

This will approximately double the mass reach for hidden photons. Increased

integrated luminosity collected over the next few years will importantly improve

the sensitivity to smaller cross sections and therefore smaller kinetic mixings.

Further improvements towards somewhat smaller masses may also come from

analyses that include lower energy electrons and muons. An indication of the

tested region is the green “LHC” region in Fig. 2.

5 Hidden photon dark matter

In contrast to common belief very light particles can indeed be good dark

matter candidates. The crucial aspect is that very light dark matter particles
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need to be produced non-thermally. The most famous example is the so-called

misalignment mechanism for the axion 62, 63, 64). Its essential features are as

follows. In the early Universe the field starts with a non-vanishing expectation

value. Because the Hubble constant is much larger than the mass of the field

in question, the field is basically stuck at this initial value. This is also the

reason why it is not unreasonable to assume a non-vanishing initial value;

there is simply no time to relax to the minimum of the potential. Moreover,

after inflation the field is smoothed out and basically has the same field value

everywhere in space. Once the Hubble value drops below the mass of the field,

the field starts to oscillate and one can show that these oscillations behave

like non-relativistic matter. This becomes plausible by remembering that the

momentum of a particle is essentially the spatial derivative of the field, and

a (nearly) homogeneous field configuration therefore corresponds to particles

with extremely low momentum.

As argued recently 65, 22) a similar mechanism works also for hidden

photons. For the evolution in the early Universe the Hubble constant is larger

than the mass. It is therefore reasonable to include additional interactions with

gravity,

L = −1

4
XµνX

µν +
m2
X

2
XµX

µ +
κ

12
RXµX

µ + Lkinetic mix + LSM, (12)

where R is the Ricci scalar3 and the last two terms indicate the kinetic mixing

and the rest of the Standard Model.

As already mentioned in Sect. 2, in general, the HP mass might result

from a Higgs or a Stückelberg mechanisms. In the first case, we have to worry

when the phase transition happens and also take into account the effects of the

Higgs field. As in 65, 22), we focus therefore on the Stückelberg case, which

occurs naturally in large volume string compactifications 16, 9, 13). In this

case, there is no phase transition.

Let us briefly comment on the equations of motion and in particular

determine the behavior of the energy density in the expanding universe. Let us

see if we can find the hallmark property of non-relativistic “cold” dark matter:

3We use a coordinates such that ds2 = dt2 − a2(t)dx2i , i.e. the metric is
gµν = diag(1,−a2(t),−a2(t),−a2(t)). Moreover, the gravitational part of the
Lagrangian is LGR = −R/(16πGN ).
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the energy dilutes like the volume, i.e. ρ ∼ 1/(a(t))3 where a(t) is the scale

factor.

For simplicity let us focus on the homogeneous solution, ∂iXµ = 0. The

equation of motion then enforces X0 = 0. As explained in 66) the invariant

XµXµ = −1/a2(t)XiXi is a coordinate independent measure for the size of the

vector and it is convenient to introduce X̄i = Xi/a(t). Using this the equation

of motion is,

¨̄Xi + 3H ˙̄Xi +
(
m2
X + (1− κ)(Ḣ + 2H2)

)
X̄i = 0. (13)

The energy density is

ρ(t) = T 0
0 =

1

2

(
˙̄Xi

˙̄Xi +m2
XX̄iX̄i + (1− κ)H2X̄iX̄i + 2(1− κ)H ˙̄XiX̄i

)
.

(14)

For H � mX and Ḣ � m2
X Eq. (13) is that of a weakly damped harmonic

oscillator. One can easily see that the amplitude oscillates with frequency mX

and it is damped by a factor exp(−3
∫
Hdt/2) ∼ 1/a3/2(t). Inserting into

Eq. (14) we then find that the energy density indeed dilutes like the volume ∼
1/a3(t). Taking a different point of view: In this limit both expressions (13) and

(14) reduce to same form as the equations of motion and the energy momentum

tensor of a scalar field (independent of the value of κ) and for such a field we

already know (e.g. from the case of axions) that this behaves as non-relativistic

matter. For κ = 1 this equivalence holds true exactly even in the very early

Universe where H & mX and/or Ḣ & m2
X .

Now we have seen that an initial field value for hidden photons can nicely

behave like cold dark matter. However, there are several questions remaining:

1) How do we get the right abundance. 2) Does it survive? 3) Does it change

observation? For a detailed discussion see 22) but let us briefly summarize the

answers. 1) The abundance is proportional to the initial field value squared.

Therefore getting the right abundance requires some amount of fine-tuning or

anthropic arguments. For 2) and 3) we have to make sure that the HPs forming

do not decay, or spoil observations such as, e.g. the CMB. This leads to upper

limits on the kinetic mixing parameter. Heavier HPs can decay into electron-

positron pairs via the kinetic mixing interaction. This is quite fast and therefore

basically4 rules out HP dark matter with masses mX & MeV. At lower masses

4Unless one considers 67) incredibly small kinetic mixings χ . 10−26.
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HPs can decay into three photons, but this decay is fairly suppressed by a

by a small algebraic factor as well as phase space. Therefore it provides a

constraint only at masses just below an MeV. At even smaller masses other

evaporation mechanisms originating from photon-HP mixing in the plasma of

the early universe and scattering with the electrons in the plasma dominate.

This both reduces the condensate as well as transferring energy to the ordinary

electrons and producing extra photons. This can lead to observable effects

such as distortions in the CMB or a changed number of effective neutrinos.

Although all these effects combined set fairly strong constraints, a large and

interesting area of viable HP dark matter remains. This is shown as the light

red area in Figs. 1 and 2.

5.1 Detecting hidden photon dark matter

Having a viable dark matter candidate it is now desirable to also have ways to

detect it.

First of all, let us note that due to the small mass of HP dark matter

particles, conventional direct detection methods designed for weakly interacting

massive particles (WIMPs) based on nuclear or electronic recoils do not work,

the recoil energy is just too small.

Nevertheless, we have a plentiful source of HPs and we have already seen

previously that those have a natural tendency to convert into ordinary photons

that can be detected. Therefore, in principle we do not need to do anything

but simply set up a detector for photons and wait. As dark matter HPs are

very slow their energy is essentially given by their mass and therefore we expect

a nicely peaked signal of photons with energy/frequency corresponding to the

HP mass.

Unfortunately things are not quite as easy since the rate of produced

photons is quite small. Therefore we need incredibly good photon receivers

as well as shielding of background noise. Moreover, it is desirable to have

techniques to enhance the signal. Two options are currently being pursued.

The first is based on the haloscope technique originally proposed for axions 68)

but it can also be used for detecting hidden photons 22). The idea is to enhance

the conversion of HPs into photons by employing a suitable cavity resonant with

the HP mass. This is analog to the resonant regeneration scheme discussed

above for LSW experiments. The output power is then enhanced by the Q-
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factor of the cavity (which is proportional to the number of reflections),

Pout ∼ χ2mXρHPQV G, (15)

where ρHP is the density of dark matter hidden photons, V the volume of the

cavity and G a geometrical factor encoding properties of the cavity as well

as the dark matter configuration. This technique works particularly well in

the microwave regime where good cavities as well as excellent detectors exist.

This technique has already been employed 69, 70, 71, 72, 73) and further im-

provements are underway 74, 75, 76). The currently excluded region is the

“haloscope region” shaded in grey in Figs. 1 and future prospects are indicated

as the “DM cavity” region in Fig. 2.

The cavity technique is sensitive to extremely small couplings but it has

two drawbacks. As it relies on the resonant enhancement it requires a slow scan

through masses, where each measurement is only sensitive to a small region of

masses and then the cavity has to be tuned to a new frequency and another

measurement has to be performed. In essence one needs to do a slow and

time-consuming scan through the masses. The second issue is that the output

power is proportional to the volume of the cavity. With increasing frequency

the volume of the cavity goes down, or one has to operate the cavity in a higher

mode which often leads to smaller geometrical factors.

Accordingly it would be nice to have a broadband technique without a

“volume suppression”. One option is to use a “dish antenna” 46). Here the

basic idea is as follows. On charged matter the HP dark matter field essentially

acts like a small oscillating ordinary electric field. The electrons in a conduct-

ing (reflecting) surface then start to oscillate in this field, emitting ordinary

photons. One can check that for very slow HPs the produced electromagnetic

radiation is emitted perpendicular to the surface. Using a suitable (spherical)

surface all radiation from the whole surface is concentrated in a point, the cen-

tre, where it can be detected. It is easy to understand that the concentrated

power in the centre is proportional to the area Adish of the “antenna”,

Pcentre ∼ χ2ρHPAdish. (16)

This technique can be used in the radio frequency range but also promises good

sensitivity at much higher frequencies in the optical regime. This is indicated

as the very light green “Dish antenna” region in Fig. 2.
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Finally, experiments for direct detection of WIMPs may also be used 48).

Dark matter HPs with masses in the multi keV may be completely absorbed.

This produces an ionization signal that can be detected. A rough estimate for

a future sensitivity is shown as “DM ionization” in Fig. 2 (we have assumed

that the direct detection experiment is sensitive to an ionization signal from

an 0.1 fb cross section at WIMP masses of ∼ 100 GeV; other assumptions as

in 48)).

6 Conclusions

New forces are a hallmark feature of many models of physics beyond the Stan-

dard Model. A very simple but also very well motivated example is an extra

U(1) gauge force kinetically mixed with the electromagnetic or hypercharge

U(1) of the Standard Model. In this note we have given overview over past and

future searches for such a new force and the corresponding gauge boson, often

called hidden photon, heavy photon, dark photon or A′.

The simple example of a hidden photon nicely demonstrates that there

are (at least) two directions to explore. The hidden photon could be very light

and very weakly coupled, corresponding to a very weak but long range force.

Alternatively it could be heavy in which case the interaction is very short range

(and weak in this sense).

Searches for hidden photons span a huge range of masses and energies from

10−20 eV to multi-TeV. Exploring this vast range requires to exploit the com-

plementarity between very different experimental techniques, from low energy

ultrahigh precision experiments to high energy colliders. This complementar-

ity can be nicely seen in Fig. 1 where the different energy scales probed by a

variety of experiments nicely fit together to cover a large range in masses and

couplings.

While significant progress has been made over the past few years, huge

regions remain to be explored. Interesting regions are suggested by models of

fundamental theories (e.g., string theory) but also by the intriguing possibility

that hidden photons form all or part of dark matter. It is therefore very exciting

that many experiments, exploring different energy/mass ranges and using a

variety of techniques are underway, in construction or in planning, promising

new insights into fundamental physics and even the potential for discovering a

new force.
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Abstract

There is a long standing discrepancy between the Standard Model prediction for
the muon g-2 and the value measured by the Brookhaven E821 Experiment.
At present the discrepancy stands at about three standard deviations, with
comparable accuracy between experiment and theory. Two new proposals at
Femilab and J-PARC plan to improve the experimental uncertainty of a factor
4, and there are good motivation to expect a further reduction of the error from
the theoretical side. I will review the status of the proposal to Fermilab, E989,
and discuss how the goal of 0.14 ppm on the muon anomaly can be achieved,
by collecting more than 21 times the statistics of the BNL measurement, and
obtaining a factor of 3 reduction in the overall systematic error.
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1 Introduction

The muon anomaly aµ = (g − 2)/2 is a low-energy observable, which can be

both measured and computed to high precision 1). Therefore it provides an

important test of the Standard Model (SM) and it is sensitive search for new

physics 2). Since the first precision measurement of aµ from E821 experiment

at BNL in 2001 3), there has been a discrepancy between its experimental

value and the SM prediction. This discrepancy has been slowly growing due

to impressive theory and experiment recent achievements. Figure 1 (from 4))

shows an up-to-date comparison of the SM predictions of different groups and

the BNL measurement for aµ. Evaluation of different groups are in very good

agreement, showing a persisting 3σ discrepancy (as, for example, 26.1 ± 8.0 ×

10−10 4)), despite many changes in the recent history. It should be noted that

both theory and experiment uncertainties have been reduced by more than a

factor two in the last ten years1. The accuracy of the theoretical prediction

(δaTH
µ , between 5 and 6 ×10−10) is limited by the strong interaction effects

which cannot be computed perturbatively at low energies. The leading-order

hadronic vacuum polarization contribution, aHLO
µ , gives the main uncertainty

(between 4 and 5 ×10−10). It can be related by dispersion integral to the

measured hadronic cross sections, and it is known with a fractional accuracy of

0.7%, i.e. to about 0.4 ppm. The O(α3) hadronic light-by-light contribution,

aHLbL
µ , is the second dominant error to the theoretical evaluation. It cannot at

present be determined from data, and relies on same specific models. Although

its value is almost one order of magnitude smaller than aHLO
µ , it is much worse

known (with a fractional error of the order of 30%) and therefore it still give a

significantly contribution to δaTH
µ (between 2.5 and 4 ×10−10).

From the experimental side, the error achieved by the BNL E821 experiment is

δaEXP
µ = 6.3×10−10 (0.54 ppm) 6). This impressive result is still limited by the

statistical errors, and a new experiment, E989 7) at Fermilab, to measure the

muon g-2 to a precision of 1.6×10−10 (0.14 ppm) has received a CD0 approval,

and funding from the DOE has begun. CD1 is expected in mid 2013.

1In 2001 this discrepancy was (23.1 ± 16.9) × 10−10 5).
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Figure 1: Standard model predictions of aµ by several groups compared to the

measurement from BNL (taken from 4)).

2 Recent results and expected improvement on the hadronic con-

tribution

Differently from the QED and Electroweak contributions to aµ, which can be

calculated using perturbation theory, and therefore are well under control, the

hadronic ones (LO VP and HLbL) cannot be computed reliably using perturba-

tive QCD. The hadronic contribution aHLO
µ can can be computed from hadronic

e+e− annihilation data via a dispersion relation, and therefore its uncertainty

strongly depends on the accuracy of the experimental data. For the Hadronic

Light-by-Light contribution aHLbL
µ there is no a direct connection with data

and therefore only model-dependent estimates exist. As the hadronic sector

dominates the uncertainty on the theoretical prediction aTH
µ , considerable ef-

fort has been put by on it by the experimental and theoretical groups, reaching

the following main achievements:

• A precise determination of the hadronic cross sections at the e+e− col-

liders (VEPP-2M, DAΦNE, BEPC, PEP-II and KEKB) which allowed a
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determination of aHLO
µ with a fractional accuracy below 1%. These efforts

led to the development of dedicated high precision theoretical tools, like

Radiative Corrections (RC) and the non-perturbative hadronic contribu-

tion to the running of α (i.e. the vacuum polarisation, VP) in Monte

Carlo (MC) programs used for the analysis of the data 8);

• The use of ‘Initial State Radiation’ (ISR) which opened a new way to

prcisely obtain the electron-positron annihilation cross sections into hadrons

at particle factories operating at fixed beam-energies 9).

• A dedicate effort on the evaluation of the Hadronic Light-by-Light contri-

bution (see for example 10)), where two different groups 11, 12) obtained

results consistent on the size of the contribution (with sligthly different

errors), and therefore strengthening our confidence in the reliability of

these estimates;

• an impressive progress on lattice, where an accuracy of ∼ 2% were reached

on on the two-flavor QCD correction to aHLO
µ

13);

• A better agreement between the e+e−− and the τ− based evaluation of

aHLO
µ , thanks to improved isospin corrections 14). These two sets of data

are eventually in agreement (with τ data moving towards e+e−− data)

after including vector meson and ρ − γ mixing 15, 16, 17).

For sure further improvements are expected on the hadronic contribution to

aµ on the timescale of the new g-2 experiments at Fermilab and J-PARC. On

the experimental side more data are expected from current and future e+e−

colliders. From the theory, the lattice calculation has already reached a mature

stage and has real prospects to match experimental precision below 1%. From

both activities a further reduction of the error on aHLO
µ can be expected. What

about aHLBL
µ ? With the expected reduction of the error on aHLO

µ and the

planned improved precision of the new g-2 experiments, it is clear that it will

become the main subject of future theoretical investigations. Although there

isn’t a direct connection with data, γ − γ measurements perfomed at e+e−

colliders will help us to constrain on-shell form factors 18). Lattice calculation

would help for the off shell contributions.
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3 Measuring aµ

The measurement of aµ uses the spin precession resulting from the torque

experienced by the magnetic moment when placed in a magnetic field. An

ensemble of polarized muons is introduced into a magnetic field, where they

are stored for the measurement period. Assuming that the muon velocity is

transverse to the magnetic field (~β · ~B = 0), the rate at which the spin turns

relative to the momentum vector is given by the difference frequency between

the spin precession and cyclotron frequencies. Because electric quadrupoles are

used to provide vertical focusing in the storage ring, their electric feld is seen

in the muon rest frame as a motional magnetic feld that can affect the spin

precession frequency. In the presence of both ~E and ~B fields, and in the case

that ~β is perpendicular to both, the anomalous precession frequency (i.e. the

frequency at which the muons spin advances relative to its momentum) is

~ωa = ~ωS − ~ωC

= −
q

m

[

aµ
~B −

(

aµ −
1

γ2 − 1

) ~β × ~E

c

]

(1)

The experimentally measured numbers are the muon spin frequency ωa

and the magnetic field, which is measured with proton NMR, calibrated to the

Larmor precession frequency, ωp, of a free proton. The anomaly is related to

these two frequencies by

aµ =
ω̃a/ωp

λ − ω̃a/ωp

=
R

λR
, (2)

where λ = µµ/µp = 3.183345137(85) (determined experimentally from the

hyperfine structure of muonium), and R = ω̃a/ωp . The tilde over ωa means

it has been corrected for the electric-field and pitch (~β · ~B 6= 0) corrections [3].

The magnetic field in Eq. (1) is an average that can be expressed as an integral

of the product of the muon distribution times the magnetic field distribution

over the storage region. Since the moments of the muon distribution couple to

the respective multipoles of the magnetic field, either one needs an exceedingly

uniform magnetic field, or exceptionally good information on the muon orbits

in the storage ring, to determine < B >µ−dist to sub-ppm precision. This was

possible in E821 where the uncertainty on the magnetic field averaged over

the muon distribution was 30 ppb (parts per billion). The coefficient of the
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~β × ~E term in Eq. (1) vanishes at the “magic” momentum of 3.094 GeV/c

where γ = 29.3. Thus aµ can be determined by a precision measurement of

ωa and B. At this magic momentum, the electric field is used only for muon

storage and the magnetic field alone determines the precession frequency. The

finite spread in beam momentum and vertical betatron oscillations introduce

small (sub ppm) corrections to the precession frequency. These are the only

corrections made to the measurement.

The experiment consists of repeated fills of the storage ring, each time

introducing an ensemble of muons into a magnetic storage ring, and then mea-

suring the two frequencies ωa and ωp. The muon lifetime is 64.4 µs, and the

data collection period is typically 700 µs. The g-2 precession period is 4.37 µs,

and the cyclotron period ωC is 149 ns.
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Figure 2: Distribution of electron counts versus time for the 3.6 billion muon

decays. The data are wrapped around modulo 100 µs 6).

Because of parity violation in the weak decay of the muon, a correla-

tion exists between the muon spin and the direction of the high-energy decay

electrons. Thus as the spin turns relative to the momentum, the number of

high-energy decay electrons is modulated by the frequency ωa, as shown in

Fig. 2. The E821 storage ring was constructed as a super-ferric magnet, mean-

ing that the iron determined the shape of the magnetic field. Thus B0 needed

to be well below saturation and was chosen to be 1.45 T. The resulting ring had

a central orbit radius of 7.112 m, and 24 detector stations were placed symmet-
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rically around the inner radius of the storage ring. The detectors were made

of Pb/SciFi electromagnetic calorimeters which measured the decay electron

energy and time of arrival. The detector geometry and number were optimized

to detect the high energy decay electrons, which carry the largest asymme-

try, and thus information on the muon spin direction at the time of decay.

In this design many of the lower-energy electrons miss the detectors, reducing

background and pileup.

4 The FERMILAB PROPOSAL: E989

The E989 experiment at Fermilab plans to measure aµ to an uncertainty of

16 × 1011 (0.14 ppm), derived from a 0.10 ppm statistical error and roughly

equal 0.07 ppm systematic uncertainties on ωa and ωp.

The proposal efficiently uses the unique properties of the Fermilab beam

complex to produce the necessary flux of muons, which will be injected and

stored in the (relocated) muon storage ring. To achieve a statistical uncertainty

of 0.1 ppm, the total data set must contain more than 1.8 × 1011 detected

positrons with energy greater than 1.8 GeV, and arrival time greater than 30

µs after injection into the storage ring. The plan uses 6 out of 20 of the 8-GeV

Booster proton batches in 15 Hz operational mode, each subdivided into four

bunches of intensity 1012 p/bunch. The proton bunches fill the muon storage

ring at a repetition rate of 18 Hz, to be compared to the 4.4 Hz at BNL. The

proton bunch hits a target in the antiproton area, producing a 3.1 GeV/c pion

beam that is directed along a 900 m decay line. The resulting pure muon beam

is injected into the storage ring. The muons will enter the ring through a new

superconducting inflector magnet, which will replace the existing one, which

is wound in such a manner that the coils intercept the beam on both ends of

the magnet. The new inflector will result in a higher muon storage efficiency.

Once entering the ring, a better optimized pulse-forming network will energize

the storage ring kicker to place the beam on a stable orbit. The pion flashes

(caused by pions entering the ring at injection) will be decreased by a factor

of 20 from the BNL level, and the muon flux will be significantly increased

because of the ability to take zero-degree muons. The stored muon-per-proton

ratio will be increased by a factor of 5 to 10 over BNL.

The E821 muon storage will be relocated to Fermilab, in a new build-

ing with a stable floor and good temperature control, neither of which were
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available at Brookhaven.

The new experiment will require upgrades of detectors, electronics and

data acquisition equipment to handle the much higher data volumes and slightly

higher instantaneous rates. A modern data acquisition system will be used to

read out waveform digitizer data and store it so that both the traditional event

mode and a new integrating mode of data analysis can both be used in parallel.

The systematic uncertainty on the precession frequency is expected to improve

by a factor 3 thanks to the reduced pion contamination, the segmented detec-

tors, and an improved storage ring kick of the muons onto orbit. The storage

ring magnetic feld will be shimmed to an even more impressive uniformity, and

improvements in the feld-measuring system will be implemented. The system-

atic error on the magnetic field is halved by better shimming, relocations of

critical NMR probes, and other incremental changes.

In less than two years of running, the statistical goal of 4 × 1020 protons

on target can be achieved for positive muons. A follow-up run using negative

muons is possible, depending on future scientic motivation. Two additional

physics results will be obtained from the same data: a new limit on the muon’s

electric dipole moment (up to 100 times better); and, a more stringent limit

on possible CPT or Lorentz violation in muon spin precession. A technically

driven schedule permits data taking to begin in 2016.

5 Conclusion

The measurements of the muon g-2 have been a important benchmark for the

development of QED and the Standard Model. In the recent years, following

the impressed accuracy (0.54 ppm) reached by E821 experiment at BNL, a

worldwide effort from different theoretical and experimental groups have sig-

nificant improved its SM prediction. At present there appears to be a 3σ

difference between the theoretical (SM) and the experimental value. This dis-

crepancy, which would fit well with SUSY expectations, is a valuable constraint

in restricting physics beyond the standard model and guiding the interpreta-

tion of LHC results. In order to clarify the nature of the observed discrepancy

between theory and experiment and eventually firmly establish (or constrain)

new physics effects, new direct measurements of the muon g-2 with a fourfold

improvement in accuracy have been proposed at Fermilab by E989 experiment,

and J-PARC. E989 has received a CD0 approval in September 2012 and the
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CD1 is expected in mid 2013. First results could be available around 2017/18.
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Abstract

The dark matter field has evolved tremendously in ten years. Many new particle
candidates have been proposed by theoreticians while dark matter detection
experiments have reached an unprecedented degree of precision that allows us
to test accurately the WIMP paradigm. In these proceedings, I review the
recent evolutions in the field and discuss possible directions in the near future.

1 Introduction

Since the observation of Supernovae of type Ia at ’large’ redshift 1) and the

results from Cosmological Microwave Background 2, 3), the Cosmology com-

munity has succeeded to determine the content of the Universe with an un-

precedented degree of precision. While it appears that the Universe is mostly

made of two unknown substances (dark matter and dark energy), the energy
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density associated with dark energy is about three times that of matter. Also

it appears that dark matter represent about 80% of the matter content in the

Universe. The nature of dark matter is unknown; It is likely to be made of mas-

sive neutral stable weakly interacting particles (WIMPs) but the community

has now all the experimental tools to either find it or rule out a very important

region of the parameter space.

In my opinion, three main changes happened during the last 10 years:

• The field is not ’relic density’ driven anymore. Alternative scenarios to

thermal Freeze-Out and non resonant self-annihilations have been pro-

posed 4).

• Astrophysical data are now often guiding Particle dark matter model

building, cf for example the PAMELA/HEAT anomaly 5, 6).

• Phenomenology overtook the Theory. Supersymmetry has long been seen

as a very serious motivation to introduce Weakly Interacting Massive

particles but with the lack of new Physics at LHC this is no longer the

case (or not to the same extent at least) and models (rather than theories)

were proposed.

In the following I will review the key changes in the field and will also

discuss some important experimental results.

2 Light mass range

For many decades, the main argument which was used to test whether a particle

could be a good dark matter candidate or not was to use the relic density

argument. Whatever the nature of these new particles, their energy density

today must not exceed the dark matter abundance that is observed.

With the present value of the dark matter cosmological parameter (Ωh2 '
0.1) and the very small uncertainties (to be improved by the PLANCK exper-

iment), such a constraint turns out to be a killer for many annihilating dark

matter models. Indeed this typically implies that the annihilation cross section

must have a very precise value which is difficult to achieve in most Particle

Physics models, especially once one takes into account constraint from Particle

Physics and Astrophysics (the annihilation cross section generally tends to be

too small leading to an over abundance of dark matter).
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As the relic density constraint enabled one to rule out a large fraction

of the Supersymmetric parameter space, new mechanisms have been proposed

to either ’re-habilitate’ some candidates/part of the parameter space 4, 7),

making the notion of relic density less essential to model building.

However meanwhile several questions arose:

• Can we consider sub-10 GeV annihilating dark matter particles 8, 9)?

• Can dark matter particles be heavier than a few TeVs?

• Why is not there any signs of Weakly Interacting Massive Particles in the

10 GeV- TeV range?

Some of these questions are supported by anomalies in astrophysical data

(the amount of which increased during the last few years). For example, the

case for light particles was emphasised after that a 511 keV map was established

by the SPectrometer for INTEGRAL on board of the INTEGRAL satellite
10). The latter pointed out that the emission of 511 keV photons (due to

positronium formation and the signature of low energy positrons in the Milky

Way), was anomalously spherical. This emission was also found to be brighter

than what is expected if the positrons originate from Astrophysical sources

while the sphericity and brightness could be explained by light annihilating

dark matter models 11). Yet not all dark matter models work well: decaying

particles fail to describe the morphology of the emission. In fact to fit the data

these models require a dark matter halo profile which corresponds to a NFW

profile with ρ = 1.04±0.3 12), a feature which can in principle be used to test

these types of models.

Exploring the light mass range implies to overcome the Hut and Lee-

Weinberg limit which excludes annihilating dark matter particles lighter than a

few GeVs. However this is possible if one considers e.g. either a fermion/scalar

particles coupled to a (new) light gauge boson Z ′ or scalar particles coupled to

heavy mediators. In the case of a scalar dark matter coupled to heavy fermions,

the annihilation cross section is (almost) independent of the dark matter mass

so imposing that such candidates have a relic density equal to the observed

dark matter abundance constrains the mass of the mediator rather than the

dark matter mass. It also constrains the mediator couplings to the dark matter

and Standard Model particles.
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In addition, one has to take into account a constraint which comes from

the gamma ray emission emanating from such candidates. In particular the

exchange of a heavy fermion leads to a constant annihilation cross section

into electron-positron that over predicts the gamma-ray emission by five order

of magnitudes (if one assumes that one photon is emitted due to final state

radiation each time an electron or positron is emitted). To avoid this, the

product of the couplings of the heavy mediator to the Standard Model particles

and dark matter must be significantly suppressed.

Since the same process is also responsible for the production of low energy

positrons in the galaxy, the suppression of the couplings that is required to

not over predict the gamma ray flux in the galaxy actually leads to a 511

keV flux prediction that agrees with SPI measurement. This could well be a

coincidence but this is puzzling enough to make this model interesting. In this

framework, the relic density is actually ensured by the exchange of a light vector

boson. However a possible alternative is annihilations into neutrinos 13). In

this case, dark matter could give neutrinos a mass providing that they are

Majorana particles, a condition which can be experimentally tested in neutrino

experiments.

Going back to the model with a new light vector boson (to achieve the

correct relic density) and a heavy mediator, it is important to notice that this

can be tested by using the experimental value of the anomalous electron g-2

(δae). With the present value of δae (i.e. δae = −0.4(0.88) × 10−12) 14),

one can exclude heavy mediators exchange as an explanation to the 511 keV

line unless there is a compensation between the heavy mediator contribution

and that of the Z ′ or if the dark matter only explains a fraction of the 511

keV emission 15). Such a conclusion however assumes a certain dark matter

velocity profile 12) and would probably deserve to be revisited.

3 Heavy mass range

The very heavy mass range has also received a lot of attention recently. In par-

ticular, since the observation by the PAMELA experiment of a positron excess

in the 10-100 GeV range, many dark matter models with mdm = 100 GeV

have been proposed. The difficulty in this mass range is to obtain a ’visible’

signal in dark matter indirect detection experiments: due to the large mass

the dark matter number density is very suppressed and as a consequence one
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needs to boost the annihilation rate. The resulting boost factor can originate

from astrophysical considerations (such as the presence of dark matter clumps

near us) or from Particle Physics arguments (such as a Sommerfeld enhance-

ment). Among the most ’successful models’ to explain the PAMELA excess,

’leptophilic’ dark matter models 16) (which are dominantly coupled to lep-

tons) have received a lot of attention. Those seem to explain successfully the

positron excess but they are strongly constrained by the lack of anomaly in the

anti-proton data (also collected by the PAMELA experiment) 17, 18).

As a byproduct of these anomalies, there has been many efforts to im-

prove the predictions for positron energy and spatial propagation. Both semi-

analytical and numerical methods have been used to make predictions of the

flux emission expected in dark matter models. The semi-analytical method

solves the diffusion equation in a ’vertical’ cylinder (with radius Rgal that is

large enough to englobe the whole ’visible’ galaxy plane) with the help of Bessel

and Fourier decomposition. The thickness (height) of the cylinder has direct

consequences on the brightness of the signal. A small thickness generally leads

to a small flux while, conversely, a large thickness tends to predict very large

values of the flux.

While the spatial and energy propagation of cosmic ray has been improved

over the last few years, an important issue came up with the problem of sub-

tracting the backgrounds and foregrounds 21). In particular discrepancies in

gamma ray (the so-called FERMI bubbles) and submillimetre wavelengths (the

so-called ’WMAP haze’) have focussed a lot attention and ask the question of

whether or not these anomalies could be explained by dark matter particles e.g.
22) (despite constraints from radio emission in the galactic centre 19, 20)). At

the same time, providing that one knows the background and foregrounds to a

high degree of accuracy and an anomaly does exist, the study of the morphol-

ogy of the ’dark’ emission should provide essential information such as whether

dark matter is made of annihilating or decaying particles 23) and what is the

value of its mass 24).

4 Intermediate mass range

In absence of strong evidence for dark matter particles in indirect detection ex-

periments, direct detection provides strong constraints on the Vanilla ’WIMP’

hypothesis. The XENON100 experiment 25) in particular (along with EDEL-
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WEISS 26), CDMS 27) and many other experiments) has unabled to set

stringent limits on the dark matter elastic scattering cross section with nucle-

ons. It was found that heavy dark matter (with a mass in the GeV-TeV range)

interacts with a cross section that is less than 2 10−45 cm2 if its mass is about

50 GeV, a value which is about ten order of magnitude below expectations

if one assumes that the annihilation and elastic scattering cross sections are

not too different and which clearly illustrates the experimental breakthrough

performed by direct detection experiments.

The XENON100 experiment initially suffered from one drawback due the

fact that the response of the detector to dark matter particles strongly de-

pends on the scintillation function (Leff ) of liquid Xenon, for which there is

no analytical expression. An interpolation to the ’calibration’ data has enabled

the XENON100 collaboration to establish the recoil energy associated with the

primary scintillation signal in the liquid part of the detector but the absence

of data below 3 keVnr prevents to accurately model Leff at low energy, while

this range is particularly relevant to constrain light WIMPs. To circumvent

this problem, XENON100 extrapolated the data at high energy down to lower

energies and also ’cut’ the too low energies. However uncertainties due to the

interpolation should still be present and are not reflected on the corresponding

exclusion curve.

While this does not affect the quality of the experiment, the fact that

uncertainties are not shown prevents to use these data to accurately constrain

light dark matter models (such as those arising from Supersymmetric theories).

Also this questions the compatibility between the XENON100 exclusion curve

and the CoGeNT 28) and DAMA/LIBRA 29) claims.

However one can reconstruct the experimental uncertainties by repeating

a similar analysis as that performed by the XENON100 experiment and not

marginalising over Leff . Such a procedure shows that the uncertainties on

Leff are large. Hence improving Leff at low energy should really enable the

collaboration to obtain very strong constraints on light candidate 30). An

additional improvement that one can do to help theorists using the XENON100

data in a more consistent way is to exploit all the information contained in the

data. For this one can grid the background events in the plane (S1, log(S2/S1))

(instead of using bands) as the collaboration did 31). This enables one to

improve the constraint by a factor 3-10 (and even more at low energy), using
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the 100days data and we expect this method to be still very useful using the

225days data.

This has a direct impact on model building. For example in the NMSSM,

one finds many dark matter models with a low mass (below 10 GeV) 32). Those

are hard to constrain using direct detection experiments but XENON100 does

have the potential to exclude them. A proper analysis that would take into

account the astrophysical uncertainties is nevertheless still required.

In the 10 GeV-TeV region, the thermal ’freeze-out’ relic density argument

sets very strong constraints on the parameter space. However it was suggested

recently that one could reduce the thermal candidate relic density to a very

large degree and nevertheless regenerate the dark matter at a later stage. Such

a scenario favours large annihilation cross section but in 33) it was shown that

if the cross section is too large, one would actually overproduce gamma rays

in the Milky Way. Typically cross section values which are at least thousand

times larger than the canonical value (σv = 3 10−26cm3/s) are excluded.

Yet there was also a very interesting proposal in this mass range that

dark matter can annihilate and produce Higgs bosons in our dark matter halo
34, 35, 36). In particular if the dark matter mass has very specific values (for

example mdm = mH/2), one expects the Higgs boson to be produced at rest in

the Milky Way 35). The corresponding signature will be the Higgs boson decay

into two gammas which in some circumstances can actually be detected. While

this applies to the Standard Model Higgs boson, such a technique could be used

to exclude light Higgs bosons, such as those predicted in the Next-to-Minimal

Supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model.

5 Conclusion

The dark matter field has considerably evolved during the last ten years. While

the relic density argument has set very strong constraints on the dark matter

annihilation cross section, new directions have been explored where the dark

matter could be lighter than a proton or much heavier than a few TeV. Mean-

while indirect detection experiments have collected an impressive amount of

data and some anomalies appeared. Those might be indications of dark matter

but they could also be related to astrophysical sources. Whatever the origin

of these anomalies, these have encouraged the community to propose new dark

matter models (including with interactions with leptons only) and explore new
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directions far away from supersymmetric theories. Since no sign of dark matter

particles has been found yet, despite intensive searches at LHC nor in direct

detection experiments, it is likely that the dark matter quest continues for at

least a few more years. But with the results of the LHC, PLANCK, FERMI-

LAT,AMS II, XENON100 and many other experiments delivering their results

in the near future, the next ten years should be fascinating!
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Abstract

Experimental observations and theoretical arguments have pointed out that a
large part of the Universe is composed by Dark Matter particles. This motivates
experimental efforts to investigate the direct detection of these particles with
detectors placed in underground laboratories. In this paper a short review
of some used techniques will be presented. Particular care will be given to
the results obtained by the DAMA/LIBRA set-up. In addition, experimental
and theoretical uncertainties and their implications in the interpretation and
comparison of different kinds of results will be shortly addressed.

1 Direct Dark Matter detection

Many experimental observations and theoretical developments have pointed out

that most of our Universe is composed by a Dark Matter component largely
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in form of relic particles. In theories extending the Standard Model of par-

ticle physics, many candidate particles have been proposed having different

nature and interaction types 1). Often the acronym WIMP is adopted as a

synonymous of Dark Matter particle, referring usually to a particle with spin-

independent elastic scattering on nuclei. On the contrary, also WIMPs are

Dark Matter candidates which can have different phenomenologies and inter-

action types among them. Moreover, even a suitable particle not yet foreseen

by theories could be the solution or one of the solutions.

The DM interaction processes can be of well different nature depending on

the candidate; the most considered process is the elastic scatterings on target

nuclei but other processes have been proposed in literature and, in particular,

some in which also electromagnetic radiation is produced in the interaction
2). Thus, considering the richness of particle possibilities and the existing

uncertainties on related astrophysical (e.g. halo model and related parameters,

etc.), nuclear (e.g. form factors, spin factors, scaling laws, etc.) and particle

physics (e.g. particle nature and interaction types, etc.), a widely-sensitive

model independent approach is mandatory. Indeed, most of the activities in

the field have based the analysis on a particular “a-priori” assumption on the

nature of the DM particle and of its interaction to try to overcome the limitation

arising from their large measured counting rate.

In the following some recent achievements obtained by experiments ex-

ploiting model-dependent and model independent approaches will briefly sum-

marized.

2 Experiments exploiting model-dependent approach

Originally the so-called “traditional” approach was pursued by simply compar-

ing the measured counting rate with an expectation from an assumed scenario

(which implies to adopt many assumptions and approximations). To try to

reduce the experimental counting rate, large data selections and several sub-

traction procedures are often applied to derive a set of recoil-like candidates

assuming a priori the interaction type and the nature of the DM candidate.

This is the approach pursued by experiments like XENON, CDMS, EDEL-

WEISS, CRESST, etc. Several have been discussed at the Conference 3); here

only few are mentioned.

As regard XENON, this project realized so far two set-ups: XENON10
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and XENON100 at Gran Sasso Laboratory, using dual phase liquid/gas detec-

tors. Experiments exploiting such technique (like also WARP, ZEPLIN, etc.)

perform statistical discrimination between nuclear recoil-like candidates and

electromagnetic component of the measured counting rate through the ratio of

the prompt scintillation signal (S1) and the delayed signal (S2) due to drifted

electrons in the gaseous phase. The XENON100 experiment has released re-

cently data for an exposure of 224.6 days, using a fiducial volume of 34 kg of

Xenon target mass 4). The experiment starts from a relevant counting rate

and, in order to try to lower it, needs to apply many data selections, sub-

tractions and handling. Each selection step can introduce systematic errors

which can also be variable along the data taking period. Efficiencies of the

procedures are not explained in details. After these selections procedures, an

analysis based on some discrimination between the electromagnetic radiation

and recoiling candidates is applied. Concerns are discussed in literature about

the real response of such devices, in particular, to low energy recoils 5, 6). The

technical performance of the apparata, confirmed also by similar experiments,

has shown that: i) the detectors suffer from non-uniformity; it needs correc-

tions to be evaluated and applied, and systematics to be accounted for; ii) the

response of these detectors is not linear, i.e. the number of photoelectrons/keV

depends on the energy scale and depends also on the applied electric field; iii)

the physical energy threshold is not proved by source calibrations in the en-

ergy interval of interest; the calibrations are done with external sources (due

to the use of electric fields) and the lowest energy calibration point is 122 keV

of 57Co; no calibration is possible at the quoted energy threshold; montecarlo

reconstruction of the spectrum is also required; this limits the sensitivity of the

method and the reliability of the results; iv) the use of energy calibration lines

from Xe activated by neutrons cannot be applied as routine and the studies

on a possible calibration with internal sources have not been realized so far;

v) despite of the small light response (2.28 photoelectron/keVee), an energy

threshold at 1.3 keVee is claimed; vi) the energy resolution is poor; vii) in the

scale-up of the detectors the performances deteriorate; viii) the behaviour of

the light yield for recoils at low energy is in every case, uncertain.

In the double read-out bolometric technique, the heat signal and the ion-

ization signal are used in order to discriminate between electromagnetic events

and recoil-like events. This technique is used by CDMS and EDELWEISS col-
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laborations. CDMS-II detector consists of 19 Ge bolometer of about 230 g each

one and 11 Si bolometer of about 100 g each one. The experiment released data

for an exposure of about 190 kg × day 7) using only 10 Ge detectors in the

analysis (discarding all the data collected with the other ones) and considering

selected time periods for each detector. EDELWEISS employs a target fiducial

mass of about 2 kg of Ge and has released data for an exposure of 384 kg × day

collected in two different periods (July-Nov 08 and April 09-May 10) 8) with a

17% reduction of exposure due to run selection. These two experiments claim

to have an ”event by event” discrimination between noise + electromagnetic

background and recoil + recoil-like (neutrons, end-range alphas, fission frag-

ments,...) events by comparing the bolometer and the ionizing signals for each

event, but their results are, actually, largely based on ”a priori” huge data se-

lections and on the application of other preliminary rejection procedures which

are generally poorly described and often not completely quantified. An example

is the time cut analysis used to remove the so-called surface electrons that are

distributed in the electromagnetic band and in the recoiling one, spanning from

low to high energy. No detailed discussion about the stability and the robust-

ness of the reconstruction procedure is given; a look-up table to identify such

event is used but systematical errors on the stability in time of such table are

not discussed. In these experiments few recoil-like events survive the cuts and

selection procedures applied in the data analysis. These events are generally

interpreted in terms of background. Moreover, most efficiencies and physical

quantities entering in the interpretation of the claimed selected events have

never been properly accounted. In addition, further uncertainties are present

when, as done in some cases, a neutron background modeling is pursued. As

regards, in particular, their application to the search for time dependence of

the data (such as the annual modulation signature), it would require – among

other – to face the objective difficulty to control all the operating conditions –

at the needed level (< 1%) – despite of the required periodical procedures e.g.

for cooling and for radiation source introduction for calibration as well as of the

limitation arising from the reachable duty cycle. The attempt performed by

CDMS-II to search for annual modulation in the data have been done by using

only 8 detectors over 30 and using data that are not continuous over the whole

annual periods considered in the analysis 9). The use of non-overlapping time

periods collected with detectors having background rate within the signal box
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that differ orders of magnitude cannot allow one to get any reliable result (see

e.g. arguments in 10)).

The CRESST experiment exploits the double read-out bolometric tech-

nique, using the heat signal due to an interacting particle in the CaWO4 crys-

tals and the scintillation light produced. A statistical discrimination of nuclear

recoil-like events from electromagnetic radiation is performed. The detector is

placed in the Gran Sasso laboratory. The last data released by the experiment

have been collected with 8 detectors of 300 g each one, for an exposure of about

730 kg × day 11). As regards the cuts and selection procedures applied, most

of the above discussion also holds. After selections, 67 recoil-like events have

been observed in the Oxygen band. The evaluated background contribution

can not account for all the observed events. The unexplained excess of events

and their energy distribution can be interpreted in terms of a WIMP candidate

with spin-independent interaction and a mass in the range of 10-30 GeV. This

is compatible with interpretations of the annual modulation result already re-

ported by DAMA in terms of a WIMP candidate and with the hint reported by

CoGeNT (see later). Improvement in the radiopurity of the set-up are planned,

in order to reduce known source of background. Future results are foreseen.

Other positive hints of a possible light Dark Matter signal have been

reported by the CoGeNT experiment 12). The set-up is composed by 440

g, p-type point contact (PPC) Ge diode, with a very low energy threshold

at 0.4 keVee. It is located in the Soudan Underground Laboratory. In the

data analysis no discrimination between electromagnetic radiation and nuclear

recoils is applied. Only noise events are rejected. The experiment observes an

excess of events with respect to an estimated background in the energy range

0.4-3.2 keVee. The energy spectrum of the excess is compatible with a signal

produced by the interaction of a DM particle with a mass around 10 GeV. In

addition in an exposure of 146 kg × days the CoGeNT experiment also reports

an evidence at about 2.8σ C.L. of an annual modulation of the counting rate

(see later) in (0.5-0.9) keV with phase and period compatible with a Dark

Matter signal. The modulation effect observed is similar to that observed with

much higher statistical significance by the DAMA collaboration before.

It is worth noting that – in every case – in experiment using discrimi-

nation procedures the result will not be the identification of the presence of

WIMP elastic scatterings because of the known existing recoil-like indistin-
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guishable background which can hardly be estimated at the needed level of

precision. Finally, the electromagnetic component of the counting rate, re-

jected in this approach, can contain the signal or part of it and will be lost by

these approaches.

To search for an elastic scattering WIMP the approach based on the

so-called directionality signature can also be considered. It is based on the

correlation between the distribution of the recoiling events with the galactic

motion of the Earth. In the practice, this approach has some technical difficul-

ties because it is arduous to detect the short recoil track. Different techniques

are under consideration but, up to now, they are at R&D stage and have not

yet produced competitive results in the field (see e.g. the DRIFT project or the

DM-TPC experiment). It has been been suggested also the use of anisotropic

scintillator detectors 13). Low background ZnWO4 crystal scintillators have

been recently proposed; the features and performances of such scintillators are

very promising; a paper exploiting this technique has been recently published
14).

3 Model independent signatures

To obtain a reliable signature for the presence of DM particles in the galactic

halo, it is necessary to follow a suitable model independent approach. With

the present technology, one feasible and able to test a large range of cross

sections and of DM particle halo densities, is the so-called annual modula-

tion signature 15). The annual modulation of the signal rate originates from

the Earth revolution around the Sun and offers many peculiarities since the

effect induced by DM particles must simultaneously satisfy all the following

requirements: (i) the rate must contain a component modulated according to

a cosine function; (ii) with one year period; (iii) with a phase roughly around

2nd June; (iv) the modulation must only be found in a well-defined low energy

range, where DM particles can induce signals; (v) it must apply just to those

events in which only one detector, in a multi-detectors set-up, actually ”fires”

(single-hit events), since the probability that DM particles would have multiple

interactions is negligible; (vi) the modulation amplitude in the region of max-

imal sensitivity has to be ≤ 7% for usually adopted halo distributions, but it

can be significantly larger in case of some possible scenarios. To mimic such a

signature either spurious effects or side reactions should be able not only to ac-
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count for the observed modulation amplitude but also to simultaneously satisfy

all the requirements. This signature has been exploited with large exposure –

using highly radiopure NaI(Tl) as target material – by the former DAMA/NaI

experiment and the present DAMA/LIBRA one. In the following the obtained

model-independent result will be briefly recalled.

4 The model independent result obtained by the DAMA project

exploiting the annual modulation signature

The DAMA/NaI set up and its performances are described in ref. 16, 17, 18, 19),

while the DAMA/LIBRA set-up and its performances are described in ref. 20);

the recent upgrade of DAMA/LIBRA is presented in ref. 21). The sensitive

part of the DAMA/LIBRA set-up is made of 25 highly radiopure NaI(Tl) crys-

tal scintillators placed in a 5-rows by 5-columns matrix; each crystal is coupled

to two low background photomultipliers working in coincidence at single photo-

electron level. The detectors are placed inside a sealed copper box continuously

flushed with HP nitrogen and surrounded by a low background and massive

shield. The whole installation is air-conditioned and the temperature is contin-

uously monitored and recorded. The detectors’ responses range from 5.5 to 7.5

photoelectrons/keV. Energy calibrations with X-rays/γ sources are regularly

carried out down to few keV in the same conditions as the production runs. In

the data analysis a software energy threshold of 2 keV is considered.

The DAMA/LIBRA data released so far correspond to six annual cycles

for an exposure of 0.87 ton×yr 24). Considering these data together with

those previously collected by DAMA/NaI over 7 annual cycles (0.29 ton×yr),

the total exposure collected over 13 annual cycles is 1.17 ton×yr; this is orders

of magnitude larger than the exposures typically collected in the field. Several

analyses on the model-independent DM annual modulation signature have been

performed (see Refs. 22, 23) and references therein); here just few arguments

are mentioned. In particular, Fig. 1 shows the time behaviour of the experi-

mental residual rates of the single-hit events collected by DAMA/NaI and by

DAMA/LIBRA in the (2–6) keV energy interval 22, 23). The superimposed

curve is the cosinusoidal function: A cosω(t− t0) with a period T = 2π

ω
= 1 yr,

with a phase t0 = 152.5 day (June 2nd), and modulation amplitude, A, obtained

by best fit over the 13 annual cycles. The hypothesis of absence of modulation

in the data can be discarded 22, 23) and, when the period and the phase are
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Figure 1: Experimental model-independent residual rate of the single-hit scin-
tillation events, measured by DAMA/NaI over seven and by DAMA/LIBRA
over six annual cycles in the (2 – 6) keV energy interval as a function of the

time 18, 19, 22, 23). The zero of the time scale is January 1st of the first year
of data taking. The experimental points present the errors as vertical bars and
the associated time bin width as horizontal bars. The superimposed curve is
A cosω(t − t0) with period T = 2π

ω
= 1 yr, phase t0 = 152.5 day (June 2nd)

and modulation amplitude, A, equal to the central value obtained by best fit
over the whole data: cumulative exposure is 1.17 ton × yr. The dashed vertical
lines correspond to the maximum expected for the DM signal (June 2nd), while

the dotted vertical lines correspond to the minimum. See Refs. 22, 23) and
text.

released in the fit, values well compatible with those expected for a DM parti-

cle induced effect are obtained 23); for example, in the cumulative (2–6) keV

energy interval: A = (0.0116±0.0013) cpd/kg/keV, T = (0.999±0.002) yr and

t0 = (146 ± 7) day. Summarizing, the analysis of the single-hit residual rate

favours the presence of a modulated cosine-like behaviour with proper features

at 8.9 σ C.L. 23).

The same data of Fig.1 have also been investigated by a Fourier analysis

including the treatment of the experimental errors and of the time binning; a

clear peak corresponding to a period of 1 year 23) has been obtained; this

analysis in other energy regions has shown instead only aliasing peaks. More-

over, while in the (2–6) keV single-hit residuals a clear modulation is present,

it is absent at energies just above 23). In particular, in order to verify ab-

sence of annual modulation in other energy regions and, thus, to also verify

the absence of any significant background modulation, the energy distribution

measured during the data taking periods in energy regions not of interest for

DM detection has also been investigated. The data analyses have allowed to
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exclude the presence of a background modulation in the whole energy spec-

trum at a level much lower than the effect found in the lowest energy region

for the single-hit events 23). A further relevant investigation has been done

by applying the same hardware and software procedures, used to acquire and

to analyse the single-hit residual rate, to the multiple-hits events in which more

than one detector “fires”. In fact, since the probability that a DM particle in-

teracts in more than one detector is negligible, a DM signal can be present just

in the single-hit residual rate. Thus, this allows the study of the background

behaviour in the same energy interval of the observed positive effect. A clear

modulation is present in the single-hit events, while the fitted modulation am-

plitudes for the multiple-hits residual rate are well compatible with zero 23).

Similar results were previously obtained also for the DAMA/NaI case 19).

Thus, again evidence of annual modulation with proper features, as required

by the DM annual modulation signature, is present in the single-hit residuals

(events class to which the DM particle induced events belong), while it is absent

in the multiple-hits residual rate (event class to which only background events

belong). The obtained result offers an additional strong support for the pres-

ence of a DM particle component in the galactic halo further excluding any side

effect either from hardware or from software procedures or from background.

The annual modulation present at low energy has also been analyzed

by depicting the differential modulation amplitudes, Sm, as a function of the

energy. A positive signal is present in the (2–6) keV energy interval, while Sm

values compatible with zero are present just above. It has been also verified that

the measured modulation amplitudes are statistically well distributed in all the

crystals, in all the annual cycles and energy bins; these and other discussions

can be found in ref. 23) and ref. therein.

Concluding the data of DAMA/LIBRA and of DAMA/NaI fulfil all the

requirements of the DM annual modulation signature.

Sometimes naive statements were put forwards as the fact that in nature

several phenomena may show some kind of periodicity. It is worth noting

that the point is whether they might mimic the annual modulation signature

in DAMA/LIBRA (and former DAMA/NaI), i.e. whether they might be not

only quantitatively able to account for the observed modulation amplitude

but also able to simultaneously satisfy all the requirements of the DM annual

modulation signature; the same is also for side reactions.
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Careful investigations on absence of any significant systematics or side

reaction able to account for the measured modulation amplitude and to simul-

taneously satisfy all the requirements of the signature have been quantitatively

carried out (see e.g. ref. 18, 19, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29), refs therein). No

systematics or side reactions able to mimic the signature (that is, able to ac-

count for the measured modulation amplitude and simultaneously satisfy all

the requirements of the signature) have been found or suggested by anyone over

more than a decade.

5 Comparison

The DAMA obtained model independent evidence is compatible with a wide

set of scenarios regarding the nature of the DM candidate and related astro-

physical, nuclear and particle Physics. For examples some given scenarios and

parameters are discussed e.g. in Refs. 18, 19, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36) and

in Appendix A of Ref. 22). Further large literature is available on the topics;

other possibilities are open. Here we just recall the recent papers 37, 38)

where the DAMA/NaI and DAMA/LIBRA results, which fulfill all the many

peculiarities of the model independent DM annual modulation signature, are

examined under the particular hypothesis of a light-mass DM candidate particle

interacting with the detector nuclei by coherent elastic process. In particular,

in Ref. 37) allowed regions are given for DM candidates interacting by elastic

scattering on nuclei including some of the existing uncertainties; comparison

with theoretical expectations for neutralino candidate and with the recent pos-

sible positive hint by CoGeNT 12) is also discussed there (see Fig. 5), while

comparison with possible positive hint by Cresst 11) is discussed in Ref. 38).

It is worth noting that no experiment exists, whose result can be di-

rectly compared in a model-independent way with those by DAMA/NaI and

DAMA/LIBRA.

Other mentioned activities (e.g. 4, 7, 8)) claim model-dependent exclu-

sion under many largely arbitrary assumptions (see for example discussions in
5, 6, 18, 22, 19)); often some critical points also exist in their experimental

aspects. Although often the limits achieved by this approach have been pre-

sented as robust reference points, it can be easily understood that similar results

are quite uncertain not only because of possible underestimated or unknown

systematics in the large data selections and in some experimental aspects, but
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also because the results refer only to a certain (generally largely arbitrary)

set of assumptions. The accounting of the many existing experimental and

theoretical uncertainties can significantly vary the given model dependent re-

sults. In addition implications of the DAMA results are generally presented in

incorrect/partial/no-updated way.

6 Conclusions

Large experimental efforts have been done in the investigation of the DM parti-

cles in the galactic halo. In particular, several techniques have been used. Some

of them have been shortly summarized here. DAMA project reported a model

independent evidence for the presence of DM particles in the galactic halo at

8.9σ C.L. (on a cumulative exposure of 1.17 ton×yr i.e. 13 annual cycles of

DAMA/NaI and DAMA/LIBRA). Positive hints, compatible in some scenarios

with the DAMA results, have been recently reported by CoGeNT and CRESST

experiments. Claimed exclusion mentioned have been obtained by neglecting

some critical points regarding experimental and theoretical aspects. All the

activities mentioned foreseen upgrade of their experimental set-up. Further

interesting results are expected.

In particular DAMA/LIBRA will release soon the results of the last an-

nual cycle collected in its phase 1. At present - after the relevant upgrade

occurred in 2010 21) - it is continuously taking data in the new phase 2.
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Abstract

Can we learn about New Physics with astronomical and astro-particle data?
Since its launch in 2008, the Large Area Telescope, onboard of the Fermi
Gamma-ray Space Telescope, has detected the largest amount of gamma rays
in the 20MeV 300GeV energy range and electrons + positrons in the 7 GeV-
1 TeV range. These impressive statistics allow one to perform a very sensitive
indirect experimental search for dark matter. I will present the latest results
on these searches and the comparison with LHC searches.

1 Introduction

The Fermi Observatory carries two instruments on-board: the Gamma-ray

Burst Monitor (GBM) 1) and the Large Area Telescope (LAT) 2). The

GBM, sensitive in the energy range between 8 keV and 40 MeV, is designed to
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Figure 1: Sky map of the energy flux derived from 24 months of observation.
The image shows γ-ray energy flux for energies between 100 MeV and 10 GeV,
in units of 10−7 erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1.

observe the full unocculted sky with rough directional capabilities (at the level

of one to a few degrees) for the study of transient sources, particularly Gamma-

Ray Bursts (GRBs). The LAT is a pair conversion telescope for photons above

20 MeV up to a few hundreds of GeV. The field of view is ∼2.4 sr and LAT ob-

serves the entire sky every ∼ 3 hours (2 orbits). These features makes the LAT

a great instrument for dark matter (DM) searches. The operation of the instru-

ment through the first three years of the mission was smooth at a level which

is probably beyond the more optimistic pre- launch expectations. The LAT

has been collecting science data for more than 99% of the time spent outside

the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). The remaining tiny fractional down-time

accounts for both hardware issues and detector calibrations 3), 4).

More than 650 million gamma-ray candidates (i.e. events passing the

background rejection selection) were made public and distributed to the Com-

munity through the Fermi Science Support Center (FSSC) 1.

Over the first three years of mission the LAT collaboration has put a

1The FSSC is available at http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc
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considerable effort toward a better understanding of the instrument and of

the environment in which it operates. In addition to that a continuous effort

was made to in order to make the advances public as soon as possible. In

August 2011 the first new event classification (Pass 7) since launch was released,

along with the corresponding Instrument Response Functions. Compared with

the pre-launch (Pass 6 ) classification, it features a greater and more uniform

exposure, with a significance enhancement in acceptance below 100 MeV.

2 The Second Fermi-LAT catalog

The high-energy gamma-ray sky is dominated by diffuse emission: more than

70% of the photons detected by the LAT are produced in the interstellar space

of our Galaxy by interactions of high-energy cosmic rays with matter and

low-energy radiation fields. An additional diffuse component with an almost-

isotropic distribution (and therefore thought to be extragalactic in origin) ac-

counts for another significant fraction of the LAT photon sample. The rest

consists of various different types of point-like or extended sources: Active

Galactic Nuclei (AGN) and normal galaxies, pulsars and their relativistic wind

nebulae, globular clusters, binary systems, shock-waves remaining from super-

nova explosions and nearby solar-system bodies like the Sun and the Moon.

The Second Fermi-LAT catalog (2FGL) 5) is the deepest catalog ever

produced in the energy band between 100 MeV and 100 GeV. Compared to

the First Fermi-LAT (1FGL) 6) , it features several significant improvements:

it is based on data from 24 (vs. 11) months of observation and makes use of

the new Pass 7 event selection. The energy flux map is shown in figure 1 and

the sky-distribution of the 1873 sources is shown in figure 2. It is interesting to

note that 127 sources are firmly identified, based either on periodic variability

(e.g. pulsars) or on spatial morphology or on correlated variability. In addition

to that 1170 are reliably associated with sources known at other wavelengths,

while 576 (i.e. 31% of the total number of entries in the catalog) are still

unassociated.

3 Indirect Dark Matter searches

One of the major open issues in our understanding of the Universe is the ex-

istence of an extremely-weakly interacting form of matter, the Dark Matter
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Figure 2: Full sky map (top) and blow-up of the inner Galactic region (bottom)
showing sources by source class. Identified sources are shown with a red symbol,
associated sources in blue.
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(DM), supported by a wide range of observations including large scale struc-

tures, the cosmic microwave background and the isotopic abundances resulting

from the primordial nucleosynthesis. Complementary to direct searches being

carried out in underground facilities and at accelerators, the indirect search

for DM is one of the main items in the broad Fermi Science menu. The word

indirect denotes here the search for signatures of Weakly Interactive Massive

Particle (WIMP) annihilation or decay processes through the final products

(gamma-rays, electrons and positrons, antiprotons) of such processes. Among

many other ground-based and space-borne instruments, the LAT plays a promi-

nent role in this search through a variety of distinct search targets: gamma-ray

lines, Galactic and isotropic diffuse gamma-ray emission, dwarf satellites, CR

electrons and positrons.

3.1 Galactic center

The Galactic center (GC) is expected to be the strongest source of γ-rays from

DM annihilation, due to its coincidence with the cusped part of the DM halo

density profile 7), 8), 9). A preliminary analysis of the data, taken during

the first 11 months of the Fermi satellite operations is presented in 10), 11)

and it is shown in figures 3 and 4.

The diffuse gamma-ray backgrounds and discrete sources, as we know

them today, can account for the large majority of the detected gamma-ray

emission from the Galactic Center. Nevertheless a residual emission is left, not

accounted for by the above models 10), 11).

Improved modeling of the Galactic diffuse model as well as the potential

contribution from other astrophysical sources (for instance unresolved point

sources) could provide a better description of the data. Analyses are underway

to investigate these possibilities.

3.2 Dwarf galaxies

Dwarf satellites of the Milky Way are among the cleanest targets for indirect

dark matter searches in gamma-rays. They are systems with a very large

mass/luminosity ratio (i.e. systems which are largely DM dominated). The

LAT detected no significant emission from any of such systems and the upper

limits on the γ-ray flux allowed us to put very stringent constraints on the

parameter space of well motivated WIMP models 12).
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Figure 3: Spectra from the likelihood analysis of the Fermi LAT data (number
of counts vs reconstructed energy) in a 7◦×7◦ region around the Galactic Center
(

Figure 4: Residuals ( (exp.data - model)/model) of the above likelihood anal-
ysis. The blue area shows the systematic errors on the effective area.
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Figure 5: Derived 95% C.L. upper limits on WIMP annihilation cross sections
for different channels

Figure 6: Predicted 95% C.L. upper limits on WIMP annihilation cross sections
in 10 years for bbar channel.
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Figure 7: MSSM models in the (mwimp,< σv >) plane. The models are consis-
tent with all accelerator constraints and red points have a neutralino thermal
relic abundance corresponding to the inferred cosmological dark matter density
(blue points have a lower thermal relic density, and we assume that neutrali-
nos still comprise all of the dark matter in virtue of additional non-thermal
production processes

A combined likelihood analysis of the 10 most promising dwarf galaxies,

based on 24 months of data and pushing the limits below the thermal WIMP

cross section for low DM masses (below a few tens of GeV), has been recently

performed 14).

The derived 95% C.L. upper limits on WIMP annihilation cross sections

for different channels are shown in figure 5. The most generic cross section

(∼ 3 · 10−26cm3s−1 for a purely s-wave cross section) is plotted as a reference.

These results are obtained for NFW profiles 13) but for cored dark matter

profile the J-factors for most of the dSphs would either increase or not change

much so these results includes J-factor uncertainties 14).

With the present data we are able to rule out large parts of the param-
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eter space where the thermal relic density is below the observed cosmological

dark matter density and WIMPs are dominantly produced non-thermally, e.g.

in models where supersymmetry breaking occurs via anomaly mediation (see

figure 7 for the MSSM model, updated from 12)).

These γ-ray limits also constrain some WIMP models proposed to ex-

plain the Fermi LAT and PAMELA e+e− data, including low-mass wino-like

neutralinos and models with TeV masses pair-annihilating into muon-antimuon

pairs.

Future improvements (apart from increased amount of data) will include

an improved event selection with a larger effective area and photon energy

range, and the inclusion of more satellite galaxies. In figures 6 and 7 are shown

the predicted upper limits in the hypothesis of 10 years of data instead of 2;

30 dSphs instead of ten (supposing that the new optical surveys will find new

dSph); spatial extension analysis (source extension increases the signal region

at high energy E ≥ 10 GeV,M ≥ 200 GeV ).

Other complementary limits were obtained with the search of possible

anisotropies generated by the DM halo substructures 15), the search for Dark

Matter Satellites 16) or in the Galactic Halo 17) and a search for high-energy

cosmic-ray electrons from the Sun 18).

3.3 Gamma-ray lines

A line at the WIMP mass, due to the 2γ production channel, could be observed

as a feature in the astrophysical source spectrum 9). Such an observation would

be a “smoking gun” for WIMP DM as it is difficult to explain by a process

other than WIMP annihilation or decay and the presence of a feature due to

annihilation into γZ in addition would be even more convincing.

Up to now however no significant evidence of gamma-ray line(s) has been

found in the first 11 months of data, between 30 and 200 GeV 19) and in

the first two years of data from 7 to 200 GeV 20) (see figure 8) and work is

ongoing to extend the energy range of the analysis and include more data.

Recently, the claim of an indication of line emission in Fermi-LAT data
21, 22) has drawn considerable attention. Using an analysis technique similar

to 19), but doubling the amount of data as well as optimizing the region of

interest for signal over square-root of background, 21) found a (trial corrected)

3.2 σ significant excess at a mass of ∼ 130 GeV that, if interpreted as a signal
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Figure 8: Dark matter annihilation 95% CL cross section upper limits into γγ

for the NFW, Einasto, and isothermal profiles for the region |b| > 10◦ plus a
20◦ × 20◦ square at the GC

would amount to a cross-section of about < σv >∼ 10−27cm3s−1.

The signal is concentrated on the Galactic Centre with a spatial distribu-

tion consistent with an Einasto profile 23). This is marginally compatible with

the upper limit presented in 20). The main problems are the limited statistics

in the GC sample and the check for any systematic effect that can mimic the

line. A new version of the Instrument Response Function (IRF) (called Pass

8 ) is foreseen soon from the Fermi Lat collaboration. With this new analysis

software we should increase the efficiency of the instrument at high energy and

have a better control of the systematic effects.

3.4 The Cosmic Ray Electron spectrum

Recently the experimental information available on the Cosmic Ray Electron

(CRE) spectrum has been dramatically expanded with a high precision mea-

surement of the electron spectrum from 7 GeV to 1 TeV 24), 25). The

spectrum shows no prominent spectral features and it is significantly harder
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than that inferred from several previous experiments. (see figure 9) .

More recently we provided a further, and stronger, evidence of the positron

anomaly by providing direct measurement of the absolute e+ and e− spectra,

and of their fraction, between 20 and 200 GeV using the Earth magnetic field

(see figure 9). A steady rising of the positron fraction was observed up to that

energy in agreement with that found by PAMELA. In the same energy range,

the e− spectrum was fitted with a power-law with index γ(e−) = −3.19± 0.07

which is in agreement with what recently measured by PAMELA between 1

and 625 GeV 26). Most importantly, Fermi-LAT measured, for the first time,

the e+ spectrum in the 20 - 200 GeV energy interval (see figure 10) . The e+

spectrum is fitted by a power-law with index γ(e+) = −2.77± 0.14.

These measurements seems to rule out the standard scenario in which the

bulk of electrons reaching the Earth in the GeV - TeV energy range are origi-

nated by Supernova Remnants (SNRs) and only a small fraction of secondary

positrons and electrons comes from the interaction of CR nuclei with the inter-

stellar medium (ISM). An additional electron + positron component peaked at

∼ 1 TeV seems necessary for a consistent description of all the available data

sets. The temptation to claim the discovery of dark matter from detection

of electrons from annihilation of dark matter particles is strong but there are

competing astrophysical sources, such as pulsars, that can give a strong flux of

primary positrons and electrons (see 29) and references therein). At energies

between 100 GeV and 1 TeV the electron flux reaching the Earth may be the

sum of an almost homogeneous and isotropic component produced by Galactic

supernova remnants and the local contribution of a few pulsars with the latter

expected to contribute more and more significantly as the energy increases.

If a single pulsar give the dominant contribution to the extra component a

large anisotropy and a small bumpiness should be expected; if several pulsars

contribute the opposite scenario is expected.

So far no positive detection of CRE anisotropy was reported by the Fermi-

LAT collaboration, but some stringent upper limits were published 30) the

pulsar scenario is still compatible with these upper limits.

Forthcoming experiments like AMS-02 and CALET are expected to re-

duce drastically the uncertainties on the propagation parameters by providing

more accurate measurements of the spectra of the nuclear components of CR.

Fermi-LAT and those experiments are also expected to provide more accurate
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measurements of the CRE spectrum and anisotropy looking for features which

may give a clue of the nature of the extra component.

4 Conclusions

Fermi turned four years in orbit on June, 2012, and it is definitely living up to

its expectations in terms of scientific results delivered to the community. The

mission is planned to continue at least four more years (likely more) with many

remaining opportunities for discoveries.
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Abstract

Dark matter is one of the main goals of neutrino astronomy. At present, there
are two big neutrino telescopes based on the Cherenkov technique in ice and
water: IceCube at the South Pole and ANTARES in the northern hemisphere.
Both telescopes are performing an indirect search for Dark Matter by looking
for a statistical excess of neutrinos coming from astrophysical massive objects.
This excess could be an evidence of the possible annihilation of dark matter
particles in the centre of these objects. In one of the most popular scenarios
the Dark Matter is composed of WIMP particles. The analysis and results of
the ANTARES neutrino telescope for the indirect detection of Dark Matter
fluxes from the Sun are here presented, as well as the latest IceCube published
sensitivity results, for different Dark Matter models.
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1 Introduction: Dark Matter and the WIMP scenario

In recent years the abundance of cosmological data, such those provided by the

WMAP satellite observations 1) or by the studies of Ia supernovae 2), confirmed

that only the 26% (Ωm = 0.26) of the energy balance of the Universe is under

the form of matter. Moreover, in this percentage, only the 19% is composed

by baryonic matter (Ωb = 0.044). This means that the 81% of matter in

our Universe has a non baryonic nature (Ωcdm = 0.21). This component,

called Dark Matter (DM) since not luminous, is necessary to explain a lot of

phenomena: among others the rotational curves in spiral galaxies 3) and the

Bullet cluster merging 4).

Candidates for DM must be massive, neutral, stable on cosmological time

scales and only weakly and gravitationally interacting. Since neutrinos have

relativistic velocities they can not be interpreted as possible DM candidates be-

cause they were not able to form the current structures of the Universe. Thus,

no Standard Model particles share these properties. One of the most popular

and tested scenario is that of Dark Matter composed of the Weakly Interacting

Massive Particles (WIMPs). The previous listed characteristics can be repro-

duced in several models 5). In this paper we take into account the two most

accredited models: Supersymmetry (SUSY) and Universal Extra Dimensions

(UED), in particular their constrained versions: CMSSM and mUED, where

the WIMP particles (lightest neutralino and lightest Kaluza-Klein particle) are

stable due to the conservation of R-parity and of KK-parity respectively.

There are two ways to experimentally detect WIMPs of our galactic

halo 6). The first is the direct search, which aim is to detect the recoil en-

ergy of the nuclei; the second is the indirect search, based on the detection of

the products of WIMP annihilations in massive celestial bodies (stars, planets,

galaxies). WIMPs loose energy through elastic scattering on nuclei and can be

gravitationally captured in massive objects like the Sun, where they reach the

inner core and there they can self-annihilate (being Majorana particles) produc-

ing some Standard Model particles that eventually decay producing neutrinos1

that can be observed at Earth with large neutrino telescopes.

1The interaction producing directly neutrinos (of the same energy of the
WIMP mass) is suppressed for non relativistic particles in the CMSSM case
and permitted in the mUED one.
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2 Large neutrino telescopes

Several neutrino telescope have been built in recent years. This kind of tele-

scopes are based on the detection of the Cherenkov light induced by the prop-

agation of relativistic muons generated by neutrino interactions in transparent

media like water or ice. Given the small value of neutrino cross-section and

the decrease of the flux with the increasing energy, detectors of big mass are

necessary. Here we focus on the IceCube and ANTARES experiments.

Since the Earth acts as a shield against all the particles except neutrinos, a

neutrino telescope mainly uses the detection of up-going muons as a signature

of a muon neutrino (νµ) interaction in the Earth below the detector. The

muon, travelling in water or ice, induces Cherenkov light that can be detected

by the optical modules. The big range of distance covered by muons, permit to

observe also interactions that happened hundreds meters far from the detector.

Neutrinos of different flavours can also be detected, but with less efficiency

and angular precision because the travelled distances of the respective leptons

are short. IceCube can detect muons with a minimum energy of 10-20 GeV

with the DeepCore extension, while ANTARES is able to detect muons with a

minimum energy of 20 GeV and also the neutrino direction with an accuracy

of roughly 0.3◦ for energies beyond 10 TeV.

2.1 The IceCube experiment

IceCube is the largest neutrino observatory in the world 7). It is located at

the South Pole immersed in the ice. It consists of 4800 optical sensors or

Digital Optical Modules (DOMs) installed on 80 strings between 1450 m and

2450 m below the surface: 1 km of instrumented lines. The in-ice array is

complemented by a surface array, IceTop, composed of 160 ice-tanks at the top

of the strings. Each tank contains two DOMs. There is also a more dense region

of further 6 strings called DeepCore implemented in order to have an improved

light collection and a lower energy threshold. The detector construction has

been completed in 2011. IceCube covers an area of roughly 1 km2 and a volume

of 1 km3. Each DOM consists of a 25 cm photomultiplier tube (PMT) in a

glass sphere, equipped also with the electronics to perform the digitization and

transmission of the signal to the surface such as to operate as a complete and

autonomous data acquisition system. For each string there are 60 DOMs with
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a spacing of 17 m between them. The strings of modules are deployed in ice

into holes drilled with hot water. The absolute positioning of the DOMs is

measured with the deeper pressure sensor and by the means of laser range at

the moment of the deployment. Depths of individual DOMs are determined to

an accuracy of 50 cm. The absolute time accuracy on the time of arrival of the

signals is guaranteed by a 20 MHz local clock.

2.2 The ANTARES detector

ANTARES is the first and largest submarine neutrino telescope in the Northern

hemisphere 8). It was completed in 2008 and located (42◦ 48’ N, 6◦ 10’ E) in

the Mediterranean Sea at roughly 2475 m depth, 42 km offshore of the cost of

Toulon (France). The detector consists of a three-dimensional array of 885 10”

PMTs disposed in 12 vertical strings. These strings are spread over an area of

about 0.1 km2. The basic unit of the detector is the Optical Module (OM),

containing one PMT and the associated electronics 9), housed in a pressure

resistant glass sphere with a mu-metal cage to minimize the effect of the Earth’s

magnetic field. The OMs are grouped together in 25 storeys (of three OMs) for

each string interconnected via an electro-mechanical cable with the exception

of one string which has 20 storeys since the last five are devoted to acoustic

measures. The OMs are arranged with the axis of the PMT tubes 45◦ below the

horizontal plane in order to increase the efficiency to detect up-going events.

The height of the instrumented strings is 300 m. The distance between two

consecutive storeys is 14.5 m. The horizontal distance between two adjacent

strings is 60-75 m. There is also one instrumented line for sea environmental

measurements. The top of the string consists of a buoy and they are anchored

on the sea bed. The absolute position of the detector components as a function

of time is obtained through an acoustic triangulation system combined with

an orientation system that permit to determine the inclination and orientation

of the single storeys 10). The absolute UTC time accuracy is guaranteed by a

GPS system and by the 25 MHz clock of the detector.

3 ANTARES search for Dark Matter towards the Sun

Here we present the analysis performed in the ANTARES collaboration to

search for a signal towards the Sun with the data taken by the experiment in the

period 2007-2008. The Sun is a very interesting source for Dark Matter search.
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In fact, the possible signal identification would have a crucial importance: we

do not expect such kind of signal arising from the Sun since the solar neutrinos

have a lower energy and the neutrinos produced in the Sun’s corona by cosmic

rays are negligible. References for other analyses with the same data sample

performed in the collaboration are 11, 12, 13).

3.1 Data and simulations of signal and background

In the large part of the year 2007 ANTARES was in a 5-lines configuration

for a total of 185.5 days of active detector; while in the year 2008 the detector

configuration varied: 10,9,12 (since May) lines (for maintenance and repair

operations) for a total of 189.8 days of active detector.

The first task in the ANTARES analyses is the discrimination between

signal and background events. The main two background sources are the large

flux of atmospheric muons and the flux atmospheric neutrinos both produced

in the interaction of cosmic rays in the Earth’s atmosphere. In order to reduce

the first kind of background, the detector is installed at large depth. More-

over, only upgoing events are accepted. Still, a small fraction (but large in

absolute number) of atmospheric muons are reconstructed as upgoing. By im-

posing strict quality cuts in the tracks, they can be further removed. The

second background is irreducible since neutrinos can pass trough the Earth de-

tected as up-going events; but we can consider that atmospheric neutrinos are

isotropically distributed all over the sky while the signal neutrinos are expected

to peak in the Sun direction only, so we are looking for an excess of events over

an expected background. In figure 1 an example of data-Monte Carlo compar-

ison where the two kinds of backgrounds are involved it is shown. We have

to notice that for the background estimation we used the scrambled data2 to

reduce the effects of the possible systematic uncertainties.

To reconstruct both data and Monte Carlo events a fast and reliable algo-

rithm, called BBFit, has been developed in the ANTARES collaboration 14).

This algorithm is based on the multiple coincidences of the Cherenkov pho-

tons arriving on the OMs of the apparatus (hits). Then, the minimization of

a χ2 function, containing the difference between expected and measured hits,

permits to reconstruct the track of the events with a given quality Q.

2Scrambled data are obtained randomising the UTC time of the events in
the considered data taking period
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Figure 1: Comparison between data and simulation for the elevation coordi-
nate of the events. A Q < 1.4 is applied. The red dashed line represents the
simulated atmospheric muons; the blue pointed line shows the simulated atmo-
spheric up-going neutrinos; the black crosses represent scrambled data. The
ratio of data over the simulation is shown below the main plot.

The simulation of signal events from Dark Matter annihilation in the Sun

is computed with the WimpSim package 15), with which we can evaluate the

differential neutrino spectra. Several annihilation channels are available for

different WIMP masses in order to reproduce any possible Dark Matter model.

The neutrino interactions in the Sun medium, the regeneration of τ leptons

together with the standard neutrino oscillation scenario has been taken into

account. We assume also that capture and annihilation rates are in equilibrium

in the Sun. In the CMSSM the main annihilation channels are W+W−, τ+τ−

and bb̄; for mUED are cc̄, τ+τ−, bb̄, tt̄ and νν̄. Another thing to note is that,

although the Sun have a size of roughly half degree, since the annihilation

reactions happens in its core, we can consider it as a point source.
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Figure 2: Distribution of the spatial angle Ψ ∈[0◦,20◦] of the event tracks
with respect to the Sun’s direction for the expected background computed from
the time-scrambled data (solid blue line) compared to the data after the basic
selection criteria (black triangles). A 1σ Poisson uncertainty is shown for each
data point (black crosses).

3.2 The optimization of the cuts

In the analysis we performed a binned search: it means to count the number

of events (signal and background) within an angular bin of given aperture Ψ

centred in the Sun position (see figure 2). It is important to note that we

followed also a blind3 procedure to choose the cuts to apply to our data. The

optimization of these cuts has been done using the Model Rejection Factor

(MRF) method 16). Two parameters were considered for the optimization: the

quality of the event reconstruction Q and the half-cone angle aperture around

the Sun Ψ. The MRF give us the optimized set of these two parameters to

obtain the better average upper limit (at 90% C.L.) on the flux of neutrinos4

3In this way the cuts are selected before to look at the source of interest,
avoiding a possible bias.

4With neutrinos we means the sum of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos.
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arising from Dark Matter annihilation in the Sun. This average flux upper

limit can be expressed by:

ϕ̄90%ν =
µ̄90%

Aeff (MWIMP )× Teff
(1)

where µ̄90% is the average upper limit in the event number, derived from the

Feldman and Cousins calculations 17), Aeff (MWIMP ) is the effective area and

Teff is the active detector data taking period. This evaluation has been done

for each mass and channel of the two models chosen.

3.3 Results and conclusions

Using equation 1 it is possible to evaluate the sensitivity for all the Dark Matter

models considered. In figure 3 the average upper limits in the neutrino flux

as a function of the WIMP mass are shown. Because of the high dependence

of branching ratios over the CMSSM parameter space the different channels

are separate; this is not in the mUED case so we can combine the channels

conserving a reliable representation. The best limits in CMSSM arise from

the W+W− and τ+τ− channels since they have a hard energy spectrum (more

neutrino events). For mUED case the channel that most contribute is the τ+τ−

so the total sensitivity is close to the one of that channel of the CMSSM case.

We can also pass from these limits on neutrino fluxes to the limits on the spin-

dependent cross-section of the WIMPs with protons σH,SD. The differential

neutrino flux is:
dϕν
dEν

=
Γ

4πd2

∑
f

Bf

(
dNν

dEν

)
f

(2)

where d is the distance between the Sun and the Earth, (dNν/dEν)f is the dif-

ferential number of neutrino events for each channel, Bf the relative branching

ratios and Γ ≃ C⊗/2 is the annihilation rate as related to the capture rate C⊗

assuming the equilibrium of the two rates inside the Sun5.

5The capture rate expression, assuming a Navarro Frank and White (NFW)
profile for the Dark Matter density and a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distri-

bution, is: C⊗ ≃ 3.35 × 1018s−1 ×
(

ρlocal

0.3GeV cm−3

)
×

(
270kms−1

vlocal

)
×

(
σH,SD

10−6pb

)
×(

TeV
MWIMP

)2

.
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Figure 3: 90% CL upper limit on the neutrino plus anti-neutrino flux as a
function of the WIMP mass in the range MWIMP∈[10 GeV;1 TeV] for the three
channels bb̄, W+W , τ+τ (CMSSM) and a combination of channels (mUED).

In figure 4 the limits on the σH,SD values (obtained with a scan of the

SuperBayes package 18)) for CMSSM and mUED models can be seen. In

the spin-dependent case both ANTARES and IceCube limits are competitive

compared with the direct search experiments (this is not in the case for limits

on the spin-independent cross-section).

4 Summary of the IceCube Sun analysis

The search for Dark Matter in the IceCube collaboration has given results with

the 79-string detector 19) and, for the first time, with the DeepCore expansion
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Figure 4: up) 90% CL upper limits on the spin-dependent WIMP-proton
cross-section as a function of the WIMP mass in the range MWIMP ∈[10
GeV;5 TeV], for the three channels: bb̄ (dotted line), W+W (solid line), τ+τ
(dashed line), for ANTARES (red line) compared to the results of other indirect
search experiments: SuperKamiokande 19962008 (blue line) and IceCube-40
plus AMANDA 2001-2008 (green line) and the results of direct search exper-
iments: KIMS 2007 (black dot-dashed line) and COUPP 2011 (black dashed
line); down) The same plot for a combination of channels in the mUED model
(red line). Results from IceCube-22 2007 (green dotted line) and IceCube-22+40
2007-2008 (green solid line) are shown for comparison.
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Figure 5: 90% CL upper limits on spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross-section
as a function of the WIMP mass for annihilation channels W+W− (red solid
line) τ+τ− (black square and line) and bb̄ (red dotted line) over a range of
WIMP masses. Systematic uncertainties are included. The shaded region rep-
resents an allowed MSSM parameter space taking into account recent acceler-
ator, cosmological and direct DM search constraints. Results from Super-K,

COUPP, KIMS, CDMS, XENON-100 are shown for comparison 21).

in the period between June 2010 and May 20116. The total active detector

lifetime was of 317 days, with more than 60× 109 recorded events and roughly

25000 signal-like events in the final state. With DeepCore the analysis has

reached neutrino energies of 10-20 GeV. To simulate the signal the packages

DarkSusy 20) andWimpSim 15) were used. The search was binned with respect

to the Sun position. Comparing signal simulation and data some cuts have been

placed to reduce the contamination of atmospheric muon events (requiring a

good quality reconstruction and a strong containment detection). To optimize

the applied cuts a likelihood analysis was done (with the Feldman and Cousins

6The data acquisition is divided in two periods: austral summer and austral
winter, when the Sun is above and below the horizon respectively
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technique 17)). In figure 5 the results of this analysis, as limits on the WIMP-

proton spin-dependent cross-section, compared to other experimental limits

(for both direct and indirect searches) are shown. For a more complete review

on the search for Dark Matter in the IceCube collaboration see the reference
22).
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Abstract

We consider a phenomenological approach to constraining dark matter inter-
actions with quarks by the exchange of a light mediator particle. We find that,
for low WIMP masses, an old beam dump experiment provides stronger bounds
than currently obtainable at the LHC with monojet searches.

1 A toy model for light dark matter

The search for particle dark matter (DM) benefits from many and diverse

approaches, both theoretically and experimentally. Recently, there has been

much theoretical interest in scenarios for light, “secluded” DM 1), where the

DM – generally a hypothesized Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP)

– interacts with the SM only by the exchange of a mediator particle. There

are several viable portals for such an interaction. For example, the WIMP
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candidate could be charged under an additional U(1)′ gauge boson which mixes

kinetically with the U(1)Y of the Standard Model (SM) (e.g. 2)).

We propose a phenomenological approach to the mediation of dark matter

interactions with the SM, and do not specify a particular portal. We consider

Dirac fermionic dark matter (though the analysis is easily extendable to Ma-

jorana or scalar DM) which interacts with the SM quarks by the exchange of

a mediator particle that is of scalar, vector, pseudo-scalar or axial-vector type.

The corresponding interaction terms in the Lagrangian are:

LV = Vµ

(
gq
∑
q

q̄γµq + gχ χ̄γ
µχ

)
, LS = φ

(
gq
∑
q

q̄q + gχχ̄χ

)
, (1)

with similar terms for axial-vector and pseudo-scalar mediators1. For the vector

case, this framework encompasses the physics of the popular kinetic mixing

paradigm. As a simplifying assumption, we take the couplings to all quark

flavours, gq, to be equal.

One sensitive testing ground for light dark matter is the current gener-

ation of neutrino fixed target experiments 3, 4). Here, we will consider a

predecessor to the current facilities, the proton beam dump experiment E613,

which ran in the 1980s at Fermilab 5, 6). The relatively high beam energy at

E613 (400 GeV) allows the probing of WIMP masses in the ∼ few GeV range,

whereas the current generation operate at much lower energy (the highest being

MINOS which uses the 30 GeV NuMI beamline 7)).

2 Dark matter production and rescattering

WIMP production, pp→ χχ̄, in the target proceeds through the s-channel via

quark annihilation directly to the mediator particle, which subsequently splits

into two WIMPs. We study only the kinematic regime where the mass of the

mediator is less than twice the final state mass of the WIMPs, mmed < 2mχ,

meaning there is no resonant production. The alternate kinematic regime,

2mχ > mmed was covered in the context of current neutrino experiments re-

cently in 4). The production process was implemented in MadGraph 5 8).

After production, the WIMPs may rescatter in 15m of iron shielding

(atomic number AFe = 56, density ρFe = 7.87 g/cm3) before passing through

1Subject to appropriate factors of γ5.
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Quantity E613
Beam Energy (EB) 400 GeV
Protons on Target (POT) 1017

Target Material tungsten
Target Nucleon Density (nT ) 1.15× 1025/cm3

Target Length (LT ) 43 cm
Distance to Detector (L) 55.8 m
(Effective) Detector Area 1.77 m2

Detector Length 166 cm

Table 1: Relevant details concerning the E613 experiment 5, 6).

the detector (with a lead-dominated fiducial mass, APb = 208, density ρPb =

11.34 g/cm3) 56m down the beam tunnel. A WIMP scattering in the detector

appears indistinguishably from a neutrino neutral current (NC) event – this

allows us constrain the strength of the WIMP interaction with quarks. In lieu

of a reliable model of the neutrino NC background, we conservatively require

that the predicted number of WIMP NC events is lower than the total number

of detected NC events at E613, i.e. less than 156.

The number of WIMPs produced at the target is (see Table 1 for experi-

mental parameters):

Nprod = 2× σ(pp→ χχ̄)× LT × nT × POT (2)

The number of expected NC events in the detector from this flux may be found

by calculating the probability that the WIMP scatters in the detector, but not

in the intervening shielding, i.e.

Ndetected = ε× (1− PFe)× PPb ×Nprod . (3)

The geometric acceptance of the detector is represented schematically by the

parameter ε, which accounts for the rapidity cut on the WIMPs. In order for

a WIMP to hit the detector face, conservatively modelled as a circle of radius

0.75 m, it must be produced with an opening angle of ∆θ = 0.75 m
55.8 m = 0.0134

radians in the lab frame. The leading-twist probability for a WIMP to scatter

is:

P =

∫ L

0

dx
1

λ
e−

x
λ , where λ =

A

NA × ρ× σ (χN → χN)
. (4)
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NA is Avagadro’s number, 6.022× 1023, and σ (χN → χN) is the cross section

for the deep inelastic scattering of a WIMP from a nucleon, N . λ is the mean

free path in a material with atomic mass number A and density ρ.

A Monte Carlo simulation was employed to calculate the number of

WIMP NC events expected in the detector. The simulation (implemented

in C++) accounted for the geometric considerations above and the rescattering

in both the shielding and the detector, though it was found that the shielding

causes a negligible loss, (1− PFe) ∼ 1 .

3 Results

Figure 1 displays the bounds obtained on the WIMP coupling-mass plane for

a mediator particle of mass 1 GeV. Also shown is a bound from the LHC,

calculated using the monojet analysis of the CMS collaboration 9). Here,

WIMPs are created in a pp collision and leave no trace in the detector; the

signal is a single jet with missing transverse energy. The CMS analysis permits

660 monojet events above the SM background, from which we derive our bound,

which is consistent with other recent work 10).

The constraints from E613 shown in Figure 1 get stronger as the WIMP

mass decreases, clearly suggesting the investigation of MeV scale WIMPs, which

already well theoretically motivated (e.g. 2)). However, with a 400 GeV proton

beam and such light WIMPs, one can run into a region of small Bjorken-

x. Here, parton-level deep inelastic scattering is no longer an appropriate

description, owing to the gluon saturation of the parton distribution functions.

A new model of the nucleus must be employed, whereby the interaction of the

mediator and nucleon occurs via a colour dipole 11). With such a model in

hand, one could reliably probe MeV-scale WIMP and mediator masses 12).
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Figure 1: Limits on a combination of coupling parameters for 1 GeV (a) vector
(b) axial-vector (c) scalar and (d) pseudo-scalar mediators. The shaded regions
represent areas of parameter space ruled out by the respective experiment.
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Abstract

The injection of secondary particles produced by dark annihilation around red-
shift ∼ 1000 would inevitably affect the process of recombination, leaving an
imprint on cosmic microwave background (CMB) temperature and polariza-
tion anisotropies. We show that the most recent CMB measurements pro-
vided by the WMAP satellite mission and the ACT telescope place interesting
constraints on DM self-annihilation rates. Our analysis includes an accurate
treatment of the time-dependent coupling of the DM annihilation energy with
the thermal gas. We present constraints for specific models of dark matter
annihilation channels, as well as a model-independent approach to calculate
constraints with future experiments, based on a principal components analysis.
We show that current data place already stringent constraints on light DM
particles, ruling out thermal WIMPs with mass m . 10GeV annihilating into
electrons and WIMPs with mass m . 4GeV annihilating into muons. Finally,
we argue that upcoming CMB experiments such as Planck, will improve the
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constraints by at least 1 order of magnitude, thus providing a sensitive probe
of the properties of DM particles.

1 Introduction

The measurements of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) flux provided

by a number of different experiments, such as WMAP 1) and ACT 2) , have

confirmed several aspects of the cosmological standard model and improved the

constraints on several cosmological parameters. A key ingredient in the CMB

precision cosmology is the accurate computation of the recombination process,

occurring at redshift zr ∼ 1000. Recombination modeling, while not simple,

involves only well-understood conventional physics, and the latest models are

thought to be accurate at the sub-percent level required for the future Planck
3) satellite mission 4) 5). While the attained accuracy on the recombination

process is impressive, it should be noticed that non-standard mechanisms could

produce percent level modifications that are potentially observable in CMB

data.

Dark Matter (DM) annihilation is one of these possible mechanisms, as it

produces extra-Lyman-α and ionizing photons that can change the evolution

of recombination. This kind of process has received particular attention in the

last years as it could be one of the possible origins of the excess of positrons and

electrons measured in cosmic rays by different experiments, such as PAMELA
7), ATIC 8) and FERMI 9).

Annihilation of dark matter particles during the epoch of recombination

produces high-energy photons and electrons, which heat and ionize the hydro-

gen and helium gas as they cool. The result is an increased residual ionization

fraction after recombination, giving rise to a low-redshift tail in the last scat-

tering surface. The broader last scattering surface damps correlations between

temperature fluctuations, while enhancing low multipole correlations between

polarization fluctuations. With the WMAP results and the future Planck 3)

data, it becomes conceivable these deviations may be detected.
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pann[cm3/s/GeV ] at 95% c.l.
WMAP5 < 3.6 × 10−27

WMAP7 < 2.5 × 10−27

WMAP7+ACT < 2.2 × 10−27

Planck < 3.1 × 10−28

CVl < 1.1 × 10−28

Table 1: Upper limit on pann at 95% c.l. from current WMAP observations
and future upper limits achievable from the Planck satellite mission and from
a cosmic variance limited experiment.

2 Annihilating Dark Matter and CMB

The interaction of the shower produced by dark matter annihilation with the

thermal gas has three main effects: i) it ionizes the gas, ii) it induces Ly-α

excitation of the Hydrogen and iii) it heats the plasma. The first two modify

the evolution of the free electron fraction xe, the third affects the temperature

of baryons. The imprint of self-annihilating dark matter in CMB angular power

spectra can be quantified with the annihilation parameter pann = f(z) < σv >

/mχ where < σv > is the effective self-annihilation rate, mχ the mass of our

dark matter particle and f(z) indicates the fraction of energy which is absorbed

overall by the gas, under the approximation that the energy absorption takes

place locally. The fraction f(z) depends on redshift, on the dark matter model

and on the annihilation channel, and has been calculated by e.g. Slatyer et

al. 10) for different cases.

2.1 Constraints with a constant f

In Galli et al. 11) and Galli et al. 12) we reported constraints on the pann

parameter obtained using WMAP data, WMAP plus ACT data and using sim-

ulated data for the Planck experiment and for a hypotetical cosmic variance

limited experiment, under the simplifying assumption that the fraction f(z) is

constant with redshift. This approach has the advantage of being model inde-

pendent, but is clearly less accurate than implementing the whole redshift de-

pendence of the f(z) parameter, as we will show in the next section. Results for

the constant f(z) = f case are reported in Tab. 1. As one can notice, WMAP7
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< σv > in [cm3/s] with Variable f
mχ[GeV] channel WMAP7 WMAP7+ACT

1 GeV e+e− < 2.90 × 10−27 < 2.41 × 10−27

100 GeV e+e− < 3.95 × 10−25 < 3.55 × 10−25

1TeV e+e− < 4.68 × 10−24 < 3.80 × 10−24

< σv > in [cm3/s] with Constant f = f(z = 600)
mχ[GeV] channel WMAP7 WMAP7+ACT f(z = 600)

1 GeV e+e− < 2.78 × 10−27 < 2.41 × 10−27 0.87
100 GeV e+e− < 3.87 × 10−25 < 3.35 × 10−25 0.63
1TeV e+e− < 4.02 × 10−24 < 3.48 × 10−24 0.60

Table 2: Upper limits on self-annihilation cross section at 95% c.l. using
WMAP7 data and a combination of WMAP7 and ACT data . On the top
part of the table we show the results obtained using the proper variable f(z)
for each model. On the bottom part, for sake of comparison, we show the
results obtained by taking the constraints for a constant generic f reported in
Table 1, and then calculating < σv > for each case imposing that f is equal
to the corresponding f(z = 600) for each model. We show results for particles
annihilating in an electron/positron pair only.

data improve the constraint of a factor ∼ 1.4 compared to WMAP5 data, due

to a better measurement of the third peak of the temperature power spectrum

at l ∼ 1000−1200 and of the second dip in the temperature-polarization power

spectrum at l ∼ 450. Furthermore, Planck is expected to improve constraints

of about an order of magnitude. This is due to the high precision measure-

ment of the CMB polarization that Planck is expected to deliver, and that will

be able to break several degeneracies between the annihilation parameter and

other cosmological parameters such as the scalar spectral index ns.

2.2 Constraints with a model dependent f(z)

In Galli et al. 12) we also considered the more accurate case where the fraction

f is not just a constant, but it varies with redshift according to the calcula-

tions of Slatyer et al. 10). We chose specific values of the mass, model and
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annihilation channel of the dark matter particle we wanted to test, selected

the corresponding f(z) and then calculated the constraints on the annihilation

cross-section < σv > with WMAP7 and ACT data. Results for different masses

of dark matter particles annihilating in an electron/positron pair are reported

in Table 2. Although the implementation of the z-dependence of f clearly leads

to more accurate results, we found that taking a simplified analysis with con-

stant f , such that f(z = 600) = fconst, leads to a difference with respect to the

full f(z) approach of less than ∼ 15%, depending on the annihilation channel

considered.
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Figure 1: The first three principal components for WMAP7, Planck and a
CVL experiment, both before and after marginalization over the cosmological
parameters.

2.3 A principal component approach

The constraints obtained in the previous section are precise only for specific

models of dark matter. In Finkbeiner et al. 13) we proposed an approach to

obtain precise model independent constraints, that could however take into ac-

count the redshift dependence of the fraction f . The method exploits the fact

that the effects of energy deposition by dark matter annihilation at different

redshifts on the CMB spectra are not uncorrelated. Any arbitrary energy depo-

sition history can be decomposed into a linear combination of orthogonal basis

vectors, with orthogonal effects on the observed CMB power spectra (Cℓ’s). For

a broad range of smooth energy deposition histories, the vast majority of the

effect on the Cℓ’s can be described by a small number of independent param-

eters, corresponding to the coefficients of the first few vectors in a well-chosen
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Figure 2: Constraints from the seven-year WMAP7 data (red), and from
simulated data for Planck (blue) and a cosmic variance limited experiment
(green). The plot shows marginalized one-dimensional distributions and two-
dimensional 68% and 95% limits. The mock data for Planck and the CVL
experiment assumed no dark matter annihilation. Three Principal Compo-
nents were used in each run to model the energy deposition from dark mat-
ter annihilation. The units of the PC coefficients here are in m3/s/kg, with
1 × 10−6m3/s/kg = 1.8 × 10−27 cm3/s/GeV.

basis. These parameters in turn can be expressed as (orthogonal) weighted

averages of the energy deposition history over redshift. We employ principal

component analysis (PCA) to derive the relevant weight functions, and the

corresponding perturbations to the Cℓ spectra. In Fig.1 we show the first three

principal components for WMAP7, Planck and a CVL experiment, both before

and after marginalization over the cosmological parameters.

For generic energy deposition histories that are currently allowed by

WMAP7 data, we find up to 3 principal component coefficients are measur-

able by Planck and up to 5 coefficients are measurable by an ideal cosmic

variance limited experiment. Fig. 2 shows the contraints on the coefficients of

the first 3 principal components obtainable from the WMAP7 data, and from

simulated data for Planck and a cosmic variance limited experiment, assuming

no dark matter annihilation.
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Abstract

The SuperB project in TorVergata (Italy) aims at investigating flavor physics
with a data sample two orders of magnitude larger than the B-Factories that
have operated for more than a decade. In the era of LHC this represents a
unique opportunity to perform complementary indirect searches for new physics
effects. In addition its design characteristics make it a flavor factory with
an even broader physics reach. This paper summarizes the host of physics
opportunities that will be opened by this experiment and the project status.

1 Introduction

The new SuperB facility will investigate the consequences for flavor physics

of any discoveries at the LHC and search for New Physics (NP) signatures at

energy scales that exceed the direct search capabilities of the LHC. A super-

flavor factory will also be able to improve the precision and sensitivity of the
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previous generation of flavor factories by factors of five to ten. The sides and

angles of the Unitarity Triangle will be determined to an accuracy of ∼ 1%.

Limits on Lepton Flavour Violation (LFV) in τ decays will be improved by

two orders of magnitude. It will become feasible to search for CP violation

(CPV) in charm mixing. Extensive searches for new states in bottomium and

charmonium spectroscopy will be achieved. New precision measurements of

electroweak properties, such as the running of the weak mixing angle sin2 θW
with energy, should become possible.

Flavor physics is an ideal tool for indirect searches for NP. Both mixing

and CPV in B and D mesons occur at the loop level in the Standard Model

(SM) and therefore can be subject to NP corrections. New virtual particles

occurring in the loops or tree diagrams can also change the predicted branching

fractions or angular distributions of rare decays. Current experimental limits

indicate NP with trivial flavor couplings has a scale in the 10-100 TeV range,

which is much higher than the 1 TeV scale suggested by SM Higgs physics.

This means that either the NP scale cannot be seen in direct searches at the

LHC or the NP scale is close to 1 TeV and therefore the coupling of NP with

flavor must be minimal. In either case, indirect searches provide a way of

understanding the new phenomena in great detail.

SuperB is an asymmetric e+e− collider with a 1.3 km circumference. The

design calls for 6.7 GeV positrons colliding with 4.18 GeV electrons at a centre

of mass energy
√
s = 10.58 GeV. The boost βγ = 0.238 is approximately half

the value used at BaBar. The electron beam can be 60%-80% polarized. The

design luminosity is 1036 cm−2s−1 and data taking is expected to start in the

latter part of this decade with a delivered integrated luminosity of 75 ab−1 over

five years.

In the following sections, the physics potential of SuperB will be reviewed

separating the ”Golden Modes” from the broader set of physics possible at

a flavour-factory. Finally, a comparison with the competitors and the future

perspectives will be reported.

2 Physics Potential: Golden Modes

Contrarily to the B-Factories, there is not a single mode that drives the design

of the experiment. Tab 1 summarizes the impact on several ”Golden Modes”

of possibile NP models, impact that is here briefly detailed.
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H+ MFV non-MFV ZP RH SUSY models
AC RVV2 AKM δLL

B(τ → µγ) L L M L
B(B → τν, µν) CKM
B(B → K(∗)νν) M L M M M M
SK0

S
π0γ L

Angle β (∆S) CKM L L M M L
ACP (B → Xsγ) L M M M M L
B(B → Xsγ) L M M
B(B → Xsll) M M M
AFB(B → K(∗)ll) M M M L
Charm mixing L M M M
CPV in Charm L L

Table 1: The golden matrix of observables versus a sample of NP scenarios.
H+ represents the insertion in the model of a charged Higgs Boson; (non-
)MFV is a representative (non-)Minimal Flavour Violation model; ZP is NP in
Z-penguins; RH corresponds to the introduction of right handed currents. A

number of explicit SUSY models are included 2). ”L” denotes a large effect,
”M” a measurable effect and ”CKM” indicates a measurement that requires
precise measurement of the CKM matrix.

Both BaBar and Belle have successfully measured the CKM Unitarity

Triangle angles α, β and γ 1). There is an overall agreement with Standard

Model expectations although there are a few tensions that might prove to be

signs of NP but need smaller statistical uncertainties for confirmation. To this

aim SuperB is designed to measure the angles α and γ to 1 − 2%, and β to

0.1%. |Vcb| and |Vub| can be measured to 1% and 2% accuracy, respectively, in

both inclusive and exclusive semileptonic decays. Figure 1 shows the ρ-η plane

with current and predicted experimental measurements, assuming the current

measurements maintain their central values.

NP can be probed also by comparing the measurements of CKM angles

within several modes, leading to a precision measurement of what is tradition-

ally called ”∆S”, i.e. the difference in the angle β between b → s penguin-

dominated transitions and b→ ccs decays.

In 2-Higgs-doublet (2HDM-II) and Minimal SuperSymmetric (MSSM)

models, the decay B → τν is sensitive to the presence of a charged Higgs H−
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Figure 1: Regions corresponding to 95% probability for ρ and η with current
measurements (left) and with SuperB precision assuming the current central
values (right).

replacing the SM W−. SuperB will be able to exclude masses up to ∼ 2−3 TeV

for values of tanβ up to 80.

SuperB can access the off-diagonal elements of generic squark mass matri-
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ces in the MSSM model using the mass insertion approximation. These cannot

be seen by the LHC general purpose detectors. As an example, SuperB is sen-

sitive to non-zero values of the matrix element (δd23)LL,LR for gluino masses in

the 1-10 TeV range through decays such as b→ sγ and b→ sl+l−.

Figure 2: Right: the expected precision on charm mixing parameters from
combining BES-III and SuperB ψ(3770) and Υ (4S) data.

An almost equal number of τ+τ− pairs are produced as BB pairs at the

Υ (4S) resonance. Current experimental 90% confidence level upper limits on τ

LFV are in the 10−8 − 10−7 range, depending on the decay. In the very clean

environment of SuperB, upper limits on τ LFV can be achieved down to a level

of 2 × 10−10 for τ → µµµ and SuperB can measure the upper limits in ∼ 50

other τ decay modes. Background-free modes should scale with the luminosity

(L) while other modes will scale with
√
L or better, thanks to re-optimized

analysis techniques. In τ → µγ for example, LFV is predicted at the level

10−10 − 10−7 depending on the NP model. SU(5) SUSY GUT models predict

τ → µγ branching fractions between 10−7 and 10−9 depending on the NP

phase, so the majority of the parameter space is within the expected SuperB

sensitivity of 2× 10−9.
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Figure 3: Left: Measurements of sin2 θw as a function of the center-of-mass
energy (

√
s in GeV). The size of the bar at

√
s ∼ 10.6 GeV representing

the SuperB measurement is approximately the same size as the error. Right:
Measured masses of newly observed states positioned according to their most
likely quantum numbers.

CPV in charm decays is expected to be very low in the SM (< 1%) so

its detection would be a clear indicator of NP. Current values for the mixing

parameters x and y from HFAG 1) fits give (0.63±0.20)% and (0.75±0.12)%,

respectively, allowing for CPV 3). At SuperB, the errors should reduce to

0.07% and 0.02%, respectively. If the results are combined with expected results

from BES-III and a dedicated SuperB 500 fb−1 run (∼ 4 months running) at

the D D threshold, the BES-III/CLEO-c physics programme can be repeated

leading to a further reduction in these errors to 0.02% and 0.01%, respectively.

This is shown in Fig. 2.

3 Physics Potential: opportunities from a flavour factory

If a polarised electron beam is available, many of the upper limits on τ LFV

modes can be improved by an additional factor of two. The polarisation also

allows the search for the τ EDM at a level of 2×10−19e cm and the measurement

of the τ anomalous magnetic moment ∆ατ with an error of 10−6. The value

of sin2 θw can be measured with an accuracy ±1.8 × 10−4 at Q = 10.58 GeV

and so help understand the discrepancy in the measurements from LEP, SLD
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and NuTev 5). This is shown in the left-hand plot of Figure 3 where the

size of the bar at Q = 10.58 GeV represents the expected error on the SuperB

measurement. It may even be possible to measure sin2 θw at the ψ(3770) mass

if polarisation can be achieved.

The B-Factories and the Tevatron have discovered bound states with a

cc̄ or a bb̄ pair that do not fit into the conventional meson interpretation (see

for instance 6) for a review). However, apart from some exceptions like the

X(3872), they have only been observed in a single decay channel with a sig-

nificance only just above 5σ. The right-hand plot of Figure 3 shows some of

the newly discovered states. Possible explanations include hybrids, molecules,

tetraquarks and threshold effects. SuperB’s ability to run at the Υ (nS) res-

onances and charm threshold provides a unique opportunity for testing low-

and high-energy QCD predictions. Predicting the expected rates for poorly

measured resonances is of course hard and work is on-going to improve the

extrapolations. The B → X(3872)K decays should produce ∼ 2k− 10k events

in each of their main decay channels. Y (4260) → J/ψπ+π− will have ∼ 45k

events, while ∼ 4.5k events can be expected for both Y (4350) and Y (4660)

decaying to ψ(2S)π+π−. It should be possible to confirm the existence of the

Z+
1 (4050), Z+(4430) and Z+

2 (4430) as SuperB will collect between 150k− 2M

events of the relevant fully reconstructed final states J/ψπ+K, ψ(2S)π+K, and

χcJπ
+K.

Other physics opportunities that cannot be detailed here include Bs

physics running at the Υ (5S), light meson studies in Initial State Radiation

events, γγ physics, direct searches for little higgs, Dark Matter, Dark Forces.

4 Competition and status of the project

The strength of SuperB is in the breadth of the physics potential and, in order

to achieve it, several features need to be in the design: very high luminosity,

possibility to scan from the charm threshold to at least
√
s = 11 GeV, polarized

beams at least at the Υ (4S), better if also during the scan, and triggers suited

for exotic searches. Tab 2 summarized which research line requires each feature

and which are the competitors. It is to be noted that nobody competes on all

features.

The physics potential 2), and the detector 4) and accelerator 7) plans

have been extensively documented and the activity is currently concentrated
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Feature physics goal Competitors
high lumi-
nosity

precision CKM physics,
rare B decays

Belle II (slightly lower lu-
minosity but start ear-
lier)/ LHCb (dirty envi-
ronment)

Beam Po-
larization

rare τ decays, EW physics –

Energy
Scan

Exotic Spectroscopy,
Charm Physics at thresh-
old

BESIII (up to 4 GeV),
Panda (different produc-
tion)

Devoted
Triggers

ISR, γγ, direct searches –

Table 2: Features required by each research stream and competitors.

on finalizing its Technical Design Report. Unfortunately, although the Italian

government included the experiment among the top priorities of its funded

research plan, a detailed spending review that took place in fall 2012 lead

to the conclusion that there is not enough funding to pursue the project as

described here. Studies are ongoing on how to downgrade the project in order

to match the available funds.
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